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FOREWORD

Developing economic understanding and, an ecoridmic way of think-
ing through consumer education courses has been a focus of the Jkyint-
Council on Economic Education fnr a number of.years. Recent research
funded by the Office of Consumers' Education has also indicated the
need-for the inclusion of economics-in the consumer education units of
study.

Very little work has been coMpleted on how to integrate 'economic
concepts and tools into various eorisumer education courses and units of
study. The primary purpose Of this project-was to have leaders in con-
sumer and economic -education share what has been done and what
should be done to integrtte economics into consumer education units. A
related 'purpose was to look at evaluative measures which have been used
in consumer and economic education, ,

The papers and reactions recorded in this document 'do'not provide
all of the answers as to how this integrative process should take place.

. They do, however, provide some new insights which add considerably ro
the-base of knowledge as 'to how the marriage- between consumer aid ,
economic education can Occur:

On Ipehal,f of the JCEE, appreciation is extended to Dr. Judith,
Staley Brenneke, Project Director, her staff, the AdviSorY)Committee
for the project, and the various participanis in the program for providing
a pfofessionally stimulating seminar. The Proceedings certainly reflect
the high caliber of presentations. Hopefully, the presented papers will be

'the springboard ;for further research and study in thdtuture.

John E. Clow, Director, Business and Consumer Economic Programs
Joint Council on conorrfic Education
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I

Toward The Iritegration
Consilumer and, Economic
Education

Judith S6ey Brenneke

,

Ea year'curriculum specialists and de ers must deal with the
difficulties posed by adding new unit o a curriculum that 'is already,
crowded. Th problem usually arises because of new manilates from the
state or the district or increased interest among teachers or the public. It
is clear that a,demand for "consumer economics" is increasingly being
voiced. Such a deMapd raises particular questions such as (1) What is
consumer economics and how does it differ from consumer education?
(2) Why should it be taught? (3) In what grade(s) should it be taught?
(4) What are the optimal methods with Which to incorporate consumer
economics into the curriculum?

The goal of the project that is the subject of thisspublication.was to
provide a means through which consumer edudation and economic
education .could be integrated into schdol curricula.' The project was
sponsored cooperatively by the Joint council on Econonlic Education
.(JCEE) and ,.the Office of Consumers' Education (OCE), U.S.
Department of EduCation. Both of these organizations haire' had a
history of encouraging this integration; however, this was the first joint
effort to achieve these ends. .;

As a part of its legislated mandate, the OCE is responsible for the
development of curricula (including ..interdigciplinary curricula). To
accomplish this the OCE has in the past funded a variety of papers,
reports, and projects. While these prdjects have employed the expertise
of educators from the fields of consumer, economics, education,
business, and labor, there has been minimal success in involving teachers
and curriculum developers-

Judith Staley Brenneke is the Direcior of the Office for Economic Education; Northern
Illinois University; DeKalb,
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'VIIn 1977 an OCE publication, Consumer and Economic, Educatioti--
(K:12): A Comparative Analysis, [31 reported on a study undertaken to .
examinee the interrelatedness of consumer and economic education.
Again, the involvement of teachers and curriculum directors as a result
of this publication was. limited. Because of this, the OCE was interested
in funding a contract to develop this integration and to bring.it to the
attention of classroom teachers and curriculum developers..

The JCEE, with 49 affiliated state ,council's, over 220 university
senters, and over 550 cooperating school diitrict\s, is the most extensive
`nd respected economics education organization in the United States.

'thin the JCEE's piogramntatic'efforts; emphasis is placed on Ratterns
d thinking-and analysis using the tools of economics to address social

individual issues. Because of its interest ' in the inclusion of
nomics 'No Olt corigumer education curriculum, the JCEE has
loped a variety pf teaching materials, publicationg,institrites, and
ing programs in the consumer economic area. .,

bEe9RIPTION OF THE PROJECT

T purpose of this projetet was tp utilize the expertise of leaders in
the fiefs. of economic educatidh and consumer education toscritique and

-eltp-and e framework of economk,Lsonsumet integration egun in past
OCE pr ectst It was determined that three stel;s would be necessary tb
accpmpli' this ,task:

CO, ntra t for _position Tapirs on "What is Consumer Education?";
"What Economic Education?"; "Aamination of the Integration pf
Nsu r and conomic Education "; "Analysis of Content in TiAlp
Urnts: edit and TransPo\rtation"; "Analysis of Conterit in Two
Units: Housing and Public Goods and Servi "; "Evaluation Designs
and Instr ments for Economic and Constim r E,ducation." ,

.

Provide a orum to facilitate delivery of, rea ion to, and discussion
of the posi ionpapers.

Publish proieedings containing these papers.
e .

Atfurtherpurpose of this project was lo piovide usable information
to school administratbrs, curriculum developers, and classroom teachers
interested in integrating consumer and economic education into local,
curricula. To achieve this, the following tasks were accomplished.

Development' and publication of a monograph, integrating Con-
sumer and Economic Education into the School Curriculum [2]
which outlines a structure for introducing consumer economics
education by providing: (1) a rationale for including consumer
economics i the curriculum; (2) a methodology to help establish an
appropriate equence for the introduction or specific economic con-.

/0
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cepts; (3) a ?procedure by which consumer economics can be in\
tegrated intp the existing curriculum.,

Obtaining reactions to.,che ideas expressed at the seminar,..and de-
veloped"through thd- precedine_opnograph at the following asso-
ciation meeting's: .

.
JCEE Seminars for.Consumer Education Methods Teachers

(July, 1979, and July, 1980).. a

National Association of Affiliated Economic Education Directors
(October, 1980)..

--a
National Council forthe Social studies (November, 1980).
Northeast Regional Conferepce on the'Social Stitdies (February,

1981). .

American Council on Consuiner Interests (April, 198)).
National Business Education Association (April, 1981).
Western Economic Association (July, 1981).

Use of thestructitre developed in this project in future JCEE projects,
including: thetNational Consumer Economics Project materials and
traininza, progyns, evaluation invrumpnt ,development, and the
television series Economics and the Individual. [4]1

THE PROJECT FINDINGS ON THE ROLE OF
EPONOMICS1N CONSUMER EDUCATION

'A primary fnusuf economics is the study of how resources are
allocaied, and the assumption tlfdersirding economics is that there are

resources compared to people's ways. Edonomics thus provides
tools to help decision-makers estimate the effwts of alternative ways to
use resources. Many of these economic tools ire univeilal in that the?.
can be used, by individuals and groups of individuals 4n deciding on
res c use. to .

.-
The focus of consumer education is on the individual. Consumer

education primarily deals with epreparing -students to become,better
decision-makerS'in using their jndividuar resourcesuch. as money and
time In prder to make these decisions effective, .individuals must
understand $heir ecommic environment, including how they can affect
economic intfitutions (i.e., the marketplace, government, etc.) and how
existing economic insOtutions"can, in turn, affect their decisions. In

. .,
other wqrds, consumer education fpcuses on the individual, but not in
isolation.

. .,
The need for a broad persped4tve or context underscOres why

a economics should De a part of the constimer education curriculum.
Econoniic concepts assist in the analysis of alternative choices and their
Connquences, thereby allowing Individuals to make more informed

:
'judgraIents about how to us, their resources. e.

5'
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cf
A number of schemata have.-been used to identify constimet.

. economic concepts. The most common method has been to assume that
all concepts noted on a given list are equally important (for example, see
Royer, Bannister, Bymers, and Morton In this volum.

Howevkr, it can be argued that economic concepts can and should
be present9d in a hierarchical manner. For instance, it is extremely dif-
ficult tddeal with the concept of government intervention and regulation-
without firsachieving an understanding of supply and demand, com- ,

petition, and market structure. Without an adequatt understanding of
the simpler or more basic economic' concepts, it may be extremely dif-
ficult for the consumer education student to examine intelligently more
complex economic concepts or issues. ,

Another consideration is the limited.amount of,time allocated to the ,
tV

consumer education curriculum. Economics isn't the whole story in a .
consumer studies prggrain.."Altlf6irgh consumer edUcation that does not
include solid economic understanding is misnamed, consumereducation
also deals with skills and understandings that,dp not necessarily-include. /

I an economic basis[see 13Yrnirs in this vOlumel. '
,

o
1 , '

..
_

a
p, ,

...

. - e

IDENTIFICATION QF ADDITIONAL, NEEDS :,

. , .
-

Luring the two-yegt c6urie of thisproject additional needs have
been identified by participants in th seminar and in subsequent

'V meetings: , . . I
4. ' -

Additional optibrtunities for leaders I in the field of. consumer and
eccoomic education to meet for discussions ancl debate on similar
issues. One of 4ire.ritost postive ree4ids of this prgject was the oppor-
tunity for leaders in.these fields tniscuss `and debate intrAie,ely the-

.
orientation, priorities, and needs of consumers.

fk OA.
4 t"

Identification of the objectives of4consurner 'education. E'roblernt
were foutl w4]1 conflicting definitions of terms, differences b'etween
positive ,and normathe propositions, and moement of 'the subject
beyond buying skills. .

.
. .

'Application of ,he Hierarchy of Consume -4conomics 'Concepts to
all consumer education units. The Hierarchy, developed in the
aonogrbph,thrOugh this project, has gained acceptance as a tool for
curriculum integration...This HierArchy was applied to the consumer
educalioryuriit of "..hoing" inthejnOnograph and to the unit 4.

'foods" in the publitariOn The Big Brown Bar The merican.Food '
System. [1] Participants at virtually all the .association meetings felt
that this Hierarchy should be applied to additional consumer units as
an aid to the classroom teachef. '

-
Reviev4o*hellierarChy after-its use in the classryom. This structure
?has beerr'utilizedin training classroom teachers, but as yet has not

6.



been tested in curriculum development projects in.the schools. Also,
as,the Hierarchy is a "positive" examination of what concepts are cur-
rently used in materials and curriculum, the review should also ex-
amine what should be included.

Development of nationally normed evaluation instruments in con-
sumer economics. The Hierarchy serves to identify the economic con-.
tent most applicable to consumer education:However, until the field
of consumer educgtion is,adequately defined, it will be difficult to
develop evaluation instruments for use by curriculum developers and.
classroom teak.hers..throughout the country. This is a serious void in
attempts to integrate this curriculum.

SUMMARY

This project was designed to provide a means through w hich con-
sumer education and consumer economics could be integrated into the
school curriculum. This was accomplished through the following phases:

Selection of topics for positon papers and discussion which would
lead to this process of integration and contracting with leaders in the
field of consumer and economic education to address these topics.
Their responses are contained within these proceedings.

Provision of a forum for discussion by leaders iv the fields of con-
sumer and economic education' on the integratikof these subject
areas within school 'currictiluni. This was accomplished through the
seminar, July 9-11, 1980, in Itasca, Illinois. The names of par-
ticipants in this-seminar are contained in these proceedings.

Development of a monograph for use by classroom teachers and cur-
riculutn developers whicji outlines a.structure and a process for in-
tegrating these subject areas within the school curficu,lum,This.was
achieved' through the publication Integvirg Consumer, and Eco-:
ninnic education into the School Curricula 4 f 2]

Feedback' and discu-SMOn on the ideas and structure developed
through project. Such responses were obtained at sessions,
workshops, and presen tions at a variety of professional assOCiatiOn

,meetings. ,
Use of the ideas and structure developed, through this project. This
has been assured through'a variety of ongoing and future JCEE pro- - ;
jects involving teacher training, materials development, evaluation
instrument' design, and classroom aids. -

While it cannot be argued that the task of fully integrating consumer
and economic education has been accomplished as a result of thi tb-
ject, it can be stated that significant, progress has been made,. u ,

7



however., remains to be done.. Sow suggesiiolis to facilitate the process
are included above and others will hopefully surface as a result of this
publication. To this ends comment are-hereby solicited
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What Is Consumer Education?

Rosellallannister

Consumeducation is entering a significant period of growth and
change in the 1980s. Traditionally, the central focus of consumer
education in the schools hv,been on decision-making related to personal
money management and buymanship. WIAle these topics .remain
important to consumer education, there is a need to strengthen consumer
citiien participation in tlm social, political and economic environments
which affect consumer decisions. Based on the work of the Consumer
Education Development ,Program (CELT), this paper will present a
definition of consumer education, describe the purposes and objectives
of the field, and identify the concepts which establish the content
considered essential for coffsumer competence in an increasingly complex
society'.

is A DEFINITION OP CONSUMER EDUCATION

In an era of shortages, there is no scarcity of definitions of con-
sumer education. The following definition evolved from CEDE stag
-analysis of the major consumer education textbooks, curriculum guides,,
journals, reports, an program descriptions over the past 10 years, as
well as frOm discussions with educators in both traditional and non-
traditional educational settings:

Consumer education is the study of the knowledge and skills
needed by individuals and groups in managing consumer
resources and taking actions as citi?ens to influence the fac-
tors which affect consumer decisions (Bannister. and-
Monsma, 1980).

Rosella Bannister is Director of the Michigah Consumer Education Center at Eastern
Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan.. /
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The concepts and skills implied in this definition come from
economics, sociology, psychology, anthropology, political science,
mat hematia, and the applied .areas of home economics and business'
educatiOn, among others (Monsma and Bannister, 1979, p. 10). Con-
sumer education, then, is multidisciplinary by design; it draws from and
contributes to a number of academic and vocational disciplines.

A unique element of .consumer education which differentiates it
from other areas of study is its focus on the consumer decisions which
relate to interactions between consumers and producers in the economic
system. This distinction in part explains the centrality of economics to
consumer education. Consumers need knowledge of the economic
system within which consumer-producer interactions take place (Ban-
nister and MOnsma,,1980).

Economist Lucy Black Creighton supports the emerging broader
view of consumer ecrucation. She holds that too often teachers have seen
restricted by a narrow view of consumption, one that results in a
distorted view of the consumer role. She st

Conventional eco defines cOnsu
in terms of gettin antity of goods ft
income. Accordin , competitive marke
consumer inform

omic th
the largest q
to this then

tinn guarantee

well - being
given

d
onsumer well-being

that consumers,'4 t producers, will in power. In such a
model, the consuMer is king; there is no or advocacy or
representation of the consumer interest (1979, p. 260).

The central theme of Creighton's Pretenders to the Throne provides
a major challenge to consumer educators: If consumer education is to
improve the well-being of consumers, it must question the theoiy of ra-
tional, sovereign consumers operating in a kind of consumer-producer
environment that no-longer exists (1976).

Robert Heirmann's study/1979) of the historical development of
consumer education reaffirms the view that this area of study has been
largely unresponsive to social and economic chahges. The channels and
teclaques which could be used in consumer representation and par-
ticipation to inflUence change are seldom mentioned in consumer educa-
tion textbooks. '

Herrmann's plea for consumer education to encourage greater par-
ticipation by individuals in their consumer-citizen role is not new; it
dimply has not been given the time and attention it deserves in the
classroom. Nearly forty years ago Mendenhall (1.941) called for the train\
ing of consumers to become informed consumer-citizens, able to act not
only on their on behalf but also for the welfare of consumers as a
group. Thirty years after Menden011, Lovenstein stated in a preface to a
1971 Joint Council onEconomic Education publication:

Personal economics is the study of the individual's decision-
making and participation in economic life in the roles of

12



e producer and receiver, cankimer, and citizen with
e p asis on his activities of earning, spending; borrowing,

g, investing, and influencing collective decisions as a
n of the economic community (Canfield).

,

t4eristein' concept of 'participation to influence collective deci-
sions,, while never fully developed into classroom teaching ctrategiss, was
framed in terms of the consumer's rote within the economic community.
The CF DP approach is to broaden that perspective to include the con-

,sumer's role in a v ariety of environments which affect consumer deci-
sions, ;including social, political, ecological, and technological in-
fluences, as well as economic.

Thc Consumer Decision-Action System (Bannister and Monsma),
Figure' 1 illustrates the idea that consumers influence and are influenced
ty both personal and external factors as they make decisions and take ac-
tions in the areas of resource management and citizen participation. This
system becomes the framework around which the purposes and object
tives mid the concepts of consumer education can be tested and refined.

II. PURPOSES AND OBJECT,IVES.OF CONSUMER
EDUCATION .

k

primary focus of consumer educatiop has been td teach indi-
vicWaisto become more skilled and rational buyers. Consumer influence,
is Usually limited to a passive or reactive acceptance of existing

; marketplace conditions., These conclusions are based on a review of the
litex-ature and of existing programs in a study conducted by the Natibnal
Consumers Leigue in 1979 (Willett).

An underlying objective of consumer education aimed at meeting
'Current and future needs of consumers is:

Individuals and groups who participate in consumer educa-
tion programs will gain competence in the knowledge and
skills needed to make decisions and take actions as informed
and responsible consurners in a broad range of consumer

.behavior modes (Bannister and Monsma). Ole
Figure 2 illustrates the potential impaCt consumer education has on

various modes of consumer behavior, ranging from coping and question-
ing to participatiivg as citizens to influence change. ,

' Coping incltdes applying basic consumer survival skills to everyday
situations. aping usually implies acceptance of existing conditions
with an emphasis on "making do" rather than planning for future
needs.

13 . gi*



FACTORS AFFECTING CONSUMER DECISIONS

EXTERNAL FACTORS PERSONAL FACTORS

ECONOMIC SYSTEM
Put ITICAL SYSTEM
SOCIAL SYSTEM
ECOLOGICAL iNFILFT4CES--
TECHNOLOGICAL INFLUENCE' i

: n:ntt
I.TENSION VALUES AND GOALS

--NEEOS-AND-mANT-S-L:-
LIFESTYLE

*

.1

DECISION MAKING'PROCESS

PROBLEM - ISSUE' CONSEQUENCES
INFORMATION DECISION-ACTION

'ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION

4 .

s

CONSUMER DECISION-ACTION AREAS

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

FINANCIAL PLANNING
PURCHASING
CONSERVING

CONSUMER PROTECTION
CONSUMER ADVOCACY

r
T

Figure 1. Consumer Decision-Action System*
'I,

Adapted from Suzanne Dale Wilcox, A Conceptual Framework for Consumeetducation
Curricula, City University of New York, January, 1980. .

.

Questioning is an important analytical skill which encourages a think-
fqr-yourself. attitude. It teaches consumers* to ask questions before
purchasing, and to challenge misinformaton and fraud. Questioning

. may result in a decision not to buy.

'Planning includes the process of managing financial resources after
considering goals, needs, and available resources. It includes obtain-
ing income as well as spending; saving, investing, borrowirig,, protec-
ting, and taxpaying. I

Purchasing is the application of the decision-making process to buy-
ing goods and services. It involves seeking and using information,

'considering alternatives and consequences, and selecting the,product
or service by using appropriate criteria.
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CONSUMER EDUCATION IS THE PROCESS OF GAINING
THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS NEEDED IN MANAGING

CONSUMER RESOURCES AND TAKING ACTIONS TO
INFLUENCE THE FACTORS WHICH. AFFECT CONSUMER

DECISIONS:- ..,. .

1
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Figure . --Consumer education: Potential impact On
Consumer Behavior
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Conserving _encourages consumer actions that preserve or use
resdurces efficiently raiher.than wastefully.. .

Participating as citizens supports consumer involvement in busiriess,
government, and Community policy decisions. The process includesc,
questioning, analyzing, and suggesting alternative solutions to con -`
sumer issues,and problems. . A.

Influencing change promotes an awareness' that, consumer, throu gh
active participgtion, can exercise power to modify those policies, in.-
stitutioni, and systems within society which affect consumer interests
(Willett; Wilcox, 1979; Bannister and Monsma).

While this coping-to-in tie ng continuum suggests sequential
behaVibr, it is. lift intended tohe a. rigid hierarchy. Consumer education
provides the skills for individuals to enter at any point along the con-
tinuum. Based on an understandingof a particular situation, consumers
make the decision as rto which behavidial mode to select.

As consumers, energize the Decision-Action System by taking action
at any point on the continuum, they will confront controversial issues or
adversary situations which result in tension and conflict. Examples in-
clude conflicts between buyers,and sellers, tensio1s caused by conflicting
value§within individuals and groups, and tensions caused by economic,
social, and p litical policies which may work at cross - purposes.

Consu educators traditionally have *ken' a cautious position on
controversi 'ssties, usually leaving the task of analyzing issues to ac-
tivists in the consumer movement, generally outside the classroom. With
balance and objectivity as. basic. educatioh objectives, consumer
eduCatori should welcome the opportunity and responsibility to teach
analytical skills through the study of controversial issues from a variety
of perspectives.

CLASSIFICATION OF CONCEPTS Ilal
CONSUMER EDUCATION.

o

I

What is consumer education? Building upon a general definition
and a statement of the purposes and objectives, the next step is to iden-
tify the concepts which make up the content ofconsumer education. The
CEPP Classification of ConCepts arrhriges the concepts into three broad
cateioriesDecisiorv.Making, Resouqe Management, and Citizen Par-..
ticipationl (See Figure 3.) -

Decision-Makiiig ..,
Consumer ilecisidn-making, which includes.both the act OfFhoosing

and the conditions of choice, becohles a foundation .for the entire field pf
study. Under decision- making, the two major concepts are the external

, ...
,
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,and personal factors affecting consumer decisions, and the decision-
/making process. These concepts establish the frameworkwithin which

/.consumers carry ou't the activities of financial planning.purchasing, con-
. serving,. and participating as citizens to influence the environments ink

which consumer decisions and actions take place.
The external factors which affect Lconsumer decisions include the

economic, political, and social systelps along with ecological and
technological influences. The personal factors include resources, lifcy-
cle, values, goals needs, wants and lifestyle. Each of these concepts is
-divided still further into sub-concepts in the CEDP publication
Classification of Concep7s in Consumer Education (Bannister and
Monsma).

Reaching consensus on the economic concepts which are important
to consumers is seen by Mahzer (1979)'and others-as an unfinished task.
Educators generally agree, however, that. consumers must have a work-
ing knowledge of the U.S. and world economic systems if they hope to
influence the broad economic decisions witichiaffect their daily lives.
While the relationship betworm economic education and consumer
education is strdhg, it would be inaccurate to imply that either field sub-
sumes tl-T other. Each field has a different scope and focus, with many
areas of overlap. In the CEDP study, the following economic concepts
were selected as those which seem-Most directly related to consumer deci-
sions:

Econorhic Concentration
Monetary, Policy
Fi.cal Policy
Productivity
Economic Growth
International Trade

Interdependence
Income distribution

While it is convenient to isolate concepts for analytical purposes, in
`reality concepts merge in endless combinations. For example, the eco-
nomic 'problem of inflation has many facets, as described by social re-' searcher Daniel Yankelovich:

Mixed Economy
Scarcity
Supply and Demand
Price
tompetition
E'6onomic Problems

of Unemployment-' and Inflation .

It would be a great mistake to add(ess the problem of infla-
tion exclusively in economic terms, thereby failing to come to
grips with it as a social-political issue. . . . If these [factors]
are not confionted as directly and cogently and seriously as
the purely economic factors, a -proposed solution may be
academically or technically. correct but it will not be im-
plemented, or if implemented, willot work (1979, p. 20).

The economic system, then, shOtild,be considered along with social,.
political,-ecological, technological, and pessonal factors when studying
consumer decision-making.
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The second major ,concept category within decision-making, the ac-
tual decision-making process, is divided into the following components:
problerri or issue, information, alternatives, consequences, the decision
and resulting action, and evaluation. While the entire process is in sore
sense sequential, each of the components is part Of an interacting system
Consumers apply principles of decision-making,' consciously or uncork_
sciously, 'when making choic4 about 'lifestyle, employment, money 7--
management, purchasing, conse'ry ing, and participating as citizens.

in-
creased

decision-making can yield high payoffs in terms of' in-
creased. purchasing pouter,er, personal satisfaction, and a feeling of control
over the use of resources. Assertive decision-making can also be A'power2
Tul preventive tool, instilling an attitude of self-confidence ratheptilafis
helplessness when confronting problems. As consumers weigh. alter-
natives-and,niake decisiOns based on a predetermined set of criteria, the
related concepts of opportunity cost and trade-offs are useful tools.

Resource Management

The three maior concepts under resource'managetnent are financial
planning, purchasing, and conserving. Traditionary, money.manage-
ment and buymanship have been important to consumer education, and
they remain so toda0Business and consumer writer Sylvia Porter speaks
directly to our lack of personal financial skills:

Your reluctance to look hard to your own financial habits
feeds on itself; you end up frightened, guilty, confused. Since
you feel neither trained nor qualified to deal with money, you
procrastinate, sometimes crashing head over heels into debt,
other times falling prey yo a fast;talki on artist or "expert"
who sounds as though he knows all, the answe . d often
you just muddle through, hoping that you can' make it
through life before your ignorance catches up with you, and
you discover too late the answers to so many questions you
never took the time or worked up the courage to ask (Porter,
S.,'1979).

In the 1980s,..consumer education should increase efforts to provide
training in the concepts of financial planning and' purchasing. Since
economist Wesley Mitchell in 1912 discussed the relationship between
earning and spending in his essay "Tlig Backward Art of Spending
Money," educators have recognized the need to strengthen the linkages
among educations, employment, and the opportunity to achieve an ac-
ceptable level of living (Porter, J., 1979). Esther Peterson, Special Assis-
tant to the President for Consumer Affairs, agrees with Mitchell that the
schools usually do a better job of teaching people hoito earn money
than how to spend it wisely (1979), but without employment skills which
can be used to earn income, the concepts of financial planning and pur-
chasing are of limited interest.
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The concept of conservation, though not new to consumer educa-
tion, is gaining respectability int the 1980s. The conservation-oriented .
lifestyle, sometimes called voluntary simplicity, may become a signifi-
cant social movement in the United States, br6ught about by the deepen-
ing energy crisis and the possibility of serious economic adjustments. Re-
searchers at Stanford University define voluntary simplicity as ."the

idegree to which an individual selects a lifestyle intended t6 maximize
his 'her direct control over daily activities and to minimize his/her con-
sumption and dependency" (Leonard-Barton and Rogers, 1980).

Among the forecast implications of the voluntary simplicity move- .

ment are: ./

energy conservation more widely accepted and practiced.

'a change in consumption patterns, with increased interest in do-it-
Ourself services and goods which can be recycled.

a growing desite for control over the quality of life, with less concern
for thd trappings of social-economic status (Leonard-Barton and,Rogers, p. 8).

.Alvin Toffler, author of The .Third Wave, also forecasts shifts,in
work - styles and life arrangements, brought about in part by the do-it-
yourself movement. Toffler suggests the following as evidence that the
trend has begun: self-help in medical services, direct long-distance dial-
ing, home computers, self-service gasolitte pumps, electronic,Fanking,
and do-it-yourself appliance and auto. repair (1980, pp. 285-288), The
rise of the "prosumer" which Tofflec defines as the fusion of the pro-
ducer and consumer role, with individuals producing goods ?Ind services
for their own consumption, ,will, according to the author, alter tradi-
tional economic concepts such as markets, income, welfare, eifficiency,
productivity, growth, poverty, and unemployment (pp. 297-299).

How do American high school students feel about the forecast move
away from materialism and toward conservation? Each year researchers
at The Univeqity of Michigan's Institute for Social Research survey
more than 18,000 high school seniors about their opthions on such things
as conservation, materialism, equity, social problems, and change. In the
1978'survey, more than 80% of the high school students felt that pebple
are too concerned with material things these days. Seventy-six percent of
the students thought that there will probably be more shortages in the
future, so Americags will have; to learn how to be happy Ath fewer
things (Bachman et al., 1980, p.90).

While the University of Michigan study will continue to track shifts
in students' opinions over the years, it would be interesting to know how
many are actually willing to modify their personal consumption patterns.
Consumer edtkation can provide a framework upon which students can
make decisions about changing values,- lifestyles, and consumption
behavior in a cultuie long-Oriented to materialism, growth, and the
assumption of abundant resources.

Recognizing that the application of knowledge in any field is rarely
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totally neutral, consumer education encour,ages.the analysis of problems,
issues, decisions, and actions from the-perspective of the discerning con-
sumer. To impose a detailed set of values upon the learner is not the pur-
pose of consumer education, yet the field generally agrees upon such core
values as efficient management and use of consumer resources, conserva-
tion in contrast to wastefulness, and the right of consumers to par-
ticipate as citizens in social, political, and economic policy decisions.- ,

Citizen Participation .. - .
. . ,

The two major concepts within the citizen participation category are
consumer protection and consumer advocacy. The cone pt of consumer
prokettion includes exerting rights, assuming responsibilities, applying.
consumer laws, and using consumer nformation and assistance. The
consume advocacy concept includes individual consumer assertiveness,:-
collective action such as consumer representation on governnient And
business policy boards, involvement legislative and regulatory. pro-

6ceSsses, and the organization of cp ers influence change.,
Joseph Tuchinsky, a social stu teacher and currently director of-

the Michigarinizen's .Lobby: observes that too much of today's con-
sumer education simply copes with the givens. He suggegts that we
should teach, Studen6 not only to understand existing institutions but
also to ti'ilegislative, judicial, acid administrative processsgs to lnitiate
change when necessary (1971), ,

Consulner agency admmistiator,,Tim Ryles, speaking at ,a Chicacr
meeting of theSocietY' of ConsuMer Affaiis, Professionals in Business .

(1979), obseried thlrleachinic.orisuratrito cope is reactive: and that .
assertiveness, thbut o'u.S631 skip, is 1 underdog strategy at the margin

-rather tbah at thi're.htgi2, Oyer.. He too suggests that consumers,need
training in an entirely,neWr het of $kills, chief* political ones, if theiare v,..
to progyess'beyckcl aping into,' trateiies to, influerpe change.

.

in-the 1978-report of a comparison 9: key ass rrtSions of, consumer
and,citiztms11$ education, Richard :Remy points out that in reality our

,,:behAvJor anroles-such as citiztin,,consumer,- an worker often merge,
while editcatioti in the-.Schools' to prepare-us or these roles is usitally-
4ragmented. Remy-build,, a ca for a ftision of the citizen-consumer role
when planning instructional rograms that integrate the knowledge and
skills associated with consumer and citizenshito education. Among the
skills needed by people in their corigumer-citizeli role-are:. ._

deciding what questions to ask -

I Ideciding how tq gather information

recognizing the neeNto use glteria in making a judgment .
stating an argument clearly

calculating the costs and Benefits of'one solution over another
mobi zing resources on behalf of a cause

, .
neg tiatiqg and bargaining effectively
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Citizen participation is not new to the consumer movement. Those
patriots who dumped the tea into Boston Harbor were participating in a

consumer protest even as the American Revolution_was taking shape,
and still todqy consumers organize to influence political and economic
eyents, which 'affect them.

Teabing the techniques of advocacy is no less appropriate to the
educational process than teaching the, techniques of comparison shop-
ping or wise use of credit; each has its proper Place in the catalog of
necessary consumer skills. c

Consumer education,.if it is to be truly meaningful, must prepare in-

dividuals with the ability to deal with change and uncertainty through
sound decision-making practices related to consumer resource manage-
ment and citizen participation. The challenge of consumer education in
the 1980s will be to maintain a balanced perspective in addressing the
special needs'dixonsumers in keeping with the common goals of society.
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A 1144ponse to "What Is
Consumer Education?"

Stewart M ltee

It is always easier to be a reactor to an address or an article than to
be responsible for the work being reacted to. So I am assuming my
responsibi1fully aware that my task is easier, but that I have a respon-
sibility to react in such a way that something of value is added and that
the reaction does not become jut a "rehash" o :a series of negative
responses.. /

In "What is Consumer Education?," Rosella ',Bannister has done a
fine job in drawing, together in a coherent fashion many significant
points in answering biith an intriguing and difficult question, defining cr
consumer education.

With the statement, "Consumer Education is multidisciplinary by
design," I believe that an immediate problem arisei with the regard to the
most effective way,to handle consumer education in the school system. A
very signifiCant problem with consumer education and getting it into the
curriculum is that it is noean accepted discipline in and of itself. Will it
ever be? Dn. Milton and Rose Friedman wrote in Free to Choose:

The .structure of disciplines physics, chemistry, meteoroid-
, gy, philosophy, humanities, sociologykconomics=w4s not

the product of a deliberate decision by anyone, Like Topsy, it
"just growed.".it did so because scholars foOd it convenient.
it is not fixed, but changes as different needecievelop. Within
any discipline the growth of'the subject strictly, parallels the

, economic marketplace. Scholars cooperate with one another
because' they find it mutually 'beneficial (1980). ,

.'
Stewart M. Lee is Chairman of the Department of Eco and Business Administra-
tion, Geneva College, Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania. e--oty.i
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In addition, in mostkhools the person who is teaching consumer
education does not have it as his/her major teaching responsibility. The
math teacher teaches math; the gnglish teacher teaches English; but who
teaches consumer education?

Then, what approach, should be used ip teaching consumer educa-
tion? Here one needs to analyze the ideal approach and realistic ap-
proaches. The types of approaches which have been tried in teaching
consumer education over the years have included the individual teacher
approach, the team teaching approach, the interdisciplinary approach,
and the system approach (President's Committee on Consumer Interests,
1970). The last approach is a system-wide commitment involving
students, teachers, administrators, parents, business; consumer organi-
zations, and other community interests. One of the most success-
ful system' approaches was used in the state of Massachusetts, in a
school system cooperating with the State Director of the Bureau of
Elementary and Secondary Education, Lawrence M. Bongiovanni. A
very successful interdisciplinary. approach was used at Lincoln High
School, Yonkers, New York, under the direction of its principal, &rthur
A. Natella, and the social science teacher and coordinator, David
Schoenfeld (Consumers Union, 1965). .o

In attempting to answer- the question "What is consumer
education?," it is essential that those who have the responsibility be fully
aware .of the answer.

If consumer education is to 'be taught from a multidisciplinary ap-
tiatit-thettrestiOrf-trontrfalSTYMIT -erwtt-rnrisrereillt-rftbIenirtrat ,

are almost insurmountable in getting the job done. A'problem is that
when everyone is in charge, no one is in charge. When everyone has a
responsibility in teaching consumer education, who really is responsible?

Therefore, we not only ha* the problem of defining consumer
education, but also have the problem of determining in what department
the subject should be placed, and who should have the responsibility of
teaching the subject. I am not certain that there.will ever be a generally
accepted Consensus concerning these problem areas.

In the paper the point is raised about consumer education's "focus
on the consumer desicions which relate to interactions between
consumers and producers in the economic system." The point should be
emphasized that there is a sharp- &inflict between the interests of the
producers/sellers and those of consumers. The consumer would
generally like to, get as much as possible in goods and services for as little
expenditure of money as possible, while the producer/seller would like to
get a lot of money for making or selling as little as possible. In the

`Marketplace, there is a meetinC.of the amateur/consumer and the
profeSsidnal seller. There it a setting for a conflict of vested interests. If
the market is operatingproperly, neither, the producer/seller nor the
consumer should be able to take unfair advantage of the other. What we
should see happening is a fair exchange an adequate Product br service
being sold at a Iteasonable price and returning a fair profit. Even though
both parties to a transaction have different vested interests; there is a
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mutuality of interests also, and the market can serve both parties well.
This becomes truer if the consumer can be brought through consumer
education closer to the position of ,a consumer professional, so that
'he /she can compete in the marketplace on a more equal basis with the
professional seller.

'the paper states that ,the Consumer Education Development
Program is to broaden the perspective of the consumer's role to include a
variety of ,. environments which affect consumer clicisions, including
social, political, ecological, and technological influences, as well as
economic. I believe that this presents a serious challenge to consumer
educators, to answer the question of how all-encompassing should
consumer education be. I believe that there can be a problem if the scope
of .consumer education is broadened too much, if it includes so many
parts of other areas of activity that it ends up becoming all things to all

*people and nothing of depth to anyone. There is a delicate balance that
has to be maintained here, and this represents a real challenge to
consumer educators. We are all well aware that in recent years, as the
consumer movement has gained in popularity and publicity, many
groups have tried to 'improve and expand their public .image by
attempting to come under the umbrella of all that one might include in
the term "consumerism."

1 have just raised a question about the problem of including too
much under the umbrella of consumer education. I would not/ like to
suggest that there is a serious omission in consumer education as taught

.-----..liY ...tuanx---tgaghgn,N11 111.4-01-Liiwg--.9aiisiQ.C.14A15...in.sonotner
text-books. This deals witb an area that both textbook writers and
educators seem to choose to ignore. This topic is discussed in my article,
" ealth,"Nealth,' and 'Illth' and the Responsibilities of the Cdhsumer
Educator."

. If consumers are to make intelligent choices they must know
that some goods and services promote their well-being (they
are referred to here as "wealth"), others neither promote nor

N., 'retard well-being ( "nealth "'), and still others may 'have
harmful effects ( "illth "). Although these concepts are very
real to the consumer, they are difficult to work with,
objectively and in ' the aggregate. Who is -to judge what
constitutes wealth, nealth, or illth? Co urgers are not born
with an intuitive sense that enables them ,choose only what
is good for them. They -must learn from o s. What is your
responsibility as a consumer educator in discussing with
students the characteristics of certain goods and services and
M encouraging students to measure these charaCteristic
against 4he definitions of wealth, nealth, and illth?(1975, pp.
12-13; see also Gordon aftd Lee, 1977),

Why are consumer educators willing to include under the heiding of
safety and protecting the consumer's welfare a discussion of Under-
writers Laboratories' mark, on electrical appliances, and yet avoid,

t.
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consciously- or unconsciously, a discussion of harmful consumption
practices which would include 'such items as tobacco products and
alcoholic beverages? A lifesaved because a consumer was alerted to the
,hazards of cigarette smoking is every bit as important as a life saved
because a consumer was cautioned to buy an electrical applicance
bearing the Underwriters Laboratories' seal. Encpuraging students to
consider goods and services as wealth, nealth, or illfh is a significant part
of consumer education. Consumer educators should not shirk this

,responsibility, even though it is easier if they avoid this area. -
It is suggested in the paper that consumers p citizens should actively

support consumer goals in business, government, and community policy
decisions, and in influencing clkange and exercising power to modify
policies, institutions, and systems within society which affect consumer
interests. This is a desirable proposal, but I would ask, how realistic is it?
Does not this demand mOre than most consumer-citizens can
accomplish, or even want to?.Certainly a goal of consumer education has
to be to stimulate at least a minority of consumer-citizens so that they ,

will becomejnvolved, not on every consumer issue, but at least with an
issue or two, If this is one of the accomplishments of consumer

feducation, good will certainly flow from It, but the difficulty of
motivating a majority of consumers to active roles will be difficult. But,
it is still an essential goal and must be attempted regardless of the number
ultimately motivated. . ,,

I cannot stress enough my support for the position presented in.the
paper that consumer educators should welcome the opportunity and

rolislISEtitrfo -reach anifyIieir MIS ThiOnghifieirdy orcontroversir
issues froth a variety of perspectives:The status quo is not perfect and
needs to be challenged time and time again in a balanced, intelligent way.
Therefore, it is legitimate to include in the classification of concepts in
consumer dducation citizen participation. This is true in spite of the fact
that there is not a consumer consensus on every controversial issue. ' s

Another challenge is presented in the paper in the enumeration of
the economic concepts which were selected as being most directly related
to consumer decisions. I agree with the fifteen concepts listed, but how
does the educator cover what has already been decided in this paper
should be included in consumer education and still include any degree of
adequate coverage of these fifteen economic concepts? I am in favor of
reaching for the stars, but realistically we have to settle for less.

"Voluntiry simplicity may become a significant social movement in ,

t ?e United States."' Even with the energy crisis and serials economicy1/4

adjustments, I really onder if this will becoMe a very significant choice
of consumers, unless e reach a.poitit where there is "no" choice. I am
not convinced that a growing desire for control over the quality of life is
interpreted' by very, many people to, mean that substitution of a
wood-burning stove that heats one to 40° on one side and 90° .on. the
other is pieferred over central heating or that an outhouse is preferred
over indoor plumbing. Yes, both would give us a greater degree of
'cohtrol over these activities in our livei and we would be less dependent
on, the outside, but is this realism? .
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1 question 'whether we really will see the irise' of the , Toffler
"prosumer" (1980), as discussed in this paper. Instead, what I this needs
to be emphasized in consumer ectucatiOn is the producer/consumer, as
the preident of the Berlitz Schools of Languages states in "Consumer-
ism's Other Half":

Producerism, I believe, is capable of injecting the necessary
element of positivism into the consumer movement.

It is hard to say just when pride in accomplishment as a
widespread conceo.t.same to an end but it did. We must
regenerate that sense of pleasure in accomplishment..motivate
consumers to aim for high quality in their producer roles.

If we are to have an effective consumer, revolution, we must
effect ,such a producer revolution. Almost every consuming
unit in our population is also ,a producing ,unit, capable
through greater care and efficiency, of influencing the quality
and price of a product or service, (Miller, p. 3).

YYY:

I believe that in many 'respects Ms. Bannister's paper has presented
the ideal situation in discussing the answer to the question, slightly
rephrased, "What should consumer education be?." I congratulate her
for this. Isupport such an ideal, but in some respects I believe that the
response to the question posed in the title of the paper is really an all-
inclusive response to the much broader question, "What is the purpose of

, it..cannot_dorit,a11
We need to be idealistic and we need to temper our idealism with

realism. If the goals that we set are too far out of reach, how many will
give up trying? On the other hand, if the goals are too easily attainable,
then little progress will,be made. Is there a reasonable balance between
these extremes? I hopeand believe that there is.

0
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The -aothots:of=s/tf Fitinzew-oi* for teacitin,j EConomics: Basic.
concepts- state that Pti-OWectiv-es orecononiie education are 'respon-
sible citizenship and

_

effective decision- making'' (Hansen et pl., 1977,
p. 2). These qualities require that have the ability to understand
and make reasoned judgments about major' economic cfuestions facing
society and themselves as members of that society. With these general .

,,..

and non-controversial obsiOations as our starting-point, we may iden-
tify fonr major questions that geed to be4nsWered. The ails'wers Wilco,
tively should in torn give us the answer to the Overall question: "What is
economic eduCationl". .. . ,

If economic education isAnderstood to mean educating people to
have economic understanding, then we must first ask: What does ha
economic underitianding mean? Second, who are the people we wish.
educate? Third, why is it important to educate them to have economic
understanding?.Finally, what,educational processes are necessary if this
objective is to be advanced? .

4

THE MEANING OF _ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDING
. .

The Framework states that "the essence of economic understanding
lies in being able to make sense out of the unfolding array of economic
issues coming to our attention." To be able to do this, it continues, per-

,:
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sons must be able tol(i) "practice the reasoned approach" tb economic
issues, (ii) !Jaye at their command a set of basic economic concepis which
give them the ability fb think about economic issues in reasoned way,
(iii).POSiess an overview of the American econpimy, and (iv) have some
abilily to use this knowledge in dealing with actual economic issues

_(I-Jansen et al., p. 4).
Tole economic understanding means, first, that one has a "way

of thinking" about economic problems. Memorizing economic facts does
not result in economic understanding. In cur 'rapidly changing world
file-Isom get out of date very cfuickly. One could, for example, in 19 9
have memorized the traditional ways of measuring the money su
M-1, M -2, etc., but then, early in 1980, these "facts" became obso
when the new concepts of M-1-A and M-1-B were introduced. To have
economic understanding means that one has the ability to think one's
;Nay through aheconomic problem in an objective, scientific way and
reach logical conclusions that are consistent with ones personal values,
with society's _current values (both economic and noneconomic), an&
with the need to reconcilebOth short-run and long -run goals. It means
that one possesses a kit of intellectual tools which one can use in -a wide
range of problem-solving and decision-making situations. As John.
Maynard Keynes wrote more than half a century' ago: "The theory of
economics does not furnish a body of settled conclusions immediately
applicable to policy. It is a method rather than a doctrine, an apparatus
of the mind, a technique of thinking, which helps its possessor to draw
correct conclusions" (Henderson, 1963, preface).

Indeed the real test of whether or not gne has acquired economic
understanding is in the future. How will one race up to an entirely new
economic problem which no-one has experienced before? . Will t2ne
be bewildered by this new situation or will one have a feeling of
familiarity a having been there beforeand understand what is going,
on? Will one be able to identify the nature of the problem, and of the
issues involved, evaluate the alternative ways of dealing with them, com-
prehend the consequences of each alternative-approach, and come to an
intelligent conclusion as to the best approach to follow given the goals
one wishes to achieve (Robinson et al., 1980): '`

:An example would be the energy problem, which emerged suddenly
in 1973 when OPEC quadrupled the price of oil. Even though this was an
entirely new problem, persons properly 'trained in economics were not
baffled by it. The familiar tools of modern' econoniics concepts like de-
mand, supply, the market, price, competitionbnonopoly, oligopoly, and
growthequipped such persons to understand the elements of the energy
problem, the alternatives facing us as we tried to deal with it, and what
the likely consequences of following different approaches to,the-problem
would be. Those untrained in economics were more likely td fill hack on
"devil theories;" blaming the Arabsor the oil cbmpahieS for all our
troubles. Such persons were, of course, the grandchildren of those who.
blamed the Great Depression on Herbert Hoover!.

If one is to be able to use this "reasoned approach," one must be

.> 7
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familiar with some basic economic ideas and concepts which collectively
constitute the tools of economic analysis needed to think one's way

40 through complex economic problems and reach logical conclusions. The
krarnework lists and explains twenty-four such basic economic concepts
(Hansen et al.). StudentsiWho understand these'and know how to use
them will have developed a considerable degree of economic understand-
ing even though they may not qualify as professiRnal economists. At this
point, we should'interject that economic educati on does not aim to" turn
people into professional economists only into more responsible citizens
and more effective decision-makers. To those economists who are still
skeptical of "popularization," vie can only respOnd that a knowledge of
elementary cardio-pulmonary resuscitation techniques is worthwhile
even if it doesn't qualify one to perform open-heart surgery!

As an example, consider the concepts of "demand," "supply,"
"markets," "price," "monopoly," and "government intergention and
regulation." People who understand the meaning of these concepts have
at their disposal a set of intellectual tools for comprehending a wide
range of Practical economic situatZt, including minimum wage legisla-
tion, farm price supports, forei hange rates, public utility regula-
tion, interest rates, rent contA and, the world price of oil, to mention
just a few. In each of the.ei:e:s,t N there is a market in which some-
thing labor, cotton, the U.S` 'd011ar, electricity, money, apartment oc-
cupancy, or Saudi Arabian light crude is being bought and sold at a
price. In each case, the price is determined basically by the forces of de-
mand and supply in the market. In some of them, the government 4 in-
tervening to modify the influence of these market forces and fixing, the
price at a higher,or lower level than would otherwise be the case. In some
of them, too, instean-o Ftnanreompetintsellertwiqtave-one-o
who can 'influence the price by their actions. Economists call this
monopoly power. Using the concepts identified abovejs the first step to-
ward understanding the problems themselves.

This is only the first step, however. Persons should also have "an
overview of the economy in which they live and of their role in it. This
means understanding, first, that because of scarcity every society must
have a mechanism for deciding how its productiVe resources will be used
and who will get what is produced. This mechanism is called the
economic system of the country, and its purpose is to provide answers to
the central economic issues which face every society:, which goods and
services shall be groducappow \and which forgone or postponed until
later,. when and-hi*,.. will productive resources be shifted from one use to
another, and how will the total output of goods and services be divided
up among die `People of the country?

One of the purposes of economic education in the United States is to
promote an understanding of the main features of the particular
economic system used in the United States today how it performs the
functions just described, the various roles played by people bath in-
dividually and collectively in the economy, such as being consumers, pro-
ducers, workers,wers, and investors and working through government,
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and the various economi institutions which have been established to
help us make these deci ions, such as business firms,,banks, labor
unions, private property, And government agencies,

Economic education also helps us evaluate how well or how poorly
our economy is wor14ing in light of its objectives. Before we can do this,
we have to identify the economic goals of American society. Economic
decisions are not made in a vacuum but with an objective or goal in
mind. The economic goals of American society today are usually defined
as economic growth, stability (high levels Of income and employment
without inflation), efficiency in the use of productive resources, security,
equWy, and freedom (Catdetwood andFersh, 1974,'pp. 19-32). Are we
achieving the growth 3cve want? Are we achieving price stability, full
employment, economic security, and other desired goals?' Such an
evaluation permits a person to mow on to a consideration cif various
economic policies designed to us closer to our goals and to come to
intelligent conclusions as to whaliiPolicies are most appropriate in a par-
ticular situation. For example, what kinds of monetary and fiscal policies
should be pursued to fight inflation? Are more generous social security
benefits desirable to increase the economic security of the elderly? Will
decontrol of oil prices contribute to a solution of the energy problem?

Actually, we have to go beyond strictly economic objectives and also
consider some other goals which, while not economic, have enormous
economic implinkations. One of theft is national defense, which requires
that productive.'resources be diverted from the main purpose of
economic activity, the satisfaction of consumer wants, and into- non-
productiveor even-destructive-:uses. Another is environmental pro-

Itection, which often requires that production costs be increased and eco-
-Pnernie-grev411--slewed-down-in-orkler4haelenn-air-or-wAter

beauty rri5/ be preserved.
Once the student of economics reaches this point, the concepts of

"choice," "opportunity cost," and "trade-off" become of paramount im,
pOrtance. Economic goals are easy to identify but often very !tad fo
reconcile with one another. In many cases, moving closer to one goal in-
Volves moving further away from another. Expanding energy supplies,
for example, may involve giving up something in the area of environmen-
tal protection. Protecting teenage workers by means of a minimum wage
law may lead to an increase in tr,enage unemployment. Tightening up on
the money supply to fight inflation may push the country into a reces-
sion. in every case, therefore, persons need to identify both the costs and
the benefits of following different policir themselves, for society as a
whole, and for particular groups within society, such as business, labor,
the elderly, or minorities. A ,decision can then be made With a full
understanding of what one is giving up as well as of what one is gaining.
The actual trade-off point, of course, ought to ,reflect both a careful
balancing of various objectives and the recognition that one cannot have
100% of everything one wants.

A case in point would be the common requirement that an en-
vironmental impact study .be made before an economic project can be
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undertaken. Such studies only take us halfway. The other half should.be
a requirement that an economic impact study be made before a new en-
1,ironmental restriction is imposed. We need to know not merely what
will be the effect of a new industrial plant on the purity of the air and the
health of nearby residents but also the impact on jobs, income, produc-

, tion, and growth of not building the plant. Only then can citizens balance
costs and benefits and come to an agreement on the course to be fol-
lowed. It might be interjected here that one of the benefits of e6Pnomic
education is that it can develop a more ratonal way of thinking in
general and thus combat the current trend toward "single issue politics"
which, in my judgment, threatens the fragmentation of our society.

Summing all this up, we may conclude that economic, edueation
seeks to gibe people the ability .tomake rational, intelligent economic
decisions based on an understanding of the issues and of the conse-
quencesOf the alternati;,es`racing them: To be able to do this, they need
to (i) follow the principles of logical thinking, (ii) understand the basic
ideas and concepts of modern economics, (iii) have an overview of the
American economic system, itsWucture, institutions, goals, and prob-
lems, and (k) be able to use this knowledge in a varietyof problem-
solving and decision-making situations.

r.

p-

1 WHOM' DO WE WISI4 \TO EDUCATE?

.......--Totwhat constituency is economic education dire'cied? The ideal
situation, of course, would be for all citizens to .b,econie more eco-
no'm catty literate. KVe would kike journalists and television commen-
tators to hive a better understanding of economics. The clergy could
benefit from an exposure to economics. So could,the employees of large
businesses. So could business executives, labor leaders, ritembersaof Con-,
gress, state legislatorsi and many ()tilers. In fact, there are numerous-
organizations which are promoting taetrnomic education of many of
these groups. Many university business scho )Is conduct programs for
business executives in which economics plays a substantial role. There is
a Clergy Economic Educatipn :Foundation. 'There are numerous
employee education programs. Many of these programs are very worth-
while. Some are not.

But today the most, importatt aspect of economic:, education js
ecbnomic education in the schools. The main thrust of the economic
education movement as it has developed over the last thirty'years is to-
*ard students in our elementary and secondary schools and their

teachers.
The direction, of this 'thrust is logical, In the first place, not everyone

goes to college an not everyone can, be reached by various' adult educa-
tion prograini in the factoryor elsewhere. But everyone goeis to school,
and thus all-future citizens can be reached there if we can develop sound-

I'
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ly onceived economic education programs. Second, children tend 'in
general to,be mwe open-minded tha.n many of their elders. They have a
natural ifitellecwal curiosity, and one does not have to get rid.of years of
accumulated prejudices and erroneous habits of thinking before starting
them along the road to economic understanding.'Third, the educational
structure of the nation schools, universities, colleges, state departments
of education, etc. can usually be relied on to promote objective
economic education. This is not always so when labor unions, business
firms, and other institutions conduct educational programs. Fourth,
educational resources -like all resources are limited and can be used
more productively by concentrating them on the schools rather than dif-
fusing them over a wider spectrum of learners. That specialization of
human effort leads to a more efficient use of resources and greater out-
put has been knownior more than 200 years.

Economic education is necessary for teacheri since obviously they.
cannot impart to their students what they do not understand themselves.
Unfortunately, most teachers either have not studied economies at all or,
if they have, have not been taught the subject in a way that was helpful t
them. Two approaches to this problem have been developed over tlit
years. First, much effort has been expended on in-service programs for
teachers in the form of summer workshops and institutes of various
kinds. This has been the main thrust of the e'con'omic education move-

- ment. Such pp:Trams are necessary and worthwhile. Second, a signifi-
cant beginning has been made by'a number of teacher-training nstitu-
tions to include sound economic education in their curricula. However,
more emphasis needs to be placed on the pre-service education of,,
teacheIs in economics. In-service programs are important for the current
generation of teachers and will always be important from )he viewpoint
of bringing teachers up-to-date on the last developMents; however,
from a long-run viewpoint, it is a more efficient'Use of ,limited educa-
tional resources to ensure that teachers have some knowledge, of
economics when they enter the profession than to have to pull them back
into the classroom later to teach -tlfem the basics they should already
kmovf.

In summary, then, while sound education in any forth and anywhere
is a "good thing," practical considerations suggest that the m012, thrust of

' economic education should be directed toward schoolchildren 'arid their
* teachers and should take glace in the schools and in the teache-training

institutions of the nation.

4

WHY IS ECONOMIC EDUCATION IMPORTANT?

Economic education is importantcritically importantbecause
the successful functioning of both our economic system and our political
democracy depends on it. ,



The United States is committed to any economic system based
,primarily, though not entirely, on the idea of individual decision-making
in the market place. This is still true in' spite of the fact that, in our
modern allied economy, the functioning of the free market mechanism
has been substantially modified in manyesectors by government interen-
flop, and by the actions of those who'have economic power, such as big
unions and big business. The United is also committed to a
political system based on the idea of individual decision- .making in the
voting booth. This is our heritage from Adam Smith and Thomas Jeffer-
son; who, by one of the great coincidenCes of history, wrote their basic
statements on the subject in the same year just over two centuries ago;

Thus thi quality of decision-making is critical. If Americafis can
make intelligent decisions in the marketplace and iti the voting
booth decisions stemming from reason and, understanding then we
have a fair chanCe of resolving the enormous economic problems-which,
face our society, ranging from developing new forms of energy to reduc-
ing inflation, from boosting productivity to ending poverty, and from
Meeting Japanese competition to financiniitalth care for alt,, If on the
other hand the decisions we make stem from ignorance, pcieju4ice, and
emotion, then not only will we not find answers to our problems, but
lottey will get worse. The case for economic education is rthe case for
emocracy itself.

WHAT EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES
ARE NECESSARY?

Finally, if we are to understand what economic education is, we
must ask what educational ptticesses are needed .if the students an
teachers in our schools are to acquire greater economic understandin

Advances need to be made on four _fronts, teacher-trainin
riculum revisio publications and teaching aids, and research
evaluation.

Teacher-trai ng requires both in-service and pre-service programs.
Thousands of teachers today need to be reached through workshops, in-.
stitutes, and other programs which will help them understand the subject
Matter of economics and how to go about introducing it into the
classfoom. In the long-run, however, it is a more efficient use of scarce
educational resources to give future teachers a proper training while they
are still students in schools of education. _

Effective pre-service education in economics should not take the
form of just urging or requiring education students to take the conven-
tional principles, of economics course offered by the economics depart-

s ment. Too often these assume that the students are destined to be
economics majors. Too often they are taught in an unimaginative way by
teaching assistants or young instructors who are trying to transmit the
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mathematical formulae they themselves are learning or have just learned
in their graduate courses for the Ph.D. What is needed are courses geared
to the needs of educational students, planned jointly by educators .and
economists, or, better still, by the ever-increasing number of persons
trained in the relatively nem, discipline of economic education. For ex-
ample, four-unit courses comprising three units of economic content and
one of methods might be appropriale.' Prograrns like thosi at Ohio Uni-
versity and Purdue University could be models for the future. The
preparation of teachers who can handle economics effectively in the
elementary and Secondary classroom should be the joint responsibility of
economists and educators.

Assuming that we have trained teachers, the next task is to deter-
mine how the subject matter can best be introduced into the classroom.
Here we have long since abandoned the idea that a twelfth grade course
in economics will do the job. Today the idea is increasingly accepted that
economic ideas and concepts can and should be introduced into the cur

,riculum in an organized and integrated way at all grade levels from
kindergarten through twelfth grade.

The integrated curriculum calls for the introduction of economics at
each grade level in an orderly, sequential way, at increasing levels of
sophistication. The twelfth grade economics course then becomesmerely
a capstone experience which pulls everything together for the last time.
Before that, economics will have been introduced in a variety ways into
elementary social studies, into U,S. and world history, into geography
and U.S. government, into consumer economics and personal finance,
into business and career education, and into home economics. It can also
be introduced into such fields as Eliglish literature and mathematics. I

-would submit that students are likely to learn more about thy, economic
conditions which gave rise to Marxism in the 19th century by reading the
novels of Charles Dickens than by reading the turgid writings of Marx
himself. And I once encountered a mathematics teacher whir) used the
Consumer Price Index as a device both to explain such mathematiCal
concepts as weighting and averaging and to convey an understanding of
inflation. The opportunities for enriching existing courses with economic
themes and Overtones are endless. One the major tasks of economic
education is to help teachers devise ways of-doing this. This is riot as dif-
ficult as some may think. Keynes once wrote: "The study of economics
does not seem to require any specialized gifts of an unusually high order.
Is it not . . . a very easy subject compared with the higher. branches of
philosophy and pure science?" (1963).

Another important challenge to economic educators is'to develop
appropriate material and teaching aids both. for the,teachers themselves
and for the students. Most college textbooks are not appropriate, of
course,,but even thetood texts prepared specifically for economic educa-
tion programs are not enough by themselves. There is a growing 'supply
of richly rewarding games and simulations, films, film strips, .cassette
tapes, and other teaching aids which are both interesting to children and
educationally sound. Examplei of these are ,the fifteen "Trade-Offs"
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films for 9-13 year olds; the Master Curriculum Guide pamphlets en-
titled "Strategies for Teaching Economics;: Davison and Kilgore's "The
Child's World of Choices;" Wyatt and Harter's "Land Use Planning
Game;" and Stephen Jackstadt's marvelous comic book "Superheroes of
Macroeconomics." The annual publications of the Joint Council on
Economic Education describing "Ecoifornic Education Experiences of
Enterprising Teachers" are full of fascinating examples of the innovative
activities of the classroom teachers who have won International Paper
Company, Foundation awards.'

Of key importance is the network of over 200 centers for economic
education affiliated with the Joint Council on Economic Education and
located- at colleges and universities around the country. Many im-
aginative and inndvative teaching aids are, being produced at these
centers, which are also sponsoring in-service programs for teachers and
working for the improvement of pre-service sducation in economics.

The centersfor economic education play a key role also in the fourth
area in whidl advances are being made, research and evaluation. We
have learned much over the past thirty years, but there is still much more
we need to know. As in any field of learning, the frontiers of knowledge
must be pushed forward through research. How can economic ideas a5id
concepts most effectively be introduced into a personal finance course or
a home economics course or a world history course? What teaching
techniques are likely to be most effective? What sorts of games and
simulations can be developed? How can we evaluate what students have
learned as a result of different educatonal approaches? What sort of tests
Mould be constructed? These are onty a few of the tasks confronting us.

41.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS .

This paper has sought to answer the question, "What is economic
education," by defining the meaning of, economic understanding. by ex-
plaining why it is important that people have economic understanding,
by identifying the constituency toward which our main efforts should 0e
directed, and by describing some of the educational processes that must
be 'undertaken if we are to advance our goal of economic literacy in the
United States.

It might seem strange that, when the economic education movement
is now over thirty years old, it should still be necessary to explain what.
economic education is. The fact of the matter is, however and this is
perhaps sometimes overlooked by the growing band of enthusiasts who
are doing such gobd work in so Many ways and in so many placesthat
we have only just begun to make a dent in the problem of economic il-
literacy. Much has been achieved, but much remains to be done. Many'
economist and, educators are not convinced that children can acquire a
sound "way of thinking" about economics. Many teachers are still scared
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of the subject. We do need to teep on reiterating that economics is
everybody's business and not an esoteric subject to be studied only by the
initiated. As Keynes once wrote; "If economists could manage to get
themselves thought of as humble, competent people, on a level with den-
tists, that would be splendid?" (9963).

The worst thing we could do wouldTfe to rest on achievements and
think that we already have most of the answers. We do not. Thus, trying
to answer the simple. question, "What is economic education?," is a
healthy exercise which forces us Io test the validity of our beliefs and
once again clarify the direction in which we want to move in the years
ahead.

' In conclusion, may nook briefly into the future? I think that one of
the greatest challenges facing economic educators in the years ahead is
going to be how to reconcile the traditionil structure of economics with
the new priorities and new values that are emerging in American society.
The traditional goal of a better life in a material sense is still with us and
will continue to be with us. But our people are increasingly concerning
themselves with the kinds of things which cannot be measured by such
economic statistics-as the Gross National Product and Perionarancome.
They are thinking about the quality of life, a term whiOhlcovers

,everything from environmental protection, equal employmeriroppor-
tunnies, and safety on the job to consumer rights, the enjoyment of
privacy, and the prevention of age discrimination in housing. They are
thinking'about the less fortunate in our midst, including the sick, the
poor, and the aged. They are thinking about what kind of values are
likely to develop in a nation that is very affluent, because those values are
surely goingtto be quite different from the. ones which we held when we
were struggling to become affluent

It might therefore be desirable to go back to the recommendation
made by a Department of Health, Education, and Welfare report that we
establish a Council of Social Advisors and that each year a Social Report
of the President be presented to the Congress and to the nation (1968). I
am not saying that economic educators should modify then-disciplined
approach to the subject. I am saying that the children in our schools must
e-presented with a clear picture of our changing world, of which the o.

world_ of economics is bin a' part. t -

Finally, economic educators are going to have to place increasing
'emphasis on the problems of the world economy of which the U.S. is a
part. Economic sovereignty the ability- of a nation to control its own
destiny and resolve its own problems is being eroded. The U.S. today
cannot solve such problems as energy and inflation by itself, without
reference to the world economy. otutions to those problems can only be
found itta world context. Therefore"; economic educators have the task
today of preparing young people to be not just citizens of the U.S., but
also citizens of the world. .0

In the, early years of this century, the great British historian,
novelist, and political philosopher H. G. Wells, said that mankind was
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engaged in a race between education and catastrophe. That race is still
going on. Let us do what we can to.see that ,education wins it. -

FOOTNOTES

1. For a good example of this, see California State Department of Education
(1966).

2. These curriculum materials are available for purchase from the Joint Council
on Economic Education, 1212 Avenue of the Americas, Npv York, New
York, 10036.
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A Response to "What tis
Economic Education?"

Fria; W. Rtithing

INTRODUCTION

O .

James Calderwood has provided a concise answer to the' question
"What. is Economic Education?." Ie defines economic education as
educating people to have economic understanding. He has an effective
approach to expanding that definitioh by asking and answering the ques-
don, "What does having economic education mean?;","Who are thepeo-
ple we wish to educate?;" "Why is it important to educate them to hive

..economic understanding ?;" and "What educational processes are
necessary if this objective is 'to be. advanced?."

- This reader finds it difficult to take issuevith the basic definiton
and discussion that CalderwOOd presents. He has effectively capsulated a
concensus of -what economic education is, at least from the perspecge of
.most economic educators associated with the Joint Council pn Economic
Education, its affiliates, and their programs. As a' inembee,of that net-
work, my first reaction to Calderwood's leper-at:WA-MEN." Further
reflection liads me, not so much to criticize Calderwood as to foci's on
questions raised by him bid not answered, and perhaps to linger a bit
longer in discusiing the futpre directions of economic education. In the
first instance, I refer td.the question of objectivity and values; in the sec-
ond, to designing new approaches which might accelerate the process of
economic education.

Francis W. Rushing is Chairman Of the Department of Economics, George State Univer-
sity, and Executive Director of the Georgia Council on Economic Education, Atlanta,
Georgia:
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OBJECTIVE AND VALUES

One basic tenet, indeed 'a prerequisite, of affiliation with the Joint
Council on Edonomic Education is that economic education programs be
objective. "Objective" is understood to mean "not biased;" that is., the
ecoriqiiic educator is to provide a fair,presentation of all aspects of any
issue. Objectivity as a general characteristic in economic education pro-
gramming is well founded in the writings of economic educators. For in-.
stance, the National Task Force on Ecortgitifc Education stated in 1961
that "the most important step toward understanding in economics -as in
other branches of knowledgeis the ceplacement of emotional, un-
reasoned judginents by objective, rational analysis. This is the first
lesson to be' learned in approaching the study of economics" (1961,
p. 14). M. L. Frankel reaffirmed the same guidelines when he wrote,

,,"The study of economic problems should, be conducted within the
framework of:

1. Maximum objectivity. :

2. Complete freedom of inquiry and discussion" (1965, p. 11).

One might interpret this criterion of objectivity to imply at least the
absence of values or valuing in the program. But there can be no absence
of values or valuing, only the ablence of an overt presence of a system of
values in which economic education is taking place. CalderwoOd points
out that "to have economic understanding means that one has the ability
to think one',s way through an economic problem in an objective, scien-

. tic way, and reach logical conclusions that are consistent with one's per-
sonal values, with society's current values, (both economic and non-
economic); and with the need to reconcile both short-run and longLirun
goals." (Underlining is that of the reactor.) Where did these values come
from? How did the individual learn what society's current values
are? ... family, friends, teachers, economic educators? The evaluation
of an outcome by definition requires a "set of values," Economic theory
and analysis can lead us to a range of possible outcomes (all of whiCh
may be efficiently produced) but, in fact, the best outcome can be deter-
mined only after value weights have been introduced. We can teach con-
cepts and tools of analysis, but does teaching a framework of values
violate our comatment to objectivity? Is a set of values implicit in the
programs themselves?

Let us take, for example, an economic educator who might project
objectivity by Unemotionally presenting the pros and cons of alternative
economic systems, but does so with the confidence that the students (who
may be elementary or high school teachers) will, by theif own reasoning -
process, conclude that the American economic system is the best among
the alternatives,, and thus.become committed to its continuation. Other
"economic educators" not affiliated with the Joint Council on Eco-
nowic Edtication (and its state councils)might pursue the same out-
come by teaching the virtues of the' American system 'while focusing
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on the blemishes of alternative systems. The projected outcome in both
approaches is the same even though one demonstrates objectivity and the .

'second one doesn't. One might predict that if "objective" programs result
in very many cases with the students advocating the overthrow a the ex-
isting system, a modification in program design and methods by the
economic educator would take place.

To ask "What is economic education?" is to raise the value question,
and, in my estimation; the question begs for further consideration by
economic educators. As Calderwood obServes, future values in the
United States will differ from past values. What is the process by which
vales change; and in what ways do economic educators facilitate, chan-
nel, or affect these changing values? We ought to search for answers to
These questions.

ECONOMIC. EDUCATION-THE EMERGENCE OF
NEW METHODS OF TEACHING

'Calderwood's definition of economic education f9uses on
economic understanding being manifested in the ability of a person tq
develop economic decision-making skills. T rocess of developing this
understanding is perceived to be through the traditi. s .1 method of
teacher-directed education utilizing a wide range of cassroo used
activities good textbooks, games, simulatAms,etc. Current evidenc n-.
dicates that these methods are effective in producing an improvement
economic understanding as measured by standardized tests. What I
would propose is the expansign.of economic education to what might be
described as community-based economic'educition, an old idea with a
new twist. ComMunitrbasect economic education is to be a supplement
to the classy oom-based economic education. The focuiof the com-
iiumitbas component is to provide for the student a series of ix-

,

periences hich will reinforce the classroom instruction or (in a limited
way) serve as a substitute for classroom instruction of particular con -
tepts. If economic education is to develop decision- making skills, then r
the best approach to teaching these skills is to exp_ose_the student to ac-
tual situations where th8e skills are utilized on' daily basis. Theconcept
of commufrity-based education relies upon the ability of the economic
educator to,mobilize community resources and to channel them into an
educational structure designed to geneiVarticular learner outcomes.

"Community" in this approach of to economic entities which
make economic, decisions. These entities could be businesses and their
'Managers and employees; unions and their leaders and membership; or
governnlents and) heir civil servants; or the households and their
members. Histoncally, teacers have taught aboM the - American
economic system and its decision-making unitshouseholds, business,
and governments as if they were abspctions -rather thanvital units in
dynamic economic processes.

47
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What we findin most communities are teachers doing a good job in
economic education, while important segments' of the com-
munity business generally, but sometimes labor unions as well

are highly critical of their efforts because they think teachers neither
know .nor Miderstand the system. In fabt, it is believed by same that
teachers even, prejudice the students against the American system orethe
interests of business, labor, or government within the system. This
perception has led segments-of the community, particularly business, to
attempt various programs of economic education. In some cases, they
utilize the teachers as a vehicle, in others they bypass the teacher by in-
itiating programs that go directly to the student. One example is Juror
AChievement's Project Business. There is a tremendous interest in
economic education, but the problem is how to channel that interest into

tw-nrceffective programs.
Community-based economic education has to begin with the open-

ing up of a dialogue between the educators and the various segments of
the community. 'Our role as economic educators is to facilitate such a
dialogue. We should present evidence that local educators age doing a
good job teaching economics. We should present the idea that'an impp--
tant element of, economic education is the building of a bridge from
economic concepts to economic decision-making in the "real world" a
bridge that spans the distance between they classroom and the.
community.

I have watched this process unfold in nine communities in the state
of Georgia. In each, the leaders of these communities were amazed at the
economic education iii progress, how Effective the teachers were in con-
ducting it, and that these teachers wier'-klike them, skilled professionals.
Another outcome of the dialogue *A an increased awareness that
eclucatois shared many of the same objectives in terms of economic
education as the community leaders. With communications open, the
leaders offered themselves as resolirbe persons, their. businesses or--
organizations as sites to visit, and their time to. take inventory of
economic education resources in the community. There Was generally an
enthusiasm to help finance the purchase of economic education materials
which the teachers felt would be most effective in teaching economics.
The Georgia Council offered training courses for community leaders in
roles they elected to play, such as resource speakers, hosting field trips,
etc. The outcomes of this program. were not only renewed support for the
concept of economic education, but the actual involvement, of com-

:p Anunity leaders in thprocess:
What is different about this approach? Not much, and yet a lot.

ommunity leaders speaking in the classroom and fieldnrips are all part
of the traditional approach to economic education. What is new i4 the
level of involvement and the channeling by educatorA, of community
resources into a framework of economic educatOn which enhances the
probability of achieving learner. outcomes. The student in such programs
has direct hands-on experiences as they make the transition from absfrac-
tions to realities.

to,
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7 Community-based economic educgtion can be expanded to a whole
range of Nogramming. A prOgrtim which has proven successful +ring-
ing students into contact with'ssenior citizens. Most students do not have
frequent or extended contact with h elderly people. Our senior citizens are
a store of knowledgeincluding economic knowledge. A well designed
series of questions can result in oral histay dealing with a variety of
economic topics. Many of the elderly actually experienced the transfor-
mation of the United States from an agrarian to an industrialized society.
All have strong recollections of the Depression. And most are willing to
share these experiences in a direct way with today's economics students.

The case-study method of teaching-and learning economics is being
adopted in many communities. One way of tying this method with the
community-based economic education approach is to let the students
themselves develop the cases. The casestshould be those drawn from the
local community and require the student to do the research, condlict the
interviews, compile the information, and write up the case. The student-
prepared cases could be disseminated to other classes as models for
students in developing their cases or used as teaching materials.

Another way of broadening economic education is to utilize
students as 'teachers. Students frequently boast that economics,is one
subject aboul which they know more than their parents. Why not design
economic education materials which transcend the classroom and the .;
normal homework assignment into broader learning experiences ,which
include the entire family? An energy program in Georgia is based on that
concept. The student is trained.as an energy auditor and through his/her
conLitknoui auditing of the household the other family attmbers learn-

'energy conservation. Consumer economics concepts could be effectively,
taught in this manner.:

There seem to bealmost unlimited opportunities to design learning
,situations which go eyond thq classroom into the home and the

, communityaat - large, s,economi4 educators, it is our responsibility to
takeadvantage f these opportunities 4h ordgr to accelerate and

d; ', broaden econo standing. .. .,

-...
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. /
Introducing "Consumer and
Economic-Education (K-12): /
A Comparative Analysis"

L. Gayle Royer
11

Efforts to delineate the parameters of economic education and
onsume education yielded a model which* indicates the concepts 4
propriate to each of thoie subjects individually. The model also

dentifies- concepts which ami, common to both subjects and therefoie
represent the interface. The/total model represents the meshing of the
three components into a K-12 program of study. The three most
significant categories are "Resources," "Markets," and "Contemporary
Social Issues." "Resources" mark the beginning point of understanding...
"Markets." serves as ithe central category which brings consumer edu-
cation and economic education ..together after some digression. An
undersihn. ding of "Contemporary Socialissues" is the ultimate goal of .
both consumer education and economic education.

The patters view of consumer education differs markedly from that
of writers of textbooks, workbooks, reference books, and er re-
sources. The model identifies a large number of concepts whic are
interfaced with economic education, but this interface is not recogni
in the resources. The resources present consumer education ery clearly

'ndividual application of the theory of econo cswith an
emphasis on' the marketplace. The model, in contrast; perceives a strong
conlmon_theoretical base to both _subjects ht. the K-12 level, to, which
consumer education adds indiVidual consumer applications and
notiWeducation adds producer and worker applications.

171

L. Gayle Royer ffillo) is Director of the Consumer Education Resource Network,
Rossiya, Virginia. f 1-
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IMPACT ON PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Clasroom teachers rely on several inputs for guidance in developing .

an educational program. Probably the most frequently used inputs are
cu riculum guides and published texts. Consumer education and
eco mic education are taught by persons who have received relatively
little t luting in the, subject matter which they are attempting-to present
to students. Under conditions, dependence on guides and texts is
likely to increase, with dominant influence exerted by the texts. -Ft is ex-
temely difficult for'teachers to present concepts which are unfamiliar or,
at most, vaguely known to them, and which are absent from the texts
which students will be using. If teachers continue to rely on these sources
for guidance in K-I2 program planning, and if guides and texts continue
to view consumer education in the narrow context of "how-to," students
will new- receive thd training envisioned by the panel.

At the secondary and college levels, guides and materials for
economic education are much more closely allied to the model's view of
that subject. Teachers or economic education at the K-12 levels, if they
had taken a college level introductory ecopomics course, would halve re-
ceived some training in the broad range of concepts appropriate. to
economic education. Further, they would have relatively little difficulty
in locating materials for student use which comply with the model.

-

VARIATION AMONG LEVELS

The 'variation between consumer and economic education occurs
only in the materials at the secondary and college levels. At the elemen-
tary level, most materials are not designated as belonging to economic
education or consumer education. The materials at this level cover those
concepts which are "economic" by nature but which are interface con-
cepts in the model. Perhaps because it is customary for those concepts to
be covered almost exclusively in economics education at the secondary
and college levels, the teaching of the concepts at the elementary level is
considered to be the teaching of "economics." This is not the case, as the
model points out. What is taught at the elementary level is not
"economics:" rather-it is the interface of economic education and con-
sumer education, and is not apPropriatgly labeled as either subject ex-
clusively. Recognition of-the fact does not change elementary teaching,
but may be a stePloward altering the nature of secondary and college
level consumer education to Stress the concepts necessary to both sub-

- jects.
There is little difference between secondary and college level /

materials in respect to the concepts covered. Training received in college
"consumer education courses is likelit4 be as confined as thatat the sec-

ondary level. Economic education is somewhat broader at both the sec-
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ondary and college 1
practicek perpetuate
made about other s
be achieved in a co
preparation of teache
to that single purpos
of the ability of a col

vels, but both exclude coverage of "issues." Such
current patterns of teaching, a point frequently
ject areas. There are, of course, other purposes to
ege program. This study is concerned only with.

for the K-12 levels, and all comments are directed
Comments should not b terpfeted as criticism

program to achieve its o er purposes.

SUPPLEMENTARY PRINTED ITEMS

Secondary teachers of consumer education, desirous of updating
factual materials and making their subject. mote interesting to students,
can 'obtain printed items from local, state, or federal government. These
printed items will not increase the number of concepts covered or provide
the support needed for consumer education teachers to venture into the
realm of theorywhich, according to the model, is ail integral part of
their subject.

Ns TREATMENT OF ISSUES

"Contemporary cial Issues," a category essential to the model,
4 was excluded from materkalg-designed for consumer education and from

those for economic educa 'on. Many of the issues were voted most
necessary for one or both o he subjects. Without texts to cover these .
concepts, without `supplement ry pamphlets, booklets, or other re-
sources to fill the gap, and white t curriculum guides to stimulate an
analysis of ctittemporary issues, it unlikely,that teachers will include

-.this category of concepts in their cou es.
The working definition of econo c education used in this study

specified that students should obtain a "sekof analytical tools which can
be applied to current economic issues at be h a personal and a socieial,_
level." Based on coverage of "Contempor y Social Issues" in the
resources examined, students will receive inf kmation on only a few
societal issues and will gain experience in at*i g even fewer. It is

oudbtful that economic education will be able p me its objective with,..doubtful
which are currently available.

P . The werki-ng-clertnition=ofconsumer educati
standifig of "social, economic, and ecological considerations" : . sed on
coverage of "ContemporarySecial Issyes" and "Consumer Interests y.,
the resources examined, there's little passibility that students will achieve ,\
the prescribed 'understandinS. Ecological and citizenship aspects of
"Consumer Interests" are seldorn.covered, and other social issues appear
drily infrequent4y. Applications are given for some concepts, but the
numbeP;is-inadeguate to comply with the definition.

o 48..
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IMPACT ON ADULT FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCE

The interface concepts, which appear frequently at the elementary
levels, should proyide a sound theoretical' base upon which secondary
education can build. In addition, however, elementary education should
meet the needs of those students who do not continue into high school.
The adult functional compptency study found that the adults who func-
tion with greatest difficulty tended to be those with eight years of school-
ing or less (Kelso). The examination of resources for the elementary
level, conducted dun g the present study, suggests that students are not
being exposed to tho e concepts which would increase competencies.
Only at the secondary vel.are these materials designed to improve com-
petencies in 'what the p evious study termed consumer economics. The
competencies whir* Ayer grouped under this title are among those con-
cepts included in the m I as consumes education. In order to improve
levels of competence of a ult Americans, it is necessary that they be
trained in consumer educa on. This study indicates that it is unlikely
that students are receiving t s training prior to the secondary level.

J

MOST-NECESSSARY CONCEPTS

A relatively low level of agreement was evidenced on the most
necessary concepts for consumer education, compared to those for
economic education. For instance, five of the seven panel members felt
that "factors of production" was the most necessary concept for
economic education, and another member voted for it as one of the fif-
teen most necessary concepts. In cornparison, "planning," the concept
receiving the most votes for consumer education; received large numbers
of votes from five panel members, but the remaining two panel members
did dot give it any votes. Similarly, "consumer resources," the second
most necessary coneePee. in consumer education, received larger number
of votes from four panel members, but no votes from the remaining
three members;

An explanation foititis difference in selection pf most necessary
concepts may be revealed by an analysis of the methodology used in the
study and of the nature ofthe subjects and the composition of the panel.
Econojnics as a field of study is well &fined at the college level. Texts
and curriculum guides are consistent and agree closely with the subject as
defined by the model. Panel members may be adapting their previously
held view to the K -12 level, but retaining a clear vision of the subject
itself. Consumer education, in comparison, is lacking in definition at, all
levels. The low levels of agreement evidenced during the first review are
indicative of the diverse perspectiyes of panel_ members. 'Through the
three reviews, with feedback of minority opinions, the panel was able to
modify its original responses and aciieve a relatively high level of agree-
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ment oil content in line with the variety of perspectives involved. When
asked to select the concepts most necessary to consumer-education, each
panel member made his/her selection in accord with his/her own
perspective& Had they been afforded Ve opportunity-to interact on.this
issue, greater agreement would probably,,have resulted.

.,
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A Response to "Examination of
the Integration of Consumer
and Economic Content"

John S. Morton

The research report Consumer and Economic Education (K-12): A
Comparative Analysis calls for the delineation of key concepts in
economics and consumer education. There is a great need for educators
to know what concepts are important in the two disciplines, and
particulirly important are the concepts that are common to both. In fact,
the need for consumer and economic educators to cooperate with each
other to develop a broad curriculum is even more crucial than is
indicated in the report because the number of required courses in these
subjects has been expanding rapidly (Wilhelms, 1979, p. 6). This critique
will provide suggestions for increased cooperation among economic and
consumer educators. -

Unfortunately, the "Model of Congumer and Economic Education
Learning Sequence" espoused by the report is of little practical use to
classroom teachers, curriculum developers, or textbook writers. Its
esthetically pleasing flow diagrams provide little assistance to front line
practitioners. In addition, it fails to identify several important economic
and consumer education concepts while it gives undue emphasis to
others. The authors.concede this by stating that "review and reaction
from a large and diverse population of professionals will still be
necessary before the model can stand wijh authority as .a guide to future
directions in edUcation" (Trujillo, 1977, p. 20). To refine the model,
independent curriculum experts need not prioritize and list concepts.
Rather, the excellent research already done in this area should be
subjected to criticism through a process of intellectual challenge and

John S. Morton is an Instructor of Economics at Homewood-Flossmoor High School and
Director of the Center for Economic Educatik at Governors State University, Park
Forest, Illinois.
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debate. The final product must be easy for teachers and curriculum
developers to use. This critic:10e will prov,ide some criticisms and
suggestions to stimulate discussion in this upcoming debate.

THE NEED FOR DIRECTION,IN ECONOMIC
EDUCATION AND-CONSUMER 11DUCATION

The need for a clear delineation of consumer and economic concepts
has been growing since the Comparative Analysis was written. More and

. more states are Pequirinesome type of economic or consumer education.
In 1978, 38 states and territories reported a specific policy in consumer
education. This was double the number of states reporting such a policy
just five years earlier. Of the 38 policies reported, 32 were mandatory
and six permissive. Seven states required a separate course in consumer
edutation, economics, or the free enterprise system as graduation
requirements (Willie lms, 1979). Appendix One, "A Survey of State
Policies on Consumer Education," provides a summary of these laws.
It is possible that Many require both consumer and economic education.
For example, the Illinois consumer education law states:

Pupils in the public schools in grades 8 through 12 shall be
,taught and be required to study courses which include instruc-
tion in consumer. education, including but not necessarily
limited to installment purchasing, budgeting, comparison of
prices, and an understanding of the roles of consumers in-
teracting with agriculture, business, labor unions, and
government in formulating and achieving 'the goals of the
mixed free enterprise system (SchOol CocIf of Illinois).

_However, the movement to mandate more economic and consumer
education will do little to improve economic literacy and consumer com-
petencies unless there is some consensus on what concepts ate important
to teach and learn.

ECONOMIC AND CONSUMER EDUCATION
GO TOGETHER

The',Comparative Analysis recognized the need to define the
parameters of consumer and economic education and stressed the need
for each discipline to emphasize certain interface concepts. One obstacle
to broadening the concepts taught in consumer and economic education
is that practitioners in both fields view their disciplines narrowly.-Lt

EconomiSts emphasize definitions, concepts, principles, and
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generalizations and frequently apply them to national and international
issues. Many economists view consumer education with obvious disgust.
This disdain for the practical is not shared by the many students who
have trouble with the big-picture approach. Students often view topics
like monetary policy, fiscal policy, and price theory as remote and irrele-
vant to their lives.

Economists should use the economic principle of self-interest in
order to attain their goal of increased economic literacy. When economic
concepts are applie onsumer decision-making, students can more
readily understand 011111Esefulness. After getting the students' attention,
economics instructors can broaden the curriculum to cover a wider range
of topics.

W. Lee Hansen is one economist who admits the failure to relate
economics tp individual decision-making has been a major obstacle to
greater economic literacy. Hansen believes this is one reason why student
demand for economics has been low. .He continues: a

The usual conception is that economics provides few direct
benefits to students. Most of the benefits from understanding
economics and the implementation of more effective
economic poli'cies by government, for example, accrue only
indirectly to them as a consequence of their greater economic
understanding. The study of economic activity that might
provide students more-direct benefits, because of its practical
value for their own personal decision-making, is generally not
4iewedlas economics by most economists. Perhaps I draw too
fine a distinction between economic education for improved
citizenship and for improved individual economic decision-
making. Yet, examination of the textbooks dt both the high
school and college level shows they take what might be called
the "citizenship' approach, that of preparing people to under-
stand the lrger economic issues. Almost no attention is given
to individual decision-making. In its extreme form this is ex-
emplified by Sylvia Porter's Money Book, which is designed
Solely to help individuals make more informed decisions
about how to allocate their resources and adapt tochanging
economic circumstances. Voluntary purchases have kept this
book on the best seller list for more than 6 months. It seems
clear that the value of the book to individuals has been judged
by the market to far exceed that of typical textbooks (Hansen,
1976, pp. 6-7).

Consumer educators make the mistake directly opposite to tht of
economists.. The report points out the limited focus of consumer
educators when it states that high school consumer education materials
"were noticeably lacking in coverage of interface concepts" (Trujillo,
p. 13).

Consumer education must broaden its outlook unless it wants to be
known as the prototype discipline of the "me generation." Consumer
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educators need to be more aware of the interdependence of the economy
and society. Consumers are also producers. Consumers who complain
about low-quality goods and services may be the, producers responsible
for making or providing them. As the comic-strip character Pogo said,
"We have met the enemy and he is us." Consumers must understand the
functions o'f markets and the effects of government controls on con-
sumers and producers. Comparison shopping will do little good if there
are few goods to chOose fr-om and buy. Consumer purchases of goods
and services become more difficult when prices are skyrocketing or when
unemployment is high. Consumer education courses that do not consider
these broader interests deserve an early death.

Fred Wilhelms suggests a plan for correcting thesedeficiencies. He
believes consumer education should have both a foundation and a
superstructure. According to Wilhelms, the foundation consists of
buymanship and money management. Buymanship includes evaluating
and comparing goods and services while money management considers
such topics as money mechanics, insurance, credit, savings, and in-
vestments. Wilhelms suggests that budgeting is the link between the first
two elements. 4

)Once a solid foundation is set, consumer educators should build on
it. Wilhelms feels that this superstructure "may in the long run be more
important in the lives of our students than the 'meat and potatoes' knowl-
edge and skills are." The superstructure includes values and choice mak-
ing, economic education, and citizenship education (Wilhelms, 1974,
p. 15). ,

The future of both economic and consumer education depends on
approaches such as those of 1-lahseq and Wilhelths rather than on the'
narrowmindednets of educators fighting for turf.

IDENTIFYING WHAT'S IMPORTANT IN ECONOMIC
AND CONSUMER EDUCATION

Once it is established that economic and consumer education are
related, the problem remains to determine what concepts each discipline
should stress. Teachers, curriculum developers, and textbook authors
will find little guidance from the Comparative Analysis report's attempt
to identify these key concepts. Its model is hard to follow, and the con-

t cepts stand by themselves rather than showitg interrelationships through
an organized scheme.

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

The economic concepts listed in the model are particularly confus-
ing. They represent nothing more than key words. For example,

'IA
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resources are an important concept in economics. Indeed, a considerable
segment of the model concerns resources, but what is it about resources
that is important? Why do we care about the factors of production?
What are "consumer resources"? In what ways do resources determine
behavior, and why is resource immobility a problem? Certainly, key
words must be used in the model schematic, but these words should be
explained elsewhere in the report.

The section on markets is equally confusing. What are markets a set-
ting for? Why should people know about market structure and prices as
resource allocators? Who is controlling specific markets, and for, what.
purposed? The report neglects to mention that prices affect the way con-
sumers spend/heir income, that wages and salaries allocate.labor among
different use s9 and that interest rates affect savings and investments. In
addition, prices act as rationing deices determining who..will get what
goods and services.

One concept under "Markets" is "U.S. economy-mixed." This seems
misplaced. Unless the authors are referring to market structure, it should
be under a separate category of comparative economic systems.

The 'report also fails to mentibn se eral concepts crucial to
economics. The most important of these is carcity. Because resources
are scarce and human wants unlimited, peo le must'continuously make
choices about how to use their resources. I is scarcity that leads to the
slogan "There is no such thing as a free unch." Because of scarcity,
everything has a cost. Opportunity costs re what must be given up to
gain something else. When people cho se one good or service over
another, they are making a trade-off. To ake these trade -offs effective-
1yf'pedple must compare the costs and enefits of each alternative.

The omission of Scarcity is partic arly grievous`because it applies
to both individual and societal decisio -making. Budgeting is necessary
because consumers fVee the scarcity di emma, and comparison shopping
is a type of cost-benefit analysis. Soc. ties must weigh the need for more
energy against a desire for.a cleane /environment.

"Economic incentives" is anot er economic concept ignored by the
model. The most important motivating force behind economic behavior
is self-interest. In a market economy profits are important incentives for
producers to provide the goods and services consumers, demand. In_the
words of Adam Smith:

It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or
the baker that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to
their own interest. We address ourselves, not to their humani-
ty, but to their self-love, and never talk to them of our
necessities but of their advantages (The Wealth of Nations,
Modern Library, p. 14).

"Voluntary exchange" is another economic concept important to
consumers. When two people decide to trade something, they are both
better off in their own minds or they would not have made the trade.
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Consumers in a competitive market economy shduld view trade as an op-
portunity for mutual gain rather than as a coercive act.

"Interdependence" is related to voluntary exchange. Under volun-
tary exchange individuals specialize and therefore must trade for needed
goods and services. Consumers acquire money by selling their resources
of land, labor, and capital to producers. In turn, they buy thegoods and
services produced by business. This, concept must be included for con:
sumer education to broaden its scope.

The omissions in the macro-economic area are even more striking .

"Measures of stabilization" and "failures of stabilization" are mentioned
but not explained or even defined. Any model claiming to represent im-
portant economic concepts should include aggregate demand, aggregate
supply, money And,monetary policy, fiscal policy, and public finance.
The role of government is mentioned but only in relationship to con-
sumer interests. Local, state, and federal government expenditures ac-
count for 40, pen cent of personal incothe today. The average American
works until mid-Mhy just to pay his or her taxes. The taxing and spend-
ing patterns of government should have a prominent place in any model
because comparing government services is one of the major tasks facing
consumers.

Fortunately, we do not have to start over to develop a model for
economic education. A Framework for Teaching Economics: Basic Con-
cepts lists and explains important concepts in economics. Appendix Two,
"List of Conceptsz" illustrates the important concepts listed in the
Framework. Unlike the Comparative Analysis report's model, the
Framework's concepts are organized into categories that gq,together. In
addition, Jhe,concepts in the list are all explained in narrative form.
Teachers, curriculum developers, and textbook authors know what .the
writers of the Framework think is important and why they think ies-im-
poitant.

The Framework, however, has shortcomings in both style arid
coverage. The narrative defining the concepts is full of economic code
words. Teachers who may be teaching certain concepts sometimes do not
even recognize these concepts in the Framework. A successful economics
curriculum document must appeal to people other than economists.

'Secondly, the Framework ignores consumer topics. Although a
separate publication, Strategies of Teaching Economics: Basic Business
and Consumer Education (Secondary) (Niss et al., 1979), shows how .

economic concepts can be taught in consumer areas, it does not delineite
-the exact consumer competencies that are important. A revised frame-
work for economics' should include key concepts in applied areas of
economics. -

The Framework mentions a new important category of interface
concepts, measurement concepts. Understanding the difference between
rates and amounts; being able to read tables, graphs, and charts; and
knowing how to compute averages are importanein both consumer and
'economic. education. Improving mathematical skills is a good reason to
teach both. '
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CONSUMER EDUCATION CONCEPTS

Delineating key consumer topics should be the strength of the Com-
parative Analysis, but the consumer education concepts in the model also
lack any clear pattern of organization. Some concepts such as "Owning
vs. renting" seem like subcategories of larger concerns such as obtaining
shelter. Others, such as "buymanship" are so broad that they should con-
tain subcategories such as buying a house, a'car, or food. Other concepts
such as "estate planning," "tax planning," "retirement," and "net worth"
have little appeal for elementary and high school students.

"A Proposed Consumer Education Model" (Appendix Three)
represents an attempt to develop a conceptual framework for consumer .
education. The concepts are grouped into seven categories, and those
concepts interfacing with economic education have asterisks. The model
represents only one person's opinion, and any framework must le
developed through a process of study and debate.

Although the purpose of the Consumer and Economic Education
Conference is to interrelate the major concepts of each discipline, it is
still preferable to develop separate frameworks for each subject area.
The reasons are both practical and philosophical. .

Teacher curriculum developers and textbook authors need practical
information for the specific courses they are developing. Consumer
education teachers want help for their course and probably are not in-
terested in how to develop an economics course. Economics teachers-tie-
not want to go through material relevant only to consumer education.

In addition, an interactive model may be too complicated for front
line practitioners to use. They need practical information, not con-
voluted flow diagrams. They desire a com lete explanation of each con-
cept in language that they can understan . Developing separate models
does not1 mean that interface concepts ill be lost because the ap-
propriate ones will be included in each discipline's framework.

Philosophically, consumer and economic educators will never agree
on the priority of concepts in an interactive model. For example,-Fred-
Wilhelms views buymanship and money management as the foundation
of consumer education while broader economic topics are in the super-
structure. Economists, on the other hand,' would turn the formula
around. At best; they see consumer education as an applied kind of
economic decision-making. Robert Horton and Dennis Weidenaar sur-
veyed over 200 people active in economic education and developed the
following consensus goals for economic education.

The aim of economics education is to improve our
understanding of the world in which we live. Without this
understanding we are frequently confused and unable,to iden-
tify, analyze, and .interpret successfully the economic aspects
inherent in so much about us.

The goal reflects our conviction that comprehension of
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the economic realities of one's world enhances self-confidence
and self7esteem. Accordingly, both intellectual and emotional
barriers are lowered for the making of rational individual
decisions, in the lightof one's values, in both personal and
social matters. Economics also provides' frameworks and
tools for \rational individual discrimination among social
alternatives, in the light of one's values., Hopefully, "better"
social decisions will result (Horton and Weidenaar, 1976, p..
III -A -9).

LeesHansen, who acknowledges that consumer applications of economic
principles should be stressed, still maintains the objectives of economic
education are "responsible citizenship and effective decision-making"

'(p. 2).
Economic and consumer educators have much to share, but they

have separate disciplines, with different emphases. A single framework
tends to confuse rather than enlighten.

There will be no attempt to fully explain each concept in the pro-
posed "Consumer Education Framework" (Appendix Three). However,
a brief justification of the elements of the model is necessary. ,

Consumer decision-making is the core of consumer education. The
Comparative Analysis model does a good job of ident fying concepts
essential to consumer decision-making. The model in ppendix three
also includes scarcity, choice, opportunity costs, and trad, -offs. If there
were no scarcity, there would be no need for consumer decison-making.
Its omission is a serious error.

"The Consumer and the Marketplace" reflects the philosophy that
consumers are part of an economic system, Almost all the concepts listed

, are interface concepts.
"The Consumer, Government, and Law" is important because 40

per cent- of personal income goes toward paying for government goods,
services, and efforts to redistribute income. In addition, students should
know the legal commitments they make when they sign a contract or buy
on credit. They also should know what kinds of protection they have
under the law and how they can make use of that protection,:

"Buymariship" is an essential part of consumer education. The con-
cepts listed under this category need considerably refinement. An impor-,
cant buymanship concept neglected in the Comparative Analysis model
was buying services. The AmeriLan economy is becoming increasingly
service-oriented. Buying entertainment, medical care, home-repair ser-
vices, travel, and educatioemust be emphasized in the consumer educa-
tion curriculum.

"Money Management" is another key to successful consumer educa-
tiOn. The Comparative Analysis model does a good job of listing these
mainly interface concepts such as budgeting,lvings, credit, investing,
and insurance.

Many of the skills developed in conbmics also apply to consumer
education. Thinking skills, such as corn acing, analyzing, inferring, and
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evaluating must bd combined with mathematical skills such as interest
rate calculations, pricing, and unit cost determination. Of course, intei-
preting graphs, charts, and tables is as important in consumer education
as it is 'in economic education.

The listing of "contemporary social issues" in the Comparative
Analysis is a major step in broadening the consumer education
framework and in making economics more relevant to real world prob-
lems. Consumers are also workers, producers, citizens, and members of
society. Consuming must be put in perspective and related to other im-
portant concerns.

There is, however, an important omission in the list of social
issues inflation, one of the most important social issues of our time. In-
flation distorts our economy and redistributes income from creditors to
borrowers and from savers to debtors.

Transportation is another, social issue of increasing importance.
Consumer educators should teach students more than just how to buy
and maintain a car. Mass transportation and its problems should be
discussed. Also, important is a study of the effects of our transpohation
mix on energy use and the environment.

CONCLUSION

This critique of the Comparative Analysis stresses the need for
economic and consumer educators to cooperate more than in the past.'
This cooperatiye effort requires guiding principles, and unfortunately,
the report provides little help here. The "Model of Consumer and
Economic Education Learning Sequence" may appeal to theoreticians
with analytical and abstract thought patterns, but its flow patterns, color
codes, :and undefined 'key words would be quickly discarded by busy
teachers, curriculum planners, and textbook writers.

In fact, any model combining concepts exclusive to consumer and
economic education with interface concepts may be too complicated to
be valuable. A separate model should be developed for each discipline,
but each model should stress the interface concepts.

An initial model already exists for economic education. A
Framework for Teaching Economics: Basic Concepts can be -used as the
foal point in a process to further refine economic education concepts.

A similar model should be developed for consumer education. Ap-
pendix Three, which uses some of the concepts listed in the Comparative
Analysis, provides some suggestions for such a model. A major effort
must lie made to develop a complete and useful consumer educatio,n con-
ceptual framework.

Once these frameworks are developed, they will have immediate ap-
plication by practitioners in the field. The important concepts can be
listed on the vertical axis and the curriculum to be developed placed on
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the horizontal axis. The curriculum can be listed by grade level, by
course, or by type of materials. Completion of the chart will'reveal the
strengths and weaknesses of any curriculum. Providing this kind of help
is the'major goal of any conceptual framework. -
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APPENDIX TWO List t Concepts

BASIC ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

THE BASIC ECONOMIC PROBLEM
1:1 *Economic Wants
2!, *Productive Resources
3. *Scarcity and Choices
4. '*Opportunity Costs and Trade-Offs
5.. Marginalism and Equilibrium

O

ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
6. Nature and Types of Economic Systems

- 7. *Economfc Incentives
S. *Specialization, Comparative Advantage, and the Divi-

sion of Labor
. 9. Voluntary Exchange

'10. Interdependence
`11. Government Intervention and Regulation

MICROECONOMICS: RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND
INCOME DISTRIBUTION

12. *Markets, Supply and Demand
13. *The Price Mechanism
14. Competition and Market Structure .

15. "Market Failures": Information Costs, Resource
ImMobility; Externalities, etc.

16. Income Distribution and Government Redistribution

MACROECONOMICS: ECONOMIC STAi3ILTY AND
GROWTH

J7. *Aggregate Supply and Productive Capacity
18. *Aggregate Demand: Unemployment and Inflation
19. Price Level Change

.20. Money and Monetary Policy
21. ,Fiscal Policy: Taxes, Expenditures, and Tran,sfers
22. Economic Growth
23. *Savings, Investment, and Productivity

THE WORLD ECONOMY
24. International Economics (uses the concepts above)

4

-
Source: W. Lee Hansel et al., A Framework for T'eac'hing Economics: Basic Concepts,
p. 9:
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,'..ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS

MEASUREMENT CONCEPTS

1. Amounts versus Rates
2. Averages and Distribution Around the Average
3. Real versus Nominal
4. Ratios
5. Index Numbers
6. Tables
7. Graphs and Charts

CONCEPTS FOR EVALUATING ECONOMIC ACTIONS AND
POLICIES

BROAD SOCIAL GOALS
Freedom, Economic Efficiency, Equity, Full ,Employmeitt,
Price Stability, Security, Growth, Other Goals

TRADE-OFFS AMONG GOALS

SELF-INTEREST AND PERSONAL VALUES
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APPENDIX THREE A Proposed Consumer
Education Model

Consumer Decision-Making Process
Values
Goals
Goal conflicts

1 *Economic wants
*Productive resources
*Scarcity and choice
*Opportunity costs and trade-offe
Advertising
Lifestyle

*Utility

II. The Consumer and the Marketplace
*Markets, supply, and demand
Advertising

*Voluntary exchange
*Interdependence
*Consumer fraud
*Cdnsumer complaints
*Effect of income distribution on consumers
*Competition and markerstructore
*Prices

III. The Consumer, Government, and Law
Consumer laws

*Govetnment taxing''`
*Government spending
Contracts
Consumer advocacy,

IV. Buymanship
Food
Clothing
Autos

1

Housing
Education
Owning vs. renting

t Travel
) Entertainment

Medical care
Comparison shopping

. Money Management
Budgeting
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Credit
'Savings
'Investing
'Insurance'
Money mechanics

VI. Consumer Skills
*Comparing-
'Evaluating
'Analyzing
'Inferring

. *Amounts . rates
*Read' table's
*Re mg graphs and charts
*A ding and subtracting

ultiplyigg and dividing

VII. Social Issues
' Inflation
'Unemployment
' Poverty
'Aging
' Urban problems,
' Energy
'Transportation
.'Housing
' Education
*DiscriMination
'Depletion of resources

Indicates interface concepts.

i

...
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A Response to "Examination of
the Integration of Consumer
and Economic Content"

Gwen J. Bymers

I want to begin with a note of appreciation to those who originally
put this model together, ran it through the series of reviews, and even-
tually pulledout a report:It must have been a frustrating and discourag-
ing experience, because I am sure they knew all the time that the end
product would be pulled apart by colleagues playing a fifth quarter.

The project and the report represent a first step ip trying to bring
a systematic perspective to a very muddled picture. In the model, re
sources/ markets and contemporary social issues emerge as the most
signifiofint categories for both consumer and economic education, and
the two seemingly interface with a cOmmon theoretical base (p. 17). The
project leaders and the panel who attempted to bring some order out of
the chaotic set of materials that pass as consumer education should be
especially thanked for their efforts.

Now that I have paid my respects, let me get on with the task. There
is a great deal to be done before this group or any other conference
comes up with an operational model for teaching consumer or economic
education at the K-12 levels. The lack of agreement among the reviewers
on the items' o be incorporated, the jumbled nature of the concepts even-

( wally included in the framework, the mix of key items, sub-items, and
issues ,in the diagram is distressing. I am afraid these problems will
seriously inhibit the use of this report by curriculum developers, ad-
ministrators, and classroom teachers. ...

According to the report, consumer education is in'a bad way, par-
ticularly at the K -12 level. Economic education is not far behind. The
courses are too often taught by individuals with little or no special train-

Gwen J. Bymers is Professor Emeritus of Consumer Economics at Cornell University,
Ithaca,. New York.
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ing in what they are teaching. The textbooks are'weak on the coverage of
necessary concepts, and curriculum guides parallel the texts in great part.
Nor have the concepts considered import4nt been very well covered in
the printed materials available from other sources. As far as contem-
porary social issues are concerned, none of the materials surveyed would
appear to provide students with the tools or the experiences of thinking
analytically about an issue (pp. 11-18).

Consumer education has been a stepchild for a long time. When I
really get discouraged about consumer education, I recharge myself with
Hazel Kyrk's comments ori the subject.

Education for wise consumption is evidently not something
that can be reduced to a course of ten or even forty lessons.
To be adequate, it must be a planned attempt to coordinate
tlx diverse fields of thought that have something to con-

. tribute to the shaping of the consumer's standards of choice
and to direct what they have to offer to the specific problems
involved (1953, p. 392).

Perhaps the most any one individual can do is try to keep an eye on
the big picture and nudge the field forward a bit at a time. Thank you,
the panel and the project leaders, for nudgihg it as far as you have. Now
it is my turn.

I was pleased that I was asked to talk about the interface of these
two areas of learning. From my perspective it is at the interface where the
critical issues lie. The two fields have a great deal in common, as the
report amply demuiwtrat rt does nottleal with the question of
whether or not they show be separate areas of study. Rather, the
research was designed to establish the boundaries of the two areas and
identify the interface. Separateness was assumed. I am not implying that
these two areas of study are the same thing; rather, they are two quite
distinct but complementary thrusts that should stem from a common
pool of subject matter essential to both.

Consumer education has as its task to prepare individuals for their
roles as participants in Aomplex market-oriented society, one in which
consumer decisions influence the production process, perhaps not as
much as we would sometimes like, but certainly enough to pin informed

,decision -ma ling far ahead of uninformed choice. The emphasis in,con-
sumer education needs to be on the individual and thfe household, but the
content:must clearly articulate with the larger ecbriomy,. in both the
market nd 'public sectors.

Economic education ought to be concerned with preparing theSe
same individuals for their adult roles in the same complex economy, sup-
plying them with a set of intellectual tools that will help them make, in-
telligent decisions on current economic And social issues.

If consumer education included no more than economic content,
then surely with a little ingenuity consumer education (K-12) could piggy-
back on economic education. If consumer education takes a broader
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perspective and includes nutritional aspects of food choice, emotional
and psychological considerations, particularly for apparel and shelter
decisions, managerial functions of the household, and pays some atten-
tion to the intricate family relationships that influence household
decision-making; the separateness of the field is clear. -

Economics isn't the whole story in a consumer education program.
However, consumer education that does not include solid economic
understanding is indeed misnamed.

CONCEPTS AT THE INTERFACE

Fifty-two interface concepts organized into ten of the twelve identi-
fied categories cannot help but radiate confusion. I have pages of rough
notes indicating my problems with the items presented in Diagram B. In-
stead of piling up confusion with my comment's, item by item, I am going
to present a little model of my own. It will deal only with interfacecon-
cepts. Do not worry, there will be plenty left to do when I finish.

Interface concepts between economic and consumer education tan
. into two distinct types: -

Type I. Common terminology with meaning and content of
the concept shared by the two fields. These are the basic con-
cepts that form the foundations in which the two areas
develop. Terms such as resources and markets occur at this
level. Chart I.

Type II. Common terminology but treatment and analysis
differ. The second type may be further subdivided to
distinguish between terms that are common but treated dif-
ferently, and contemporary social issues. glans II and

Advertising, interest rate, and housing are examples of concepts
common to both fields but looked at differently. Contemporary social
issues are of concern to both fields, but again the approach to the prob-

' lems differs'considerably. There is room to question the inclusion of
issues as interface concepts. We will speak to this a bit later.

It may be that only Type I.concepts really belong at the interface. If
*we take this position, we still have to cope with the fact that these Type II
A and B terms appear in both subject matters. By recognizing the com-
mon terminology and differing treatment in the two fields we can see
merit in the overlap.

When we are talkihg about consumer and/or economic education at
K -12, we must remember that the teaching that takes place at the elemen-
tary level will have to be piggy-backed on social studies, language arts
and math. However, there is a set of economic and consumer education.
ideas that could rids well if taught effectively in the early years. Once the
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Type I concepts are understood in simple terms, making the transition to
more specialized. terminology as consumer and economic education
courses emerge should be less confusing. - ,

In preparing Chart I, I was tempted to indicate some timing as to
when the concepts might be introduced. Needless to say7I thought better
of that idea and have deferred that task to a set of educators better
equipped than I am to determine when a youngster is ready to absorb
these ideas. However, I do know some five-year-olds who can be pre*
savvy about reward mechanisms.

I am not prepared to argue that this framework is either correct or
complete. I believe it will coney an operational set of ideas that could be
incorporated into the teaching of kindergarten up to middle school.
These ideas should not be taught in a vacuum, but introduced in the con-
text of problems appropriate to the grade level, revisited and expanded
from one year to the next. As the fields diverge in middle or secondary
school, educators could build on the common, foundations, introduce.
more sophisticated versions of the concept, br/ing in the problems, and
dgvelop tools for analysis.

Type 1 Concepts

Ideas of Type I belong at the interface, not because they are fringe con-,
cepts, but because they are central to both economic and consumer
education. In the paragraphs that follow Chart I, I have tried to indidate
some of the basic content within each concept. The explanations are very
simple; I hope they are not perceived as simple minded, but if they are, so
be h.',

Valuei goals Although values are seldom 6i-cussed in economics
texts, their relationship to the goals held by individuals and societies
should be part of both consumer and economic education.

The report inMuded values but not goals among the interface con-
cepts. I found this very strange, particularly when goal conflicts entered
the interfaceset. I would expect the goal conflict concept td follow
discussion of values and goals, but the discussion would most likely oc-
cur in reference to decision-making in both consumer and economic
education. tust when and how these-concepts are introduced into formal
education is probably debatable, but the discussions will be advanced if
the foundation'concepts are understood.

Needswants "I need a drink of water." "I want a cookie." Five-
ear-olds may know, but recagnition'of the distiriction between these

terms often lacking among adults if we judge by campaign rhetoric and
4he press., Bofh consumer and economic education will stand to gain if
students understand that it is wants, not needs, that mostly direct our
choice behayior. Individuals want ¶'multitude of things, not all tangible,
but a great share of what people seek falls into the category of goods and
services.2
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Chart I
Consumer and Economic Education

Interface Concepts (K12)
Common terminology, content and meaning

Type I Concepts*

Values/goals Production/productivity
Needs /wants Mobility/immobility
Goodtisery ices Markets/marketing
Scarcity/substitutibility Profits
Prices/plicing Risks
Money Opportunity cost
Resources Savings/delayed consumption

Income/purchasing power

Items italicized were also included as interface concepts in the report,"Consumer and
Economic Education (K -12): A Comparative Afttilysis."

Goods services A concept not listed in the project report, but one
that seemed to be assumed in the discussioit is goods and services. The
term is a useful one in that it can stand for the supply of milk and swim-
ming lessons, of beds and haircuts, and the multitude of things that
somehow "appear" to satisfy our wants. The concept should be intro-
duced as a flow, not a stock, and4hen two conditiOns that make choice
necessary will readily emerge, scarcity and substitutibility.

Scarcity substitutibility Scarcity is a concept that distinguishes
economic from free goods. People will exchange (trade for) scarce goods
because their wants differ. They want different things with different in-
tensities. To have cow more unit of a scarce good, people are willing to
give up something. Basically all goods and services are substitutible one
for another. In economics we are likely to refer to trade -offs or oppor-
tunity costs when we discuss this concept, but it is the underlying
substitutibility that is fundamental to trade.

Children understantleidea -even before they go to school. "Two
licks off my ice creani cone fort slurp of your coke" or "five glossies for
an aggie" are undetstood on the playground. The ratio of eklia nge or
the terms of the trade will depend upon the quantities available, but the
idea that goods trade for goods, that exchange rates can be established,
can lead students readily into the concept of price and pricing..

Prices pricing Two licks for one slurp" may serve as the basis of
trade on the playg, und. It answers the question of "How much?"
although not very fficiently. "How much?" is really asking what is the
opportunity cast f acquiring one more unit of this or that? What has to
hetiven 4T? F this we have adopted the convention of price. Price is
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realty_a coding mechanism for translating a whole series of trading ratios
into *common denominator, generally designated as units of money.

Price is really a major communicator in the system. It allocates
resources and rations supplies. People tend to gripe about the messages,
question the allocations, and distrust the rationing process, but known
alternatives appeaCto do even less well. For this reason, it is doubly im-
portant that students acquire early a clear and unbiased knowledge of the
role and meaning of price in the system, knowledge that they can carry
forward as they deal with later consumer and economic issues.

The report, for some reason, saw only the resource allocation func-
tion of price as at the interface. Price as a communicating and a rationing
mechanism should be equally important to both consumer and economic
education, K-12.

Money This is evidently such a pervasilie notion that thoSe
associated with the report assumed its existence and made no menton of
it as an interface concept. By convention we have adopted the idea that
prices will be expressed in money terms. . Money the common
denominator, the medium of exchange which also serves as a store of
value (if we can hold some heroic assumptions about the stability of the
price level) is an interface concept of no small importance. It is proba-
bly one of the first economic concepts that children acquire. As they ad-
vance through the grades, they learn more sophisticated notions of what
is and isn't money, !me both consumer and economic education ought to
begin with a common understanding of what the term means and what its
basic functions are.

Resources Resources and related concepts are very definitely at the
interface of consumer and economic education. This is a term that con-
tains several levels of meaning. At its simplest lev I, a resource is
"something ready if needed." Resources are importaff to both market
and non-market production. A flaw in the report is that nowhere is non-
market production considered.

Resource as a term to identify what we use in the production pro-
cess, both at home and in the economy, is a critical concept. Space, time,
skills, and machinery may be a meaningful way to introduce the litany of
land, labor, and capital at the early years. The conditions of scarcity and
substitutibility will take on additional meaning as they are associated
with resource use in the production process.

Productionproductivity The model did not include either pro-
duction or productivity as interface concepts. This simply confounds me.
Unless our educators have a clear grasp of the essential ideas of produc-
tion, how can we expect the citizenry to establish sound policy in any
area?

The idea of production, combining resources to produce goods and
services, is fundamental, as is the fact that one resource can substitute
for another in the production process. Time-for-skill-for-machines can
be demonstrated at the sandbox level. It takes a child with little skill and
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no shovel quite a while to build a fort. Give him a bit .more know-how
and a handy shovel and watch him produce!

Productivity, the idea that there is a relationsh between units of
output and inputs in the system, is another concept that needs attention
in both consumer and economic education. The idea does not need
esoteric, rigorous treatment at the K-I2 levels. In its simplest,form it can
help students understand the availability of goods and services for both
private and public consumption.

Not only are scarcity and substitutibility conditions that influence
resource use and consumer choice another set of conditions, mobility
and immobility, needs to be understood. Mobility is a really powerful
concept in economics and is important to both economic and consumer
education. It extends far beyond the old textbook notion that.implied
resources darted almbst magically from one most productive use to the
next.

<In the real world economy, not only areIesources relatively mobile
ve allow them a little time, but final products and consumers have also

demonstrated considerable talent for moving 'about, especially if the
"price is right." Peopleand potatoes are both apt to leave low-wage, low-
price situations, providing there aren't too many institutional ar-
rangements holding them back.

Markets marketing An inderstanding of markets and marketing
is probably the most critical of the concepts for both consumer and
economic education. It is through an elaborate system of markets that
the economy functions and the consumer is able to make the set of
choices that eventually add up to his/her level of living.

I he 'unctions of the market, the market as a productive institution,
and the structure and types of businesses to be found in marketing are all

11 I I II I
education.

The fact that markets are frequently imperfect and create problems
for both buyers and sellers should not be ignored. However, 'we do not
need more high school graduates who know everything that is wrong
with the market system, but haven't the foggiest idea of what the system
should be doing and how it operates.

Profits Profit as a normal return for bearing risk or running a
business is a concept all students ought to understand. Unfortunately,
Classroom economic analysis has probably created most of the confusion
that surrounds this term. The competitive model introduced tri college
economics obscures normal profit within something called supply price
and puts emphasis on unnecessary profit which time and competitition
should eat away. Generations of students emerge from Economics IA
with one clear notion, "profits are unnecessary." This misconception ap-
parently gets carried back to elementary and secondary classrooms via
one route manother.

Profit, risk, and uncertainty are some of the most fascinating topics
in economic study. For the purposes of consumer education we will do
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well if we can make the connection between the presence of competitors
or alternative sources of supply and the reduced, likelihood of un-
necessary profits. If, in addition, high school students can be taught to
distinguish between operating margin and operating profit at,the retail
level, we will have advanced a long way.

A.

Risk The prevalence of risk has considerable importance for both
fields and will appear again as a Type II concept. There it will come in
for quite different analysis and treatment. The common understanding
should be that risk implies costs to the sy tem. Costs should be kept down
as much as possible, but they must be met one way or another.

vings The basi7notion of delayed consumption out of a given
incom stream ought to be a common concept for both consumer and
economic education. Savings is another example of an interface concept
that will pccur at more than one level. It will require quite different treat-
ment in a personal finance unit from that which -q will receive in a section
of economic education dealing with savings, investment, and the
multiplier.

Incomepurchasing power The idea of a flow or stream of pur-
chasing power thattallows indi%iduals to have commancNIver goods and
services belongs at the interface of these two fields, even though the idea
will receive more attention in each area later on. Income or purchasing
power needs to be understood as coming out of the productive activities
of the economy rather than being generated by a beneficent government
or welfare system.

54.as-sign-of-ideas-may eo me through
as superficial and obvious; however, it. may be the obvious that needs to
be understood, especially by those planning either consumer or economic
education. This list will expand as the concepts are developed in the K-12
programs.

These ideas are truly at the interface of consumer and economic.
education. As students gain understanding and begin to mesh together
the concepts of goals, wants, resources, goods/services, scarcity, produc-
tion, profits, marketing, money, income, and savings they will acquire a
framework against which to appraise problems associated with the func-
tioning of our far from perfect system. I don't think they need to undg-
stand pure competitition or monopoly nearly as much as they need to
recognize the kinds of forces in the system that lead in these directions.

It must be a gradual learning process. Repetition and expansion of
concepts as students move from one grade to another is the name of the
game. K-12 teachers must resist the temptation oftrying to teach
everything they learned preparing for their gricluateschool exams. Many
of the basic ideas can be presented very ,early and repeated in more
elaborate and technical form as the students mature. The important
thing is that both consumer and economic education can build on these
ideas.

a
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Here we are dealing with terminology that is common to both areas,
consumer and economic education, but beyond that point the com-
munity ends. The concepts are understood and examined from quite dif-
ferent perspectives, and they receive quite different treatment in texts
and in classrooms. Chart II contains a few of the ideas that would be
likely to be associated with the concept in each field.

There is a question in my mind as to whether concepts of this type it
should be included in the interface list, in as much as they receive quite
different analysis in the two fields. Although one might like to have K-12

Chart II
Consumer and Economic Education

Interface Concepts (K12)

Type 11 ACommon Terminology. Treatment and analysis differ.

CE Concept* E Ed

Source of consumer Advertising
information and mis-
information re products.
Generally regarded as,
adding to costs.

One of the largest items Food
in consumer budget.
Source of several con-
sumer problems, label-
ing, packaging, etc.

Viewed as source of con-
sumer protection, truth
in advertising, labeling, °

etc.

.Government
regulation

Owning vs. renting. Housing
Terms of acquisition. ,
Down payment, interest,
quality, community.

Delayed consumption.
Financial security.
Personal wealth.

Savings

Product promotion.
Marketing toolcan
lead to lower unit
costs.

Major economic sector.
Food /'
indicators of relative
prosperity of system.

Regulated markets.
Barriers to entry,
administered "prices.

Constructionkey
econo c sector.
Effect o employment.
Use of pital.

Delayei consumption.
Source of investment
capital.

This is only a suggested list Italics indicate that the concept also appears at the interface in
the OCE report.

.
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studets appreciate the macro dimensions of topics such as advertising or
hou, g, it behooves us not to bite off more tkan we can chew. The full
impact of the construction industry on the capital market is probably a
bit much for a consumer education class. 'However, students might be
expected to appreciate what happens to the supply of mortgage credit at
the household level when savijgs rates decline.

The boundaries are found to be fuzzy in regard to these concepts.
Much will depend upon the orientation of the tetcfier and his or her
training and experience. If we he to the rules of honest advertising, the
consumer education offerings in these areas wiliTOCus on the consumer
or household, the micro approach. The economic education program has
as its responsibility helping the student view the questions from a larger
perspective, that of industry and the economy.

Type ll B

At first glance these appear very like the concepts listed under
Type II A. They differ primarily in that II B represents problems or con-
cerns the society is currently trying to deal with, while II A concepts are
somewhat less problem-oriented. Chart III indicates possible distinctions
in the approach of the two fields to contemporary issues.

Social issues provide an opportunity for exciting and effective
teaching, particularly when the instructor can sort out the basic -ideas
that are involved and lead the students to.recognize them. There can be
little argument that both groups of educators have a responsibility to in
elude such issues in their courses; however, it is not clear that issues
should be considered as concepts in the framework. There is a distinct
difference in the possible approaches of the two fields to these concepts.
The hazard is that, in practice, the difference in approach will be hard to
detect. In an effort to be relevant and in the face of a lack of teaching
materials dealing with such issues, teachers may assign whatever is
available. There is considerable overlap and duplication. This would not
be all bad if the orientation of the discussions'could go beyond describing,
the problems, but the.rpost serious lack in teaching about current social
issues in. -both consumer and economic education is the fact that there is
so little analysis,of.thetalieblems or evaluation of proposed solutions.
Elementary and 'secondary teachers are often pressed to add on current
units of study, -NI often lack sufficient knowledge to select, organize,
and rel?Ve the' basic concepts to the issues, at hand.

Higher education is not immune from this dilemma. When poverty
found its way into the college classrooms in the early 1960s, students
were assigned the same material in several different courses. Most of it
was descriptive, consciousness-raising books and articles that did not
help students, think critically about the problems. We may agree that,
before attempts to improve the situation could begin, individuals and
society had to be made aware that not every household ate well or slept
on queen-sized Beauty Rest mattresses. But I think we must also
recognize that educators, in their attempts to be relevant, did not add
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Chart III
Consumer and Economic,Education

Interface Concepts (K.12)
,

,

Type II aCommon TerMinology: More likely to be problem-
oriented and requiring different approaches.

C Ed
Contemporary
Social Issues* E Ed

Personal financial Aging
planning. Social
and community pro-
grams .for the
elderly.

Cost in household
budggt. Influence
on decision making,
housing, transporta-
tion, etc. Conserva-
tion.

Purchasing power of
household income.
Debtor vs. creditor.

Impact on household.
Methods of coping.
Sources of assistance.

Energy

Inflation

Poverty

Effect on labor force.
Effect on arkets,
merchandising, prices.

National outlook.
Foreign trade. Impact
on production, prices.

z

Money supply. Inter-
est rate Foreign
trade balances.

Defining level., In-
come distribution
problem. How to in-
crease productivity
to offset welfare
questions.

-.
Effect on hou-sehotd. Unemployment* National income
Relationship tp type analysis. Business
of emploYmeift. cycles. Growth ques-
Methods of coping.

I
tion. Government
policies. '''',

'This is only a suggested list Italics indicate the concept also appeared in the Interface
in the OCE report.

much to thy intelle*ctual tool kits of the students that would enable them
to appraise and sort policies that might be effective in alleviating pov-
erty.

When consumer and economic educators find themselves studying
the same contemporary social issues, it could enrich the course and widen
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the discussions if the two groups were to join forces. Team teaching can
be very interesting, though also very costly. The hazard is that it will de-
scend into "turn" teaching, a most unproductive endeavor.

If the students in the two courses have had as background a com-.
mon set of understandings re the key concepts of economics,'then some
effort to bring a consumer point of view into an economic discussion of
such questions as energy, inflation, or taxation can be very useful. If the
key interface concepts have been ignored or poorly taught, there is little
to be gained by enlarging conversation.

SUMMARY

Consumer education and economic education are two quite distinci
but complementary areas of study. There is considerable interface of
ideas inherent in the two fields. Concepts at the interface fall into two
distinct categories:

Type I terms that require common understaiading in both consumer
and economic education.

Type II terms that occur in both fields but require different treat-
ment.

The second category can be further split to separate contemporary
social issues (B) from other common terms (A). The distinction between
types I and II is a matter of substance; the second, between A and B, is a
matter of degree.

- Introducing Type I concepts Into the K-12 program systematically
requires considerably more attention than it appears to have received in
the past. Attention must be paid to the fact that teachers often have little
or no basic economic understanding. This lack is more serious than the
lack of coverage of interface concepts in the teaching materials.

Designing a curriculum for consumer and/or economic education
that will build on the interface. concepts without generating- too much
overlap is no small order either. The alternative, that each group pro-
ceeds merrily on its way, can only result in even more confusion and a
less well-inforned citizenry.

/, issue is not the "territorial imperative' of consumer and
economic education, but rather the pOductivity of the system. We need
to use our educational resource more efficiently to improwthe end
product of car elementary and secondary systems; i.e., our task to pro-
duce more informed consumers, and citizens,. This may mean less em-
phasis on the trappings of education and more on the fundamentals.

FOOTNOTES

I. An excellent example of an introductory economics text Ilaitten on the premise that
simple explorations do n have to be simple minded is Bowden's Economics. The
Science of common Sense 1974):
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A Response to "Examination of
the integration df Consumer
and Economic Content"

4h 4f' I

Marian Kienzle and George L Wyatezy

INTRODUCTION

, Consensus on file definition and content of consumer education and
economic educatiop between any two "experts" is difficult, sometimes
impossible. Agreements on what is or should be are equally controversial
(Nader, 1975; Wilhelms, 1974). A first major effort to make sdme
delineation of the content interface between these two important cur-.
riculum areas was accomplished by Consumer and Economic,Education
(K-12): A Comparative Analysis (Trujillo, 1977).

As with any initial effort, strengthi and weaknesses in both the-1)r°-
cess and model exist. To date, three basic d erminants have limited the
use of the model iipproviding guidelines kit e uctors in the implementa-
tion of programs. 1 .

No evidence of extending the review and reaction process beyond the
initial review board.

Noevidence of review and update of the content in terms of educa-
`,./ional and economic priorities and issues.

No documented evidence of'implementation and /or 'use of the model
n a pilot program it either the local, state or national level.

the

.

The model, therefore, exists only an initial research effort. It is
urpose of this paper to analyze th s initial effort and provide.some

Marian Kienzle is a Specialist in Consumer Education and Personal Finance in the Oregon
Department of Education, Salem, Oregon.
George L. Wyatt is Associate Professor of Economics and Director of the Center for
Econontic Education at Oregon Coilege$,Education, Monmouth, Oregon.
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direction as to its usability, through example, in planning for improved
educational guidelines for consumer and economiL education, int.luding
the interface between these curricular areas.

To satisfy this objective best and to escape the singular focus of a
reviewer, based on academic training, experience, and prejudice, this
reaction is a joint endeavor of both an economic educator and a con-
sumer educator. In spite of t he %eparate and collective experiences of the
aufbors in interfacing economic and consumer education concepts, they
.recognize that some differences in content and emphasis do exist.

This paper is an effort to solidify expertise, minimize differences in
perspectives, and provide suggestions for further development of the in-
terface between these two curricular areas.

LIMITATIONS: PROCESS AND CONTENT

The review board process for choosing and reaching consensusover
consumer and economic education concepts and their placement in the
model is cost- and time-effective. It is, however, more of a legislative
than a scientific process. There is little, if any, description of the criteria
for concept inclusion and placement in the model and in the learning se-
quence.

While the concepts are isolated andidentited, the learning sequence
of the model is not well specified, linkages between and among oom-
ponents are lacking; and tlfare is no certainty that the learning sequence .
is related to the needs, aspirations, and capabilities of. the students
(Hawkins, 1977; Warmke, 1974).

Inconsistencies exist throughout the text of the model which lead to
confusion of the basic concepts and .their relationship in tht learning se-
quence The following examples are indicative of these inconsistencies.

Differences exist betheen the concepts in Diagram B and the descrip-
tive phrases in'.4ppendix B. (Example: Both financial records and net
worth are listed separately in the diagram, but mentioned only as part
of the broader concept of sources of informatin in the Appendix.)

\'o concise definqion of terms is given except as descriptive phrases in
Apenclit' B. (Example: The footnote on .page three identifies this
limitation and refers readers to textbooks for assistance.)

In some instances, the review board's rankings are interpreted
without explanation. (Example. Differences exist between the,ratings
and the designation.of the concept as primarily econorftics, consumer
education, or interface, in content areas which receive more than.
one ranking, includix borrowing, insurancerbuymanship, role of ,

unions, U.S.. economy; controlling specific markets, measures of
stapilization, measures to correct failures, urban/city, and discrim,-

.ination.)
-

t
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The most crucial limitation of both the model and the process is the
lack of provision for a common base to bring together consumer and
economic education. In essence, the model implicitly assumes the follow-
ing that economics and consumer education more often than not view
issues from different perspecti%es; that terminology and used of the
language is frequently different; and that emphasis, orientation, and ob-
jectives are usually different. TI4 resultant model is a product which is
difficult' to interpret from either perspective. the absence of a well -
defined set of concepts and descriptive terms, there is a tendency to

-:11,ioke consensus through ambiguity and generalization..

ADEQUACY OF ECONOMIC CONCEPTS:
FOCUS AND CONTENT

'

,k detailed re,.iew of the model raises important issues and identifies
deficiencies related to economic education and the learning sequence.
While the idea of a model is to simplify a complex situation into basic
functional relationships, it is essential that the model not be distorted as
a matter of cork enience nor lose its objectivity. This is essential if it is to
pro% ide a defensible educational base for decision-making as consumer,
producer, and citizen.

The economic focus is diffused, distorted, disjointed, and therefore
misleading in its current form. It does not clearly identify the basic com-
ponents of production, consumption; and distribution and the resultant
implications for social welfare (Barkley, 1977; Dolan, 1977; Miller,
1916) While "Production" and he "Consumer Decision Process" are in-
clu0d, the interaction and linkages between these components are not
identified The basic model reflects a simplistic, unidirectional relation-
ship among componeritZln order to be more realistic, the model must be
modified to show the interactiqn,among the identified components.

Internal to the consumer decision process is the relatiOship between
limited resources and unlitriited wants. This relationship constrains con-
sumer decisions and necessitates choicepaking (Barkley). Scarcity and
choice are fundamental concepts to both economic and consumer educa-
tion The importance of these concepts is implied in the "Resources" at
the beginning of the model.

Given that resources are limited and people's wants unlimited, the
prbblem that faces any economy is how to use scarce resources and
organize' production so as to best satisfy society's unlimited wants' ,
(Miller) This requires that production in our ecoliomnbe,organized so
that the maximum output is obtained from available resources, thereby
achieving economic efficiency,

.
T e "Consumer Decision Proce s component is inl:flequate since
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several, important concepts are either mining, merely implied, olnot
easily identified. For example, consumer sovereignty, tastes, and con-
sumer expectations are not included either in the model or iiiThe descrip-
tive phrases in Appendix B, and diminishing marginal utility is only im-
plied under "Utility." Consumption versus savings, maidmization of
satisfaction, budget constraint, and product substitution do not appear
as concepts in the "Consumer Decision Process," but appear elsewhere
in the model.

The component "Production" does not explicitly incorporate the
. economic concepts of technology, growth, profits, cost of production,

marginal cost, and the production function. The production function
May be implied under productivity, but the relationship between factor
input and product output, given the state of technology, is lacking.

Although it is'noted that Diagram B does not attempt to show how
various components interacted with each other, it is inappropriate and
misleading to display "Labor" as a separate component. Labor, one of
the factors of production, is not conceptually parallel to "Production':
and "Consumption." To single out labor and omit natural resources and
capital as.well as entrepreneurship raises questions about objectivity and
intent.

In the "Markets" component, there is need to clarify that price is an
allocator in both the product and 'the factor marketi. It is confusing to
use, the concept consumer versus.producer markets, as there are basicaljy
two markets: the product market and the factor market. In the factor
market, factor prices serve to allocate the factors of producion in the
production process. In the product market, product prices serve to
allocate the goods and services in the consumption process. ,

The concept of individual versus societal rights and the associated
trade -offs are not explicitly identified in the "Government. Intervention
and Control" component. Also, fundamental to this component is the
"free rider" concept. Both concepts should be added.

"Contemporary Issues" would be a more appropriate title than
"Contempbrary Social Issiles," becatise it includes concerns which, are
economic and political as well as social. Concepts which should be added
to this component Ore income distribution, freedom of choice, inflation,
and environmental quality-441 of these deal with concerns which are in-
teractive throughout the economy and which affecrproduction, con-
sumption, distribution; and social welfare. Consequently, all should be
keyed to reflect interface. .

A major component missing in the model istools of analysis, which
includes both. measurement and evaluative conceptS (Hawkins). Ills the
ability to measure key variables and rate them, in terms of specified
criteria that allows aga groups, acting as producers, con-
sumers, and citizens o objectively evaluate the performance of the
economy. Analytical t ols are used to evaluate economic freedom, effi-
ciency, growth, and se urity; equity; .employment; and price stability.

. This missing component should precede "Contemporary Social Issues" in
the model so that students can more effectively analyze these issues.

92.
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ADEQUACY OF CONSUMER EDUCATION
CONCEPTS: FOCUS AND CONTENT

As previously mentioned, the lack of definiton of terms is a major
weakness of Consumer pnd Economic Ethicanon (K-12). A Comparative
Analysis. This is particularly critical for consumer education, since no
body of knowledge, with agreed-upon terminology, is generally ac-
cepted This situation was noted in the introductory section. Yet existing
consumer education guides, materials, and resources were used to deter-
mine the content and focus of the model. This appears to reinforce cur-
rent inadequacies in the scope of many consumer education programs
( Armstrong and Uhl, 1971; Nader; Richardson, 1978; Wilhelms, 1974).
It is essentially, incorrect to attempt to interface two curricular areas
when no accepted body of kndwledge has been agreed upon for con-
sumer education and no consistent terminology has been defined to allow
for the interface between consumer and economic education.

Further, it is distressing to note that no member of the review board
is a currently practicing elementary or secondary level classroom teacher
(Davis, 1974; Hawkins; Warmke). The weakness of the consumer educa-
tion thrust and the lack of reaction from the K-12 educators for which
the inodel was developed is intensified by the review board's use of the
ivorking-definitions as stated on page 3. Why is Economics "the study
of," and Economic Education, "instruction in," while Consumer Educa-
tion remains "an effort to?" The inference is.that consumer education is
subservient to the academic discipline of economics.

before consumer education can, reach status as a discipline, there
must be agreement on the scope and content (Wilhelms, 1974, 1979). The
purposes, objectives, and content of the Consumer Education Develop-
ment Pjogram should be carefully analyzed, providing a Oasis from this
national study for review of the.adequacy of content and focus.

Any subsequent modification of the model should give priority con-
sideration to expanding the conceptual base of consumer education
beyond the scope of money management and buymanship skills
(Wilhelms, 1979). It is inappropriate for today's consumer education

( programs to focus primarily on the consumption of goods and services at
the least cost to the individual as the ultimate purpose. An even more
pressing need is to help students learn to evaluate their choices concern-
ing the availability and use of resources. It is no longer possible simply to
consume goods and services without considering alternatives. Consumers°
must be encouraged to weigh the effect of,gt -ir consumption of finite
resources against the broader concerns ors-carcity and environmental
presePvation.

Altering the model consistent with this need for broadening the con-
ceptual base Could provide a framework and learning sequence that is
Meaningful to ail teachers, whether generalists or specialists in consumer
education or economics (Davis; Hansen et al.; Langrehr and Mason,
1977). Total agreetnent on the components and their placement in the

v
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model will never exist; however, consensus on the broader conceptual
base will allow for more realistic interface with economic education.

Both "Consumer Interests", and "Determinants of Financial Re-
sources" appear as unrelated attachments, giving the impression that
they are incidental to the model. Realignment of these subcomponents
would help to clarify the content and learning sequence.

A definitive listing of missing, or misplaced components or concepts
is not intended, due to the lack of agreement on what constitutes con-
sumer education and the inherent terminology maze. It is important,
however, that more emphasis be placed on consumer righis and respon-
sibilities, including such concepts as consumer redress, consumer legisla-
tion, and sources of consumer assistance. In addition, the model needs to
reflect the current thrust of helping consumers directly .influence the
marketplace through active participation.

Recognizing the importance of credit in our economy, it would be
more appropriate to identify credit as a concept. It is frustrating to find
credit and its implications under the descriptive, phrase of "bbrrowing."
Certainly,-it must be considered as important as net worth or financial
records, which are identified as concepts.

Given that individual and societal use of scarce resources is basica()
economic and consumer decision-making, it seems erroneous to focus
any of the components on a singleaudience, whether it be consumer,
business, government, or labor. The major difference in the focus
depends largely on the educators' training and experience and only par-
tiallyon the model. Consumer educators tend to emphasize the impact
and role of the consumer, giving less emphasis to the role and function of
government, business, and labor. The weakness of many consumer
education programs has ben this singular emphasis on the indiyidual.
On the other hand, many economic educators have proyided only the
broader societal focus without associgien to the individual's consumer,
producer, .and citizen. role. The model, if appli le to both consumer

,and economic educators, should meld together th xpertise and em-
phasis of both in, the interaction between personal resolution of current
issues and the trade-offs with the "greater societal goods." A simplified,
yet logical model could help ,consumer and economic educators to
Perceive their unique rple and the interface between these two curric-
ular areas, thereby enhancing educational opportunities for students
(Hawkins; Nader).

APPLYING THE MODEL

Reaction on an intellectual level to the focukand content of the
model is but one step. Of greatervalue is the constI4,'ctive evaluation of
the model's usability in curriculum planning. Whe based dri practical
experience, this can provide insight into needed mo ifications. Since the
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model was used as" a guide to curriculum develop nt,in Oregon, this ex-
,

ample will be used to evaluate the model (Oregon Department of Educa-
tion, 1974.), Suggestions will be made from this example which hopefully
will assist in focusing on its extended usability.

Beginning in 1978, Oregon secondary students were required to earn
one unit of sredit in consumer education economics, personal finance in
order to graduate (Oregon Department of Education, 1976). Consensus
had previously been made on what constituted the framev,ork for this re-
quired course, and an established taxonomy for statewide curriculum ex-
isted which was recognized by educators throughout the system (Oregon
Department of Education, 1914). The inclusion of economics in 1976

was received with mixed reactions sime no statewide curriculum guide-
lines for economics existed. Curriculum planners were asking such ques-
tions as:

Is the requirement intended as an economics focus orras a consumer
education focus, or both?

What differences and 'or similarities exist between the content of!
each?

What differences and 'or similarities exist between the teaching
methodology of each?

Can the "whole" of both economics and consumer education be ade-
quately covered in one 'unit of credit (13 clock hours of instruction)
at the secondary level? If not, what mig be infused in other cur-,ricular areas,, K-12?

It was determined that a comparative analysis of content and ap-
proach would help in establishing guidelines for local districts. This
Would assist local districts, answer questions a ut focus, content, and
methodolihy. To provide this assistance, the following tasks were com-
pleted:

Termindlogy was defined, establishing a common frame of reference.

National, state, and local curriculum guidelines were reviewed, and
coniepts for consumer education, economics, and their interface.
were identified.

N conceptual model to assist in clarifying similarit.i6 and differences
in content and focus was developed.

Review and reaction to the model- by loCal districts was completed.

From the review of e *sting literature'thr,ec documents were selected
for Use in the develop:w of Oregon's uidelines. These included: Part
I, .4 Framework for Teaching Econot 'cs: Basic Concepts (Hansen et
al); Consumer . and Economic Educ lion (K-I2): A Comparative
Analysis; and Oregon's Persof I Financ Education Guide (1974).

Based on these document , eke c mponents and their respective
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concepts were identified. (See Appendix A.) A mode?, similar to a cir-
cular flow diagram used in economics, was developed to show the inter-
face.

This initial study provided the basis for defining consumer *ca-
tion and economic education and the interface between both curricular
areas in Oregon.4t identified differences and similarities in program con-
tent and in teaching approach and focus. Consumer education was to
emphasize the ingisidual's application or skill and move toward an
overall understanding of the role of the consumer in our economy.
Economics was to pros ide a broader understanding of abstract economic
concepts and consider the consumer role as only one aspect of the larger
picture. The importance of the study was not to isolate components of
instruction, but tq establish a framework by which teachers, curriculum ,

des elopers, and administrators could plan curriculum to meet needs, in-
terests, and abilities of students, K-12. -

Up to this point, primary emphasis centered on consumer educa-
tion. Recogni4ng that interface between these two curricular areas

./

Concepts on the left side, of the model are those consideredlitimarily within consumer
,education. Conversely, those on the right side depict concepts primarily delt with jn the

study of economics. In the .enter of the model, five concept areas are displayed/ which are
components of both consumer education and economics the interface.
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would be limited unless both were clearly defined, further research was
undertaken to establish a curriculum taxonomy for economics, K-12.

The economics taxonomy was reviewed and revised, considering ob-
jectivity, accuracy, and adequacy. Consumer education guidelines were
modified to reflect the interface with economics. The final step in this
developmental process was to analyze the curriculum content of
economics and consumer education and chart their interface, first from
the perspective of the consumer educator and then from the perspective
of the economic educator. (See Appendices B and C.)

ii
CONCLUSION .

Based on Oregon's experience, the authors feel that COn4umer and
Economic Education (K-12): A Comparative Analysis has value, in spite
of its flaws, as a guide for interfacing these two curricular areas. If the
potential of the model is to, be realized, however, further refinement is.
necessary. Refinements should include:

Agreement on terminology and definitions.

Agreement on what constitutes consumer education, K-12.
cox

A broadly -based review of the nit/del 1?y professio.nals, including. .pratticing classroom teachers.
-

A willingness to modify the model based on field experience.

A dissemination system which provides for national exposure and
easy access to the mOdel.

In the experience of the authors, this can be accomplished and it will
euridh educational experiences for students.
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S

Consumer or Pup lic
Resources
Psychic income
Real income

Market for Goods
and Services
Market System
Supply and Demand*
Scarcity*
Prices*.
Market Structure
Rights and

Responsibilities
Consumer Problems
Fraudulent and

Deceptive Practices
Consumer Assistance*

APPENDIX A ,PRELIMINARY COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS FOR CONSUMER AND ECONOMIC

EDUCATQN (K-12) IN OREGON

Consumer Decision-Process
Goads
Lifestyle
Finantial Planning
Sqarcity*
Choice
Needs .--
Wants
Comparative Advantage*
Optimization*

_Market for Factors,
of Produiction
Supply anti Demand*
Scarcity*
Prices*
LandRent
LaborWages
Capital7-interOst
Specialization*
Division of Labor*

;95

Consumer FtedbUrce Management
Consumersinformation
Banking Services*
Credit
Savings
Investment
Taxes
Employmprit

-.Goods and-Services
Record Keeping

Busine6 or Producers
Profits
Competition
Business Organization
Specializition*
Division of Labor
Comparative Advantage
EcondInies of Scale
Monopoly

." Optimization'
Technological Change
Market. Levels
Advertising



Money and Banking
Central Bank
Monetary' Policy
Money Supply
Banking Services'
Interest

International Trade
. Economic Development*
Economic Growth"
Comp native Advantage
Balance of4Payments
Balanee` of Trade
Tariffs
Cartels
International Monetary

Systems
Economic Unions
Interdependence

*Indicates subconcepts Identified in

APPENDIX A (Continued)

Contemporary
Issues
Econorpic Growth*
EconOnic Development*
Diseconomies
Unemployment ,

Inflation
t Government Regulation

Technology and Labor
Energy

Comparative Economic .

Systems ,

Economic Growth"
Econortit Development'
Economic Incentives .
-SpeciaNiaticle
Division of.Labor*
Government-intervention
Aggregate Supply and

Demand"
Allocation of R&souroes
Stabilization Policies*

more than one concept area.

ot.**

Government -
Fiscal Policy
Public Goods. and Services
Aggregate Supply and Dematqc1;
Economic Growth"
Economic Development*
Stabilization Policies
Consumer Legislation t*'
Consumer Assistance*
Consumer Information*
Regulatory Agencies

Ittt Economic Histoty
An economic concepts

as they apply over
time to all economic
systems. ,
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APPENDIX B- ;MATRIX SHOWING THE INTERFACE
OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION CONCEPTS INTO

CONSUMER EDUCATION CURRICULUM IN
OREGON (K-12)
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Employment Opportunities
Obtaining' a Job
Meeting Responsibilities for. Job Success
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Employment LawsFederal and State

MONEY MANAGEMENT

Financial Security and Employment
financial Planning
Banking Services and Financial Records
Savings
Investments

.Insurance
Legal D.Ocuments
Taxation
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APPENDIX B (CantInued)

ConiUmer Education urriculum*
1'

Economic Coro-opts
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CREDIT

Credit Availability and Use 4

Credit Selection .

Credit Problems -

Consumer Credit Laws

Nc5 , 'PURCHASE OF GOODS AND SERVICES

Factors Affecting Consumer Purchases X° X.0-
The Rolesof Advertising
Guidelines for Shoppers . I X 0
Making Specific PurcOases 0

.
O X
O X

4- 0. 0 ,

x o- x'
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE MARKETPLACE
,,.The Consumer and the U.S. Economic System 0 X X . Q - X

'Rights and Responsibilities of Consumers/Sellers X X X
...

X ..IIFraudulent and Deceptive Practices .
, 0

Sources of Consumer Assistance 0° X . 9Consumer Protection Legislation, .
X ..0. -0- - '

i .,
., /0Indicates minbr degree of emphasis or coverage. '' -. .: I 4. , . ...,

, ..XIndicates.maJor degree of emphasis or cover** .. e, .: -; za 1 .

The listing of consumer education-concepts below reflects the existing curriculum guidelines inT)rekoniOregen Department of Ecluoik.. -
non, 1974).
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APPENDIX 0 MATRIX SHOWING THE INTERFACE
OF CONSUMER EDUCATION CONCEPTS INTO

ECONOMIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM IN
PREGON (K12)

Economic Educatiiin Curriculum* Consumer Education Concekts
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

Economic,EduCatioh Curricnium Consumer Education Concepts
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RESOURCE ALLOCiTION AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION
The'Market Sydtem
Supply and Demand
The Price System
Income Disthbution,
Government Incomel9edistribu/ion

-ECONOMIC STABILITY AND GROWTH'

AggFegate:Supply and Demand
*Savings and Inyestmeni .

Monetary Policy *
1, Fiscal Policy%

. Economic Growth and Productivity A

TOOLS OF ECOridMIQ,ANALYS16 4' -
Measurement Coricepts
Evaluation Concepts
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Chapter 5 Analysis of Content in Two Units:
Credit and Transportation
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A Response to ,"Analysis of ,.( i

Content )n Two Units: Credit
and "Transportation"

i Cewls Mandell

i

A

4- INTRODUCTION

#

I

.Credit and transportation, two key areas of consumer economics, ,
are both complementary and of particular relevance to yo3nger con -
sumers. An automobile is the first major purchase that most will make,
and their initial involvement with credit is likely to emerge from this 1

transaction. .
_

In preparing, this paper, the author examined 'a total of fourteen
books, chosen to' be representative of the various approaches used in,
consumer education during the past decade. The books represent a wide
spectrum of approaches, ranging from fairly hard-core consumer
econopics books through personal and consumer finance books to Jane .

Bryant Quinn's Everyone's Money Book (1979). .
' It is difficult to specify precisely what content should be covered in

sections on credit and transportation since concepts important to con-
sumer understanding of each may also be impokant to other topics and
may be covered in other chapters. For example, an understanding of
automobile insurance is critical loethe owner &prospective owner of an
automobile. HOweyer, this content is likely to be covered in a separate
section on .insurance, since the princiPleS involved in its purchase are
more closely related to other types of insurance than to the pu?chase of
an automobile. ,

. The approach of this paper will be first to obtline'the coverage of.
transportatiOn and credit found in a-sample of books written during the

Lewis Mandell is a Professor of Bconomice in the College of Business at the University of
Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut)
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past decade, then to delineate the concepts that 'the average consumer
musf understand in order to f4tnctieil in the market place, and last to
specify the economic conCepts'thatare applicable in the analysis of these

. units. 3

`CREDIT

4.
Credit is generaly considered to bNne of the most important topics

in the area of consumer economics and personal finance. Of the,fourteen
books reviewed for this paper, all but one had at least a full chapter
.devoted tocredit. The'exception Vas the Wish, Steely, and Tritien book,
The, Consumer (2978), which devoted only ten pages of a chapter, en-'
titled /14wd\uct and Service Consequences," to the area of credit. A sec-,
ond'85ok, by Tic4Istrup,tind Hall (1978), devotes most of its chapter en-
titled "Savings, Consumer Credit and Borrowing" to the subject of
credit.

At the other extreme, several of thelbOoks,had more than one
chapter..on credit. Unger and Wolf (1973)Thad two chapters, entitled
".The Use of Consumer Credit" and "Shopping for Money." QUinn's
book Aad three chapters, "Where to Borrow Money," "Buying on
Creditt" and "Credit: Your Rights and What Can Go Wrong:" Cohen
and 1-lanson,had two chapters,."Charge Accounts, Credit Cards and the
InstallmenA Plan" and "Obtaining.a Loan." Ballard, Beihl, and Kaiser
also hadlwo chapters, "B?rrowing and Banking" and."Borrowing: Con-
sumer Credit." Gitmhn had-two chapters, "BorKowing,on Open Account:
Credit Cards and Bank Cardg," and "Consumer Loans: Single Payment,

Installment and Mortgiok.".

Content

Content that is covered in a
classified into four major areas:
costs of consumer debt, shopping

, .

0

Introductory Materials

chapter or chapteis on credit can be
introductory materials, benefits and.
for credit, and consumer pection.

-,

Most chapters on consumer debt began by setting the enxirohment
of consumer debt. More than half of thebooks reviewed talked abontthe
'growth and magnitude of consumer debt. About thalf had material on
whb has debt, pointing out the relationship between deb,rand income as
welt as between debt and consumer life cycle. Three of the books dis-

c <cussed attitudes toward debt and the changing attitude of consumers
' over the years.

Benefits and'Costs of Conslimer Debt

While trarly all of the books discussed elements of benefits and
costs of consumer debt, only about half presented this within a cost-

,
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benefit frathework. Under "benefits," some books discued the use of
.debt to acquire capital assets that could save money for the family. Such

an approach was taken by Mandell (1981), Miller (1970, Mittra (1977),
and Unger and Wolf. Two of the bobks, Mandell and Miller, discussed ,
the fife cycle view of borrowing which recognizes the need for borrowing
during,cditain deficit periods of the Life cycle and the ability to repay dur-
ing surplus:periods.

Two books, Miller and Quinn, commented on the possible benefits
frbm the use of credit dunng an inflat4onary period. At least three of the
books mentioned the tax savings due to the deduction of...interest,
although several pthei books mentioned this benefit in other chapters,
particularly those concerned with incomeTax. A variety of other benefits
of consumer credit was mentioned by the books, including the ability to
get immediate utility from objects which are purchased on credit.

Material On cost can be categorized as "social costs'? or "personal
costs." Relatively little space was spent on'the social cost of consumer
credit. Three books, including Unger and Wolf; Bailard, Beihl, and
Kaiser (1980); and Litman (1978) discussed the impactthatk consumer
credit has on inflation. Material under personal costs included a con-

. sideration of in rest, the necessary budget commitment, the risk, and
costs of insolvency, and the question of whether purchasers on credit
mt1St pay more for the goods purchased.

While virtually all of the books stressed the fact that interest costs
may be substantial, some actually gave examples of the total dollar cost.;
of purchasing goods for cash and on credit. A few of the books even gave
tables showing -the difference in total amouni paid with loans of varying
interest rates and maturity.

Another cost of consumer debt is the necessary budget commitment
and concomitant lack of flexibility. This was alluded to in several books
in a discussion of 'debt difficulties and was discussed explicitly in
Mandell.

evaral of the books, including Cohen and Hanson (1972); Bailard,
Beihl,"and Kaiser; and Quinn attempted to ascertain how much debt is
too much. Most books `recognized that persons who overcommit
themselves risk insolvency, and six. of,thcbpoks talked about the merits
of credit cout*lors to aid families in distressed circumstances.

A last possible cost of consumer debt is that individuals using such
debt may be forced to pay more for the products that they purchase. This
was covered in some detail by TroelstruPaild Hallband briefly mentioned
in several other books.

Shopping.tor Credit

In most books, the greatest amount of space related to consumer
credit was taken up by the topic of shopping for credit. Nine of the four-'
teen books stressed the importance of the annual percentage rate to the
extent of showing how such a rate is calculated. Virtually all of the books
stressed the necessity of using the rate for comparing loans.

In shopping for credit, nearly all of.the books discuss the fact that

10%.
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rates 'vary among lenders, but only a few covered the determination of
the rates as a function of their components. Such components include the
cost of money to the lender, the administrative costs, the risk of loss, aud
profit. Two, of the books went into an evaluation of the risk of the bore
rower and referred to the three "C's" of credit, while one book discussed
the valve of having co-signers for the loan. Nearly all of the books in-
cluded the credit investigation, credit bufeaa; and the rights of the con-
sumer under the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

As mentionedabove, virtually all books covered the types of lenders
and the magnitude of rates generally associated with each. Among the
type of lenders generally mentioned for installment debt were banks,
ings banks, crit unions, and finance companies. About half of the
chapters mentioned the benefits of borrowing on life insurance, while
two discussed education loans.

Virtually all of the books discussed the various types of consumer
credit, including installment credit and revolving credit,Aitli particular
emphasis paid to credit cards. Three of the books discussed the topic of
billing methods on credit cards, and at least one book mentioned over-
draft credit: In addition, three books discussed' the insurance that is
available for protection of loss on credit cards, and many referred'to the
$50.00 limitation per card.

Features of installment contracts were covered in many of the
books. Among the features most commonly mentioned were prepayment
of a loan and the Rule of 78. A few of the books referred to credit life in-
surance, while others had coverage of that topic under theif insurance
chapters. Quinn's book, which was more up to date than most, had'a

. discussioh of refinancing homes in order to obtain additional funds. At
least one book, Gitman, covered mortgages in the chapter` on credit, but

most othei books discuss mortgages in the chapters on housing.
-

Consumer Protection .

It is difficult discuss..consumer credit without referring to the
plethora of recent laws governing its use. Virtually everfhook referred to
the Truth-in-LendingLaw,as well as to the modification of Regulation Z
of the Federal Reserve Board specifying fair credit billing procedures. In
.a connectedlarea, most of the books also discuss usury laws in various
states, but only a fraction of those discuss the pros and cons of such
laws. Only two .of the books refeired to the Uniform Consumer Credit
Code that regulates interest"rates on selected types of consumer credit in
most states.

Fir of the books discussed the holder in due course do8trine
although the importance of that concept has been ditninished by Federal
Trade Commission rulings in recent years. As noted earlier, nearly all of
the chapters coveredthe Fair Credit Reporting Act and consumer rights
under that act.

At least three of the books discussed discrimination in credit and
remedies under the law. Several other books saved this discussion for a
chapter on discrimination, per se.
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The legal implications of insolvency due to debt were covered by
about half of the books. A few discussed the Fair.Debt collection Prac- ..

tice Act, some discpssed the slate laws governing the garnishment of
'wages, and most covered laws regarding personal bankruptcy and debt ,
reorganization.

.
Important Concepts in Credit .

,. -
There are A,1dw concepts in credit which are of critical importance

. for the average consumer. These include the consumer's personal
benefits and costs associated with the uSe of credit, the factors to con-

, sider in shopping for credit, and a few key elements of consumer piotec-
.

. I tion. The critical elements orcredit are delineated below:
S. , .'

1. Benefits and colts Credit offers the consumer certain benefits
but has substantial costs associated with it. The benefits include the abili-,

4
ty to purchase needed capital:goods,.rhe ability to smooth income apd ex-
penditures over the life cycle, and possible tax benefits. On the cost side,
mention should be made of the high cost of interest, the budget cOminit-

c ment, and the 1)1( and attenclAnt cost of insolvency. ..

ShOpping fer credit Conten that must be covered would in-
4 elude. t' necessity of }sing Tre-erinual percent rate, although notl,

necessarily the precise mews of calculating it, the differ,ent rates charged
by different types of lenders, n the ability to rgpayand costs of prepay-
ment. A sa included should be he difference between installment and .

, revolvin credit, the cost and use of credit cards, credit risk and its'im-
pact upon credit costs, the credit investigation, and .consumer rights.if a
negative credit report is Sled...

., S, 3. Consumer protection and the area of 'Credit Only a por)kion of
tHaterials related to legal Protection is of critical impOrta'nce to the con-
sumer inInaking decisions, If tlie consumer understands the importance

P of finding out the annual percent rate of iriterest in shopping for credit,
iknowledge of the term's of the Truth-iLendipg Law is not mpKtant.

.
However, those portions of Regulation Z 'referring to the rights of the
consumer in g dispute with a credit 'card company sire important for the i
consumer to know, since such disputes are commonplace. 4 general pn;
derstanding of rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act is important,
ai well as some nowledge of practifigs prohibited tinderthe Fair Debt
Collection Pract ces Act. Consumers § hould also understand some of the
elementary. provisions of the personal bankruptcy laws, as well as.laws
affecting the garnishment of waus and the pros andsons of having their
debt restructured.. . .

Applidabje Economic Concepts

A number of economics coricepts are important in a full coverage of
consumer credit, although a more limited understanding is necessary to

- function efficiently in the market plade.

III'



Macro concepts in economics are important if the 'reader (is viewed
as a voter and policy.maker as well as a consumer. Among the important
macro concepts in credit are the impact of ciedit on consumption and in
nation, as well as the impact otdiverting credit from capital formation-
to consumption through 'allocatinn to cons4thir credit. Another macro
contept concerhs restriction of credit flows through fury laws and the
costs and benefits of such ,laws. to society.

s 6.On the micro side, an important concept is benefit-cost analysis:and
its application to the useof credit. A proper understandingof this would
involve an understanding of 'Marginal efficiency of capital and the
capital purchase decision. Another important economic concept involves
an understanding of income and needs over the typica,ifamily life Cycle.
In.evaluaiing the cost of credit, it is critical to'undeist and the annual per-' cent rate'of interest and its relationship to dollar cost. It is also important
to understand the concept of discretionary income when discussing the
lack of budget flexibility and the increased fisk of insolvency due to
Credit.

'A consumer can best shop for credit if he or she conceptualizes the
structure of the credit market with attendant pecializalibn by various

;"/ types of lenders,. ITT order/to do this, it is necessar to understand the
costs associated with the granting of credit, including the cost of money,
the cost of adminiitration, the profit structure in consumer credit .

markets, and most importantly, the cost associated with various typed of
risk. An underst5nding of risk and expected loss is needed in order to get
a grip on this subject. Finally, in discusiing the higher costs of revolving
credit, it is necessary to ip._,:id,erstand the difference in administrative costs
associated with iivallment credit and revolving credit.

,... TRANSPORTATION -\.. 4. . .16;... . , .
4:'Co:tient Analysis ,

0
Of thJaurteen bt3oks reviewed, only six had full chaptersdevoted

4415 transportition; three others had cgapters dev.oteciiOintly to
transportation and other major durables'.

Because of the prevalence of the priyate autoniobile as the. primary
means of transportation for most Americans, chapters relating to trans-
portation tendec1404vbte most or all of their space to a consideration of
the automobile. Several of the chapters spoke of public transportation in
relation to the aulOmiibile and some also discussed the social costs.of
automobiles. A few of the chapters covered of transportation
such asIbuSes, railroads, and airlines, while a,,,fe oks, inost notably
Miller, dealt with non-automobile transportation in a section on "travel."

, _

The Autoinoblle
-

TWo of she books discussed patterns of automobile ownership and
use. Three.of the books, including Mandell, Ward and Niendorf (1978),
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and Miller, had discussions A the social costs' of the aultomobile,
including materials on pollution, depletion orresources, and the effect of

4 the automobile as a deterrent to mass transportation. Troelstrup and
Hall discussed the automobile as a status symbol alid use of automobiles,
the latter a particularly appropriate subject if used with a younger group.

The books varied in their.coverage of calculating the cost Of-owning
and operating an automobile. Intensive coverage was found in Troel-
strup and Hall, Mandell, and Ward and Nieddog. Generally considered
were fixed versus variable costs Of automobile ust, depreciation,, the cost
savings of high-mileage automobiles, American versus foreign automo-
biles, and trading in an automobile. Se\ eral of the-books included a dis-
cussion of the credit purchase of automobiles as part of these cos*of
ownership. , '

Several of the books gave detailed consideration to the purchase of
new and used automobiles, 461 uding shopping techniques, bargaeing,
warranties, and' inspection in their chapters on eransportationhile
other books covered this content in other:chapters. Several of the book
went into shopping for repairs, choosing' a good mech "anic, ancl,prorerg.. ,
maintenance of the autoitobjle, Four books_considered the decision
rent ,or Tease an automobile, and two'discussed the safety considerau
of automobiles; 6

. , I
1.

0
Other Types of Transportation.. , .

-
6. $ , %

Two of the books gave fairly cera ensive coverage to other means of
.transportation. These included railroads,.buses, and airlines. In the dis;* cussion 9f airlines, attention was'given to rate deregulation and it's,

l'.. impact on prices, as well a,s to consumer riglitt anckprotection tinder
4rious CAB statutes, At least one other .boo-k, had coverage ofthese
topics in a chapter on travel. \:.. , *

. sf"Concepts that Mint Be Understood by the
.

Average Constimer
,

Ir'' There eke a few imPortintsconcepts that must be understood by the'''.
average Ansurner in order to structure expenditures on tiaa§port 'on.

"These concepts. areas follows: - 4. .4 14.- ,
_

1. Expenditures The average erican "family spends more on
trartspOrtation than on anything elseexcep food .att4 hciusjng, and most

*

of what is spefit orktransportatiOn is used for rite private automobile.-,.../ . it.
.

A

V.--
' -2'...! High Cost*. The cost of 'owning art'autornoliile may be higher
than most consumers realize because. a lot. of The costs are implicit or-
hidden. Siich implicYkosts

, inciude..depteciation,.ppportunity, costs on.

the investment, and periodic repairs. ..)
. .

3. Depreciation In considering whether, toIrade in a car or lb
purchase a new or a used cal-, the 'consumer must be aware of the
relativelvpicldetretiation on most new earS, during their fiiSt several
years d_f_, ownership. This depreciation increases the total coat of
bwnership significantly.



.

4. Shopping in shopping for a car, the consumer. should be
aware that bargaining is an accepted means of price determination, and
that different makes of cars have different warranty arrangements.

5. Insurance consumers must be aware of the variods types of
automobile insurance, the costs and benefits of each, and the options for
coverage. In most consumer-oriented books, this topic is .covered under
the heading of insurance rather than transportation.

6. Non-automotive transportation The consumer should be
aware of the costs and bentfits of utilizing means of transpotation other
than the automobile, including local mass transportation and long
distance transportation by bus, railroad, and airplane. The consumer
should also be aware of the rate structure of airplanes, the opportunities
to save a substantial portion of the price by taking advantage of economy
fares and packages, and the consumer's rights if denied boarding.

Economic Concepts in Transportation

As in the case of credit, the economic concepts associated with
tfinspOrtation can be related to both ,macro or social concepts and micro

or private considerations. Under the heading of macro concepts, the
consumer must understand the importance of tiansportaticat and the
automobile in the American economy, energy needs and the outlook for
energy, the environinvtal effect of the automobile, and the deterrent to
mass transportation represented by the automobile.

MicrOconcepts include an understanding of consumer capital and
the ability to determine the cost and benefits of investment in consumer
capital. Implicit in the concept of consumer capital is an understanding
of the opportunity cost of money, the cost of borrowed funds, and the
marginal efficiency of capital,

The consumer must know the difference between fixed and variable
costs order to be abkto calculate his or her expected annual cost of
operat the, automobile. The consumer shopld also understand the
Sfructs. and regtilationOf the pil industry and the likely future behavior
M gasoline Price's: This will, enable hinLor hert2. calculate the costs and
benefits associated with fuel effieientautomobjles:

In order to understand nonautomotive transportation, the consumer °
should be we of the structure of American mass transprtatiorl,
including regulation by the ederal government. This irriPlies in,
understanding of the concept.° plated monopoly.
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A Response to "Analysis 'of
Content in.Two Units: Credit
and Transportation"

Lillian H: Mohr

I

The "buy now, pay later" ti)ode of functioning in a money world is
based on credit. In the decades since World War II, credit has become so
pervasive that any person or family without access to it is 'considered
poor indeed. That the subject of credit should be 'followed by a section
on transportation is not simply' fortuitous. Automobiles are the second
most costly item purchased by most people using credit, and the major
single product category that relies on short-term credit.

The following will treat credit first,' with emphasis on short-term
debt, and then go .on to transportation as an item becoming increasingly
significant in individual and family blIdgets.

CREDIT

content in Current Texts
.

The great majority of textbooks on ,personal finance have a separate
chapter on the subject occredit; a couple have two (Wolf, 1978 Jelley
and Herrman, 1973). Notable exceptions .are the Troelstrup and Hall
book, The Consumer in Anterican Society (1978), which combines credit
in a chapter that first covers savings and then concludes with a section on
borrowing money. Here personal saving is viewed as an alternative
source-of credit. On the other hand, Roger Leroy Miller (1978) combines
rings with investments, focusing on the abstention from consuciption

Lillian H. Mohr is the Assistant in the Office of the President, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, Florida.
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associated with savings; he ties in banking regulations, NOW accounts,
and EFTS as a4conclusion to the credit chapter. Borrowing and banking
are combined in the Bailard, Beihl, and Kaiser book (1980).

The subject of credit in the did Cohen and Hanson Personal Finance I

textbooks, followed banking services, which invariably followed the
subject of. geting (most recent edition, 1975). Many old-timers in the
field got is training from these texts. Harold A. Wolfs Perional

_Finance, Fi h Edition (1978), continues with the traditional sequence:
budgetin , battling, and borrowing, with a chapter on consumerism
between. Sylra Porter's Nex Money Book for the 80's goesthrough 900
pages of buy manship and money management advice before Chapter 16,

15n borrowing cash and using credit (1979). Other texts tend-to include
credit sections relating to budgeting and banking as opposed to protec-
tion and security sytems.

Objectives and Justification

Teachers' lesson plans- frequently begin with a statement pf
objectives for the unit, so it might be expected that textbooks would.fol-
low suit. DeSalvo (1977) and Wolf both do this, as well as do..niost

, outlined curriculum guides. Most textbook authors, however, gendally
eschew stating the understandings that students will gain, and plunge
into the subject matter. This achieved in some cases by asking gues-

s and then answering them. In others, writers sensitive to
Shakespeare's admonition, "Neither a borrower nor a lender be,"
invoduce the advantages and disadvantages of Credit; and when the use
of credit is proper and when dangerous, augmented with reference to its
extensive use by many Americans. This reviewerAntroduces credit by
comparing government borrowing with private,,,l'ioriowing, noting the
differences in terms of a "balanced budget."

,:4-
Daniel A. McGowari's Consumer EcondmIcs (1978) is singular in

that it first discusses money as a medium of exchange, then indicates how
credit serves as a "double- staged exchange," a concept,Students
comprehend with difficulty unless they are familiar with inOnobile
dealers or real estate salespeksons, for example, whose livelihood reflects
the fact that the credit component of the transaction is crucial to is
consummation.

,

In approximately 20 recent textbooks reyiewed, only a few,
distinguish between long-term and short-term credit. The majority deal
with the latter and leave thehome buying unit to cover mortgages,. the
major form of long-term credit of concern to consumers,' The deficiency'
is that' students may not see that one's ability to get long-term credit is
closely related to the credit rating established on a short-term basis.

Most texts provide a profile of credit users or relate credit use to
stages in the family life cycle, and explain the phenomenal rise in the use
of credit since World War II in terms of changing life styles and the great
expectations fostered by a relati;ely affluent society. Milton Friedmares
permanent-income hypothesis would complement the more pervasive
sociological analysis. -



One s,alietit fact stands out clearly in all of the texts: ". . . credit
costs.mpney." Therefore, students are admonished to determine not only
if they can pay back the 'amount borsiowed, but also the interest and
other charges. Allentuck and piens, in Consumer Choice (1977), intro-
duce the concept of opportunity cost as a means of determining whether
immediate.poskssion of a good is worth the extra cost of credit entailed.
Opportunity cost, of course, pertains to any financial decision, including'
that of career choice, so one might hope to find this concept considered
whenever ,fiqancal decisions have to be made. However, none of the
recently written books expound on Say's "law of markets," which
analyzes the impacCof the rate of interest on demand for capital goods
and the supply of savings, as did Daviid Hamilton's The Consumer in Our
Ecdnomy (1961) in a section on national income. Knowledge of how the
Federal Reserve's ever-changing monetary policy affects the money
supply seems crucial to an undeittanding of credit availability and

interest rates.

Why Consumer's Otto

No one textb ok included all of the reasons for individual and
4 family borrowing. ith reference to changing lifestyles, a major justifi-

cation for-using cree it is the high c of durables, most significantly the
automobile, but al- of appliances an some improvement. Financial
emergencies, anoth r reason, include thos' ed by illness, unemploy-
ment, and overeXtension of credit requiring consolidation of loans. On a
daily basis, credit means that people can avoid carrying cash, and it pro-
vides a convenient form of payment and a systematic method of
record-keeping.

.
A few texts note that credit could mean paying over time with pro-.,

gressively cheaper money, as inflation continues its .inexorable pace.
However, those do caution that interest rates tend to take inflation into
consideration. Only a couple mention the use of credit as an investment
in the future, such as educational loans to advance a person's career.
Using credit for purposes of speculation and business investment also
ilslpears only in a couple of bobks.

Benefits and Dangers to Consumers and Society

Apparently the significance of credit to the general public and he
economy is not deemed crucial to students learning how to use credit,
judging by the minimal treatment of this subject in the personal-finance
texts. Even ih Wolf, the explanation of the Federal Reserve's concern
over economic instability caused by consumers' use of credit barely
touches on the problem. Today, with tremendous concern over double-
digit inflation and the consumers" contribution to the problem, it would
seem justifiable to make large numbers of consumers aware of their con-
tribution to the problem through profligate spending. In terms of
aggregate behavior, most books do point out that thee costs of credit are
passed on to consumers both directly as finance charges, and indirectly
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in the priCe of goods and services. In effect, they are presenting the
TINSTAAFL concept "There is no such thing as a free lunch."

The Classification of Consumer Credit

It is alvhys sound to define terms somewhere along the tine, and
usually a general discussion of credit is followed by delineation of the
types of credit. The major distinctions are between sales credit and loan
credit (borrowing money), and between installment and non-installment
credit. Only one text brings up amortization, a topic generally associated
with home mortgages.

The installment credit section covers loans for automobiles, other
durable consumer goods, home improvement, and mobile homes.
Personal loans for cash and revolving credit accounts are also classified
as installment credit. Layaway appears infrequently.

Noninstallment or single-payment credit covers service, credit
(billing by professionals such as doctors, lawyers) and charge accounts.

Both Troelstrup and Porter explain tWe.open-line of credit, which
may be either installment or noninstallment, though the former is more
frequent. Porter covers the, tuition loan specialists, which provide an
extended postponement period before installment payments commence.

How to Get Credit
0

From the students' viewpoint, the substance begins here. About half
of the texts explain the three Cs of credit: character, capability, and
capacity. All discuss the importance of getting and keeping a goodcredit
ilating to get continued credit. To young people, the, major question so
often is how to start getting credit. Filling out the credit application
appears to be the answer in a couple of texts, but students find they are

,rejected because they have no credit history, and are denied the
ipportunity to establish themselves as trustworthy credit-users.

The importance of the credit bureau's report receives coverage in
virtually all the books. One serious omission is failing to note ,that a

_bank's checking service; becomes part of the credit bureau's' report if
checks have been written against insufficeni funds. In, addition, some
employers, including the federal government, may check credit bureau
reports before considering an applicant for employment. This makes the
report more important than if it only pertained to one's ability to
future credit.

TomAny authors this section is the logical location for the relatively
recent legislation protecting the Consumer, namely, Truth-in-Lending,
Equal Credit Opportunity, Fair Credit Reporting, and the Fair Credit
Billing Act. Only textbooks published within the IT two years or so
cover all four laws. s

One would guess that the 'discount for cash is a regional 'matter;
authors living where cash discounts are not proferred omit it. Generally
in connection with the.laws mentioned above, the plastic charge card is
discussed with emphasis on handling loss or theft, and computer errors.
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Sources of Credit

Reflecting on the encyclopedic nature of Sylvia Porter's most recent
Money Book (1979).is the fact that it alone systematically treats family,
friends, and employers as sources cir funds; (She also takes in stock-
brokers, which textbooks corer under buying stocks on margin.) For
many people, these are a primary soul-cc of funds. As lending resources,
they stand alone in not impacting one's credit history and, as Porter
notes, usually collect no interest charges. Most peqple need little instruc-
tion on using family and friends as a source of Rinds. Some cautions,
hoverer, are appropriate in connection with borrowing or co-signing for
or lending to friends and employers.

The sources of credit universally considered are commercial banks,
sales finance companies, consumer finance companies, credit unions,
credit card companies, and retail stores. Some texts exclude savings
banks and savings and loan associations. Most make.no reference to in-
surance companies, and it can be assumed that these, loans, either for
home mortgages or cash borrowing against the person's whole life
policies are cqvered in other appropriate sections. That also applies to
second mortgages, covered only in Porte4and in Bailard, Beihl, and
Kaiser. Both of these volumes also include educational loans; Porter has
a separate chapter on the subject.

The Cost of Credit

For a number of reasOns, the cost of borrowing, whether for pur-
chases or for cash, varies greatly, depending on a variety of factors.
Those mentioned most frequently are the cash price,the amount of down
payment, the amount financed, the time allowed for repayment, col-
lateral requirements, going interest rates, and usury laws. McGowan alMo
includes the purpose of the loan as well as type of loan. Only a few texts
cover trade-ins, price packing, and dealer participation, and the
additional costs of credit life insurance and other 'charges, such as
in estigation fees.

Although under the Truth-in-Lending Law it should be superfltfous,
the majority of texts continue to give examples of the constant ratio
Method of interest computation, without necessarily identifying the
mathematical formulations by that name. The Annual Percentage Rate
(APR) is the key concept, and the only problem is that t14 actual dollar
cost receives little attention. Because automobile purchaseis' stress the
size of monthly.paynients and little else, the emphasis on APR in the
texts may well be warranted. A number do note that buyers should
consider total costs in their decision making.

Somewhat less than half the chapters go over the various methods of
computing interest op revolving credit. Previous balance, average daily
balance 'and adjusted balance methods are identified, but. the past clue
balance appears less frequently. .
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The Credit Contract

Not all books make the distinction between charge account
purchases and the conditional sales contract in which title remains with
the seller until the last payment is made. Few consumers realize that they
legally cannot remove an automobile or other goods purchased on in-
stallment contracts from the state vNithout notifying the seller. Jelley and
Herrmann cover the conditional sales contract in sdmedetail, as do
Phillips and Lane (1980). The latter also mention chattel mortgages, a
term found in many old editions of Cohen and Hanson but as rare as
bailment leases elsewhere.

The sales contract contains other components besides the legally
required Annual Percentage Rate and dollar cost. Some authors alert
students to the prepayment prdvisions and the Rule of 78, the accelera-
tion clause, the add -on contract, the wage assignment clause, and the
balloon contract. Rare is the mention of "waiver of defense" or
"confession of judgment" statements that can be the downfall of those

who decide to hold back on patients because of faulty merchandise or
service. Phillips and Lane note the danger of co-signer agreements, and
Allentuck and Bivens give consideration to repossession of goods, but
deficiency judgments get short shrift in all. of the literature. The recent
legiMation on the "holder-in-due-course" doctrine, so long a major con-
sumer issue? gets wide coverage.

. C.
And What About the OverExt$ ended?

Less than half the -texts offer suggestions for those -people who
cannot pay their bills when due. Those that do emphasize the importance
of contacting the creditor and making appropriate arrangements. Per-
sonal bankruptcy is treated as a statilic from which the consumer read-
ing the text is immune. Except in DeSalvo's text, wage-earner plans get
minimal mention. Both of these require the aid of an attorney, or
financial counselor.

General Topics
.

certain topics pertain to-every .aspect of financial management.
Opportunity cost appears in one textbook in the credit section. Instruc-
tors need to reinforce this concept in connection with most money
management topics covered. Other pervasive considerations are infla-
tion, stagflation, and business cycles; the necessity of record-keeping for
tax, insurance, and complaint- handling purposes; the business cost of
bookkeeping making small transactions virtually unprofitable, one of
the reasons why it is sp expensive to be poor; the special problems
of women and,minorities. Most authors take an umbrella approach to
consumer economics, protection, economic principles, and the consumer
movement, in an introductory or concluding chapter. This approach is
sound if the instructor reinforces the concepts that are applicable to
specific spbjects'.
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TRANSPORTATION

o

Hardly a decade ago, transportation appeared in personal finance L

textbook's about as frequeritly as chapters on real estate as an investment.
Back then transportation did not constitute the proportion of the
vidual or family budget that does today. .

The private adtomobilesas a principal means of transportation got
its impetds with-the exodus to the suburbs that took place some years
after World War 11, and as families grew and family members had a ndd
for mobility, the number of two- and three-car families increased beyond

-eimectations. More recently, the high cost of automobiles and gasoline
bringing public transportation into the fore again. However, the only °
book that treats both toPic-s! generously is the Sylvia Porter volume;
chapter seven is 140 pages long, even omitting parachutes, pogo sticks,,
roller and ice skates, showshoes, and cross-country snow Skis.

Content and. Sequence in Current Texts

Approximately three-quarters of the textbboks on personal finance
include a section or chapter on automobile buying. About, ope-quarter of
these cover other forms Ortranspoitation such as air travel.-Only Fetter-
man (1976) includes legs for walking and, like Porter, motorcycles.
Maedkeet al. (1979) includes recreational vehicles, and Mopeds get a
mention in some texts. ,

By coincidence, transportation most frequently appears as the.
seventh chapter in textbooks' reviewed. The subject precedes or follows
chapters on appliances, nondurables, or hothe buying, thereby constitu-t
ting a "buymanship component" in personal Nance textbooks.

Objectives of the unit Of study are not exPlicitly,stated.lbe majority
focus on considerations 'liming to the acquisition altd maintenance-of an,
automobile. Notable among 'the exceptions, Allentuck and Bivens look
at the potential for misuse of resources and the political reasons for the
lack of -a national transportation policy. Also 'singular their text,

-private *fof ownership gets less treatment than do opportunity,
vironmentalt and social and economic costs. The 'Ballard? Beihl, and
Kaiser boOk includes the effect of the automobile in a chapter on "btg
ticket items" in a text that otherwise excludes consumedsm'and buyman-
ship. Food, the secon largest budget item, is not inducted, although the
same rationale pertains.

Automobiles?utomobiles?,

'1.
Transportation is a matter of getting from hereln there in the fastest

and most convenient, comfoitable, or enjoyable ikaXat'seasonable co.St..
Atitomobiles hivelqns satisfied those requirementS in additional to fill- -..

ing certain SOcial'and:psycholOgical needs. ° .-

None of the textbqoks diioss the"legal righC to driveor the impor-
tance of a driver's license as a pleans of identification for creditpurposes. .

.- ..., . ::, ... .

".. ,
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, , . .
Those unable to pass a driver's te'Sti"OVo fv;ts)cal reasons (particularly the

As.

'aged), or whose licenses have bet revoked, because-ofrAcessiVe traffic
. violations, fi d themselves as hatigipti is are -the.disabled.

, The po.p larity of auto tra '9 MO, 4401.1elat i ofi ah 4; on the
demise of public transportation any 5..r4a4,:0- ttI):e point that alter-

,
natiCe transportation is virtually, " *.,An tins areas mobility is

!.;9 ; iv410744AtNehicle.completely dependent on acces,sio Ro" -4.

Automobiles are not without their l liblerns, hpixeva. Garman and
Eckert (1979) note that.they are the subject' i4 'reiwoni?ipeetomplaints
than any other consumer service or produ 14stie-iiiiti rice, financing,
insuring,, parking; maintenance, licensing, 4hat e tisractices in
sales andlrepair constitute major,problems.yhel.xtri eeftat some

, knowledge can help Consumers alleviate the difficuttiW,CertAirly cOg-',
sumers need to be aware of possibilities for reaooZfe,,V;).T '-' ",. ° .

, s
-Wt ' ,

The Cost of Owning and Operating an Aut :ile , ,

Acial figures on mileage costs vary 'dram 14 in the textbooks
from 16 cents a mile to 75 cents a mile. BudgetiCercentages rtin from
10% to 21%,°depending on which costs are inclosed. Certainly the auto- 6

mobile is a means of transportation more exiiensive than most car
owners realize and for which few employerrire willing to provide
realistic reimbursement.

Because depreciation is a significant variable, a number of atithOrs
compare costs of new versus used cars, noting tIta,t much depends on
size, make, model, repair records, and timing of purchase. Comparison,'
shopping for car types and for dealers receives appropriate treatment,
plus armchair analysis of consumer testing'reports.-Tbe advantages and
disadvantages of theoretical, competition, compvitiye rivalry, product'

differeptiation by oligopolists,lead time, industry concentration, follow-
the-levier pricing practices enhance consumwunderstanding of the
marketplace.

Automobiles differ from most consumer purchases in that costs of
ownership continue throughout the life of the vehicle. Troelstrup and
Hall number among 'the authors distinguishing between fixed and
variable costs. Ward and Neindorf (1978), gnd Lang and Qillespie
(1977), include in the latter parking and,garaging, major costs in some
metropolitan areas. - .

. Gasoline mileage figttres in all of the textbooks are obsolete, though
a number, predilct today's realities. To read prices in a textbook copy-
righted in 1978 that are less than half paid by motorists today makes a
reader acutely aware that changis can be. sudden and drastic., Few text-
books treat the subject of world markets and tin Ainerican consumers'
dependence, on titer(' or decisions affecting interAatiOnalirade made-by
our federal agenZies. Whether the subject should be treated hereAdpends.
on the curriculum. Gasoline prices'can be used toilluserate the 'rationing
function" of prices.
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Prices, Financingond Insuring
. .

The automobile purchaser is frequently simultaneously a seller, us-
' ing his existing car as a trade-in. Used merchandise is not standaidized;

the "cream puff" commands a higher trade-in price than an abused
"dog." Determination of value becomes a subject of negotiatiOn. As
tradespeople in foreign countries know, Americas accustomed to a one-
price system are ill-equipped by experience to handle "horse-trading."

A number of texts cite the devices used by professionals in the auto-
motive field-to bring in additibnal revenue. Many suggest appoaches en-
abling consumers ,to compete with the professionals.\ They also recom-
mend that establishing the trade-in- and purchase price, the financing,
agd insuring the vehicle be treated as separate transactions. Cqmparison
shopping is stressed, as well as systematic information seeking.

Wh'ereas textbooks do not report on mark-ups or profit margins
taken by banking and lending institutions, insurance companies or
brokerage firms, the automobile dealer's potential gain on a transaetion
is treated as suspect. Possibly the sales tactics employed by automobile
commission- salespeople dye received more publicity than have the stra-
tegies of insurance, real estate, or investment firm agents. If this evident
bias, has any shortcomings, it may be unwarranted complacency.in con-
nection with the others.

Lang and Gillespie and Porter, among others, attempt to answer
consumers' questions as to car longevity, and when the cost of repair
makes it uneconomic, to retain a vehicle. Almost half of the texts com-
pare the costs of leasing or renting with ownership costs.

What to Look For

A number of texts provide check lists useful in shopping for new and
used cars, options, repair services, and, less frequently, automobile tires.
Most consumers would find it difficult to remember all of the pointers
without alist in hand.

Consumers need a rational economic decision-making appr9ach
when purchasing an automobile. Bec-auie qf the social and psychological
factors associated with car ownership, consumers are readily carried
away by considerations far removed from their transportation needs and
financial limitations. ey are therefore as vulnerable to exploitation as
purchasers'of funeral s vices.

. Safety' ,-
*f.

Miller writes of the "four-wheeled coffin" and is not alone in treat-
ing the death and injuries catised in vehicle accidents annually. In a num-
ber of texts, safety serves as a springboard for discussion of consumer-
ists' activities such _as those of Ralph Nader's, the foot-dragging of
federal regulatory agencies, and die social responsibilities of car manly.

cw
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,facturers and consumers. "Lemons" and recall§ are also mentioned most
frequently in this context.

Producers have charged that "safety doesn't sell." This suggests that
consumer sovereignty may have.its deficiencies in the shortsightedness of
consumers unwilling to pay higher costs for quality control and safe
products. The cost-benefit analysis employed by the Consumer Product
Safety Commission could be introduced 'at this juncture.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

What economic concepts m ust the average consumer understand in
the marketprace'Vt check egainst the Joint Council on EconomicEduca-

. tion publication, A Framework for Teaching Economics: Basic Concepts
(1977), suggests that credit and transportation directly or indirectly in-
volve virtually all of the concepts in one way or another.' Both topics
relate specifically to economic wants, scarcity and choices, opportunity
costs, rand trade-offs. They involve economic systems, vOlimtary ex-
change, government intervention and regulation, markets, supply and
demand, the price mecha4ism, profits, information costs, and externali-
ties such as those impaetig on ci ty as a whole. Taxes apply more
directly to automobile use and mone policy to credit, but both reflect

. the problems of inflation. .
Most textbooks and instructors cover some of the economic factors

that relate to credit and transportation without necessarily labeling them
economic concepts. McGowan's book (1978) is the exception, clearly re-
s em b 1 i ng Paul Samuelson's economics texts, but I fear the average con-

.' sumer would be repelled by the chins and mathemgtical formulas.
With so much substantive content alread§ necessafy to clarify credit

and transportation for the-average consumer, I fear the biggest problem
is determining what can safely be omitted.

O

FOOTNOTES

1. felley and Herrmann note real estate mortgages as an exception to Truth-in-Lending.
2. Other specific economic terms and concepts noted in the foregoing are: government bor-

rowing and "balanced bu et," affluent society,Aermanerit-income hypothesis, Say's
"law of markets," deman for capital goods, money supply, monetary policy,
economic instability, "no free nch," stagflation, business cycles,, resources, national
transportation'policy, fix ersus variable costs, theoretical competition, competitive
rivalry, product differ tiation, oligopolists,- lead time, industry concentration, inter.-
nationl tra e, c nsumer sovereignty, cost-benefit analysis.
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'Response to "Analysis of
Content in Two Units: Criodi
and Transportation" .

kerbett M. Jolley
I:

ry

e 3TeXtbboks'are an important factor in determining course consent in
public schndls. LOcatand state curriculum guides, when available, have
various degrees df impatt; and some teachers because of experience and , .

eipertiSe, cho,Osi Catetnap,P4:fiate fertheir students. But a case calf .
be made teXttloOKatjd other teaching materials determine io alarge

-,, extent-What haPPeni:in 2lassfoonts. Some studies have indicated,
foi eXantple; 'fbatas much, at.-90 percent of claigiroom time is devotecrto Vthe use Ofteaching' by4ucinis and teaches. ,

IMPurp6Selterelis not to"pasi judgment on wl'infmr or not the cOnl
tehr Provisled text600kS 6ropriate or adequate. (Organizations
'Such the Educational ptod s Information change Institute, a

--ilonpitfitorganiiitiorrthatiook aftertheinter ts of consumers of edu-
'oatiOnal nIalerialt,fiave kuggej) d that in some vases textbooks do fall
quite short.) But if textbooks are key determiners of course content, they
-tan-be used As a elii0_-to what is being taught, Accordingly, textbooks
were_ used to determine tfieeontent suigeticf in the two quite
disparate Unitt,-credit'and transportation, that constitute the subject of
thiS: paper :

Becausecif the professional interests of. the writer, the focfis here is
On; consumer teitbdoksiqs the content apprdpriate? Is it adequate?
,These questions will be considered. Finally; the paper will look at what
economic understandings or concepts are applicable in these two milts.

'Herbert M lelley is a Professor in the Collegp of Businessat Oklahoma State University,
StilhVater, klahoma.
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'CREDIT

In a study reported in 1979 dealing with the histo7ical development
of the content of consumer education on the secondary school level.
Herrmann analyzed the space given to the coverage of various topics. ina
number of textbooks. About credit, Herrmann concluded that "For n;At
of the texts examined, the space devoted to credit was one of the large-st
blocks of coverage given to any topic" (1979, p. 19). This conclusion,cor-
roborates the findings of Uhl in 1970. Uhl found that credit was included
in 54 percent of the grade 10-12 courses (1970, p. 81).

Content Suggested In Textbooks

Five consumer education textbooks were examined for this paper
(Schoenfeld and Natella 1975; Trooboff and Boyd 1975; Warmke and
Wylie 1977; Warmke, Wylie, and Sellers -1977; Jelley and Herrmann
1978).-Interestingly, the spade devoted to credit in the books ranges from
7 to 9 percent.,The subtopics covered are quite similar, although they are
covered in quite different order and the amount of coverage For the
topics varies considerably. The eight subtopics described briefly below
are covered in the textbooks, and presumably they are given some
coverage in classrooms.

1. Advantages and disadvantages of using credit. Included are dis-
cussions of the importance of credit for consumers as well as an indica-
tion of the pitfalls awaiting those who do not use credit wisely.

2. Forms of credit. Installment and noninstallment debts are ex-
plained. In addition, the coverage presents the wide variety of credit
plans, such as cash-loan credit, charge accounts, and revolving credit.

3. Establishing a credit rating. Answers to these questioneare
given: How does one go about gettingIeredit? How are credit reputations

-

-' 4. Calculating the cost of credit. Figuring the true annual interest
'rate on installment credit is explained.

f5. Sources of credit., The variety of sources of credit, including
credit unions, banks, insurance companies, and retail stores are con-
sidered.

6. Credit cards. Covered are single-purpose cards, bank cards, and
travel and entertainement cards.

7. Government aid. In 1975 Congress Passed the Equal Credit Op-
portunity Act, a big help in ending discrimination against women in
_credit matters.. Other legislation, such as Truth in Lending, is covered.

Overextension of credit. What should the consumer do if trou-
ble should strike? Is' debt consolidation wise? What is meant by
bankruptcy? Answeri to Ihese.questions are given various amounts of
space in_ the textbooks.

Perhaps it should be no surprise that current consumer textbooks
devote so much space to credit. Consumer credit is fraught with dangers
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to those who do not use it wisely. Then, too, unwise use of credit is not
limited to low- or middle-class consumers, as credit counselors will at-
test. Even with relatively high incomes have been known to buy
so Much on cred t-that eventually payments far exceed what they can pay
from their incomes. The cornerstone of consumer education is wise
money management and good buymanship: An important part of wise
money management must now certainly include a healthy dose of in-
struction on the wise use of credit.

Concepts Important for Consumers

A careful perusal of credit coverage in secondary school textbooks
reveals a fairly complete treatment of material of the "nuts and bolts" va-
riety, as we have seen frorillthe examination of the eight subtopics men-
tioned earlier. What seems to be lacking is a substantial examination of
the'social consequences of the misuse of credit. How is society affected
when individuals or families become bankrupt because of the over-
extension of credit? What has happened in the past to individuals and
families who, have borrowed too much? What sort of unhappiness
resulted from their indiscretion? What advice do these persons have for
others, and especially for young persons just startineto live away from
their- families?

Take, for example:the coverage of credit cards. Adequate descrip-
tions of how bank credit cards work is included in discussions ranging
from a paragraph to a pager Students learn that banks extend the
credit so the merchant does ti have to take the risk of losses due to bad
debts. Furthermore, the banks go through the mechanics of sending out
and collecting bills'. Iueturn for this, merchants pay a diseount fee to
the issuing banks. Stlf6nis also learn that they can avoid interest charges
by plying their bank card accounts on time.

Lacking in the discussions of bank,credit cards sand other cards are
the consequends'of-exeessive-borrowing-. A-good many-persons do not
pay their accounts on time; they choose to pay only the minimum pay- _

mint. They carry the remainder forward as debtwhich is ',what
bankers_really want them to do. Many people who shouldn'tare piling up
long-term debts by using credit cards. Those smallamounts, which ought
to be paid by cash, add up to Crippling debts, burdening imprudent pe-
ple for years. To a large extent, credit cardsliave replaced small loans.
Where individuals were in -former times dissuaded from excessive
borrowing, now they make their own decisions. And these decisions are
often made unwisely.

Two thOughts are important at this point. First, the possibitity,exists
1 that more classroom time is devoted to the consequences of the misuse of

credit than is indicated by the arpount of coverage hrtextbooks. Second,
perhaps warning young people of the pitfalls of credit can best be done
b7 means other than textbook reading. Case studies provided by credit
counseling centers can be used. Movies are available that accomplish thit
purpose. For example, "The Money Tree," a movie made several years
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ago, dramatized a fictional story of two teenagers, recently married, who
engage in so much impulse buying that within a short time their income is
not adequate to meet all payments. The movie has an unhappy ending,
and it forcibly makes the point that credit can be dangerous.

Missing from the textbooks are some new developments in credit, of
`course, but this is no doubt due to the fact that the books were written
before the developments occurred. If the life of a textbook is four years
(and many are no doubt used longer than /hat), then in its fourth year,
thelnaterial in the textbook may be five years old, due to thetime lag be-
tween complaion of the manuscript and the publication date. The solu-
tion to this problem, of course, is for classroom teachers to gain access to
up-to-date information from other sources.

Finally, it would be easy to make a list of credit topics not covered in
the textbooks. The two volume set Consumer Protection Reporting Ser-
vice, bY.Rothschild and Carrroll (1979), devotes at least 200 relatively
small-print pages to the subject of consumer credit, as many words prob-
ably as the total words in a consumer education textbook. More coverage
of such things as credit advertising and FTC regulation of that advertis-
ing, class actions in credit matters, the desirability of rate regulatibn,
holder in due course data, prepayment considerations (including flipping
and rebate of prepaid interest), and other such items might be desirable,

ibut it would harty be practical. If the time spent on credit in classrooms
is proportional to7he space devoted to the topic in textbooks, then credit
is not really a neglected topic. However as mentioned' earlier, a case can
be made for putting more emphasis on the social consequences of credit
abuse.

Economic Understandings

Although some economists may no agree, a good argument can be
made for the idea that studying consumer problems is an excellent ap-
proach, both intellectually and motivationally, to the study of more ab-
stract economic principles. At least some curriculum workers inferested
in economic education and consumer education believe that consumer
problems, or consumer economics, is really a parr of economics, just as
international economics or labor economici. is a part of economics. This
may be true, but persons committed to consumer education issue a warn-
ing about combining basic economics and consumer education (or con-
sumer economics).

The argument of consumer education. advocates goes like this:
t Economic understanding is extremely important if studenti are to meet

their responsibilities as citizens and as members of a Iree,entetprise-
economy. Because of a general recognition of this fact, schools are wisely
making economic education a vital part of their curribula. But combining
consumer education and economic education may not be wise. If educat-
ing consumers is to be accomplished by making room for some consumer
topics in basic economics courses, students may be given little consumer
education. The need to offer educational experiences designed to help
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young people and adults be wiser consumers is too important to be sub-
sumed in another course.such as economics.

Many, if not all, consumer topics can be used, on the other hand, to
promote economic understanding: The recognition of two striking facts
about human society unlimited wants and limited resources is often
cited as the starting point of economic inquiry. We study economics
because we want to organiz' our efforts better in order to satisfy more of
our unlimited wants. Consumers, too, face the problem of resource
allocation because we have-limited incomes but unlimited wants. Thus,
one of the major objectives of consumer education has been to assist
consumers in making intelligent choices among,g-oods and services and in
securing the fullest utility from them.

It is thus in the economic need for resource allocation that the study
of consumer credit can perhaps best make a contribution to economic
Understanding. When credit is so easily available, consumers must be
especially careful in planning tile use of their incomes. Ideally, the study
of credit should follow clo,sely.uporr a study of goals clarification and
budgeting. With our limited incomes we must choose carefully which of
our many wefts 'to satisfy. Society, too, must similarly make choices.
Good highways cost a great deal of motley. So, too, do good prisons,
parks, libraries, and school-S. The alternative cost of public schools or
better roads is some other desired use of resources that must be given up
(and this may well be the goods we might buy individually if taxes were
lower). By starting with the fact that consumers must allocate their re-
sources wisely to bring the greatest satisfaction with 'their limited ,in-
comes, students should be able to understand more readily that our na-
tion, too, must face up to allocating its resources wisely.

A study of consumer credit could also be a starting point for learn-
ing about public borrowine_and the public debt. Although public bor-
rowing and public debt are sometimes compared to the borrowing and
debt of businesses and families (this comparison has been done more fre-
quently in recent years), there are very significant differences. Failure to
recognize these differences has ledeto much misunderstanding of the
nature and significance of our public debt. Students can learn why in-
dividuals and families should borrow money, and they can contrast this
with the main reasons government borrows money. The size of our
public debt, its ownership, and its consequences (is the interest of it a
burden?) could be contrasted with the safe size of a family's debt, its
ownership, and its consequences.

'TRAkSPORTArioN

While credit is covered extensively in consumer textbooks, trans-
portatipn is covered meagerly. One book has no mention at all' of any
kind of transporation. Another book, however, contains a chapter on
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buying cars and part of another chapter op buying other kinds of vehicles
(such, as mopeds, motorcycles, and.vans).

The textbooks include deice on buying used cars, and they direct
the reader to such sources's nsumer Reports and Motor Trend for in-

-. formation about such things as frequency-of-repair records., for various
f models. StUdents are told that price guides exist for dealers and banks,

and that these guides are usually available from loan officers.
Advice is also given on buying new cars, but because Nees and cars

. have changed so markedly in recent years, some o the data in the text-
books are not really very helpful. One textbook d s include helpful in-
formation on how to submit a bid to dealers and ow to make a dealer a
firm offer in writing for a specific car. The' problem of car repairs is
given some space, and advice on how to locate a mechanic is included.

Concee for Consumers

Although the textbooks, with one exception, include information on
buying cars, not much else-about transportation is included. One glaring
omission in all but one textbook is an emphasis on the importance of
safety:" About 50,000 Americans are killed every year in vehicle ac-
cidents, and two million others are injured. The economic costs of the in-
juries, deaths, and prop6rty damage exceeds $38 billion annually. Surely,
in view of that, automobile safety deserves more attention in consumer
classes.

The work of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) is important. NHTSA is given power to (1) establish motor
vehicle safety standards; (2) establish a National Motor Vehicle Safety
Advisory Council; (3) engage in research, testing, and development
motor vehicle safety; (4) prohibit the manufacture, sale, delivery, or im-
portation of substandard vehicles; (5) investigate and discover defects in
the manufacture of vehicles; and (6) develop standards for tire safety
(Rothschild and Carroll, 1979).

-There-are-teveral-ways-fer-eefts
,ceedings. Perhaps the most impoftant is to write complaint letters or
telephone the hotline to notify the Agency of safety defects. Consumers
and consumer groups can also participate by submitting written com-
ments at any stage where comments are requested during-the rulemaking
process:

Automobile safety is a major consumer problem. NHTSA started_
slowly, but its efforts are increasing. Students should know about
NHTSA and be encouraged to participate as consumers to help ensure
the success of the Agency. -

Students should also be given an opportunity to explore ways for
socleiMreduce traffic fatalities and injuries. If many highway deaths
are in one way or another related to drinking, then how can drinking
drivers be kept from behind the wheels of automobiles? Apparently
Sweden has gone a long way toward solving this problem by ipposing
jail sentences and huge fines. As a result, wken people get drunk in that
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.country, they stay where they are, take a taxi, br let another person drive.
their cars. Would this not work in the United States?

Within just the past five years, some substantial changes have been
taking place in the kinds of cars wanted by consumers. As all of us are
aware, the American automobile industry apparently did a poor job of
predicting our wants. Because of fuel shortages and the high cost.of fuel,
Americans have demanded more energy-efficient vehicles. We no longer
zip'clown highways at 70 miles per hour. Instead we devote our attention
to fuel economy, convenience, and, hopefully, safety. As a result of this,
imported.cars have become more populak every year.

Economic Understandings

Units on transportation in public schools could help to make
students aware of the social costs of driving cars. Adding up the private
costs of car driving is a typical exercise in consumer classes, but some
valuable economic understandings 'could be prodded by considering
such social costs as air pollution probably the biggest social cost..Pollu-
don from automobile exhaust contributes 60 percent of total pollution in
the major cities today.

Congestion is another social Cost of automobiles. Congestion on
bridges, freeways, and other roadsis"a problem because by the mere fact
that a driver is on the bridge he is slowing down eveyone else on the
bridge. When the total time wasted is added up, the cost ist high. One
solution, of course, is mass transit. But that solution apparently is not
very close for most of us.

A key concept that stu elits could learn is that the automobile is
'subsidiied to such an extent tJ at mass transit has difficulty competing.
Urban motorists, for example, pay just a fraction of the true costs of
driving their carsin the city. The costs of traffic police, maintenance and,.
repairs of roads, and traffic signals are incurred by all taxpayers' because

arelicuall-y-paid-for-out-of-general-city-revenues, Motorists park free
in streets, or pay just a small parking meter fee. When streets and
highways are built, or when improvements are made on existing streets
and highways, the money is borrowed and the interest costs are subsi-.
dized by the federll government.

With our scarce energy resources, what is the answer to our trans-
portation problems? Cars are finally being bought that travel many more
miles per gallon of gasoline. Because these cars are smaller and lighter,
does a safety problem exist? Or can small cars be built that are relatively
safe?

To what extent'should 'persons who commute to work be encourag-
ed (or forced) to car pool? Some cities encourage car poo4 by giving
priority on special lanes.in the freeways for those cars that have three or
more passengers. Some have suggested that employers pro1ide for
employees vans that can carry eight or more pasengers.

Can mass transit systems be built that will be successful in corn-_
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pethig with priiiate cars? What are the social benefits of suet systems?
What are the alternative costs of developing such systems?

In summary, consumer classes can contribute to economic under-
standing when transportation is included as a topic. The textbooks
available now lag behind a bit in their coverage oftransportation issues,
but this may be attributable in part to the fact that transportation prob-
lems have become more noticeable_ in the past few years. Classes now
need to face the fact that some important choices need to be made by
society.

00"
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HOUSING
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Apt. for Rent: Two:br-., garden unit; only 7Q minutes from downtown;
51,200 per month; plus utilities and taxes. Includes use of communal kitchen.
Maintenance contract' availabie..(Southgarts, 1979).

..
AV4MiSPii111? No. Strange and..expensi4e as this classified advertise,

ment.sounds, it could be typical_Of those appearing in local real estate
claksified before the end of-,the century. In fact; the advertisement
assumes only a yearly-inflation Tate otalaosutapercent

anrary to the drab and, yes; dismal treatment of economi of
housing in the standard consumer ed cation textbooks, shpckers like Tit
lead-in above are needed to draw at ention to (1) the economics of the .

housing industry, and (2) dramatic ggregate economic changes in the
American economy, that influence the changing character of the con-
sumer, whether an apartment renter or home-buyer.

Between January 1978 and Ottober 1979, average new home prices
jutriped 35.9 percent. The average new home conventional mortgage loan

.., size srew by 30.5 percent.. The result was a 51.7 percent rise, from
$14;700 to $22,300, in the average down payment for a new home.' :_
During the same period, lenders used their fees for originating loins by
over 19 percent. In October 1979, the average shle,price of.a new home
was $75,800. The average sale price of an existing single family home was
$65,200 (8outhgaits). Twenty years ago, who in his or her wildest dreams, could have imagined figures of such magnitude? ,

/ la

Roman F. Warmke is...2 Professor of Education and Direct& oflhe Center for Economic
Education at Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
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Despite the gloom and doom presented in the paragrhph above, a.

__,Itiere.are s?rne bright points to be* considered about the economy as it
*feats the housing in stry. The period from Jantiary .1978 to October
1979 was not a Aypica ' economic period in the,tlnited States. The infla-
tion rate was in double digit figures during the period. The Federal Re-
serve was maintaining a tight money policy which constricted the avail-
abitity-oLhome mortgage loansand drove up the average down payments
_for homes. ,

.. 1
The price of a home provides an incomplete picture of the financial

transtction. Under our present tax laws, interest paid on a home mort-
gage is tax-deductible. Consequently, a home mortgage of 12 percent&
fleets i true interest rate of 6 percent for someone in the 50 percent
come tax bracket, 8 percent for someone in the 33-1/3 percent tax

.-* biacket, and so on. The mortgage interest rates are, in almost every case,
_below the rate of inflation, representing a negative cost of money. Addi-
tionally, personal incomes have increased more than 100 percent duiing
the past decade. However, as incomes increase, so 'does the percentage of:
tax, given our progressive tax system. - ,

.The fact that housing prices have increased more rapidly than, the
general inflation rate during recent years, and also the favorable income
tax advantage for home ownership, probably account for the American \
bias toward home ownership. As will be nfited later, consumer education
textbooks reflect this bids. Sometimes the 4ivajitage of renting under
given circumstances goes unexplored.

'Assuming a 7.2 percent annual inflation rate and applying the magic
rule of 72, new homes in the year 2000 will have an average selling price
of $303,200. A used hdrne will sell for $260,800 (Starr, 1975, 9-10). Stu-
dents in high school in 1980 will not even be in the midpoint of their
careers when dollar figures for housing potentially will reach such

...__

stag-
exing-a ----............ -.

The dollar amount paid for a home is not the most relevant point.'
What ig significant is the relationship between the cost of a home and real
disposable income. As will be ekplored later; real disposable income is
correlated to economic productivity. Consequently, buying a home (or
for that matter, Eenting) must be examined' in the context of total
economic activity.

Simply applying inflation rates and taxes- to, rents and housing costs
does not, of course, take into account the effects inflation has on pro-
duction and operating costs..,To put it simply, ledequate housing can
rapidly bepriced out of the market if economic productivity is stagnant
or declining. A brief reflection of this poirit shows the need for students
to understand basic economic concepts. More will be said about this cone
cern later. ,

c, ...

C5nfinflinalysis of Housing In Current:Consumer Texts ''.

. , ...:-.4
Most consumer textbooks written with a consumer or personal ..*

economics emphasis are directed to a college audience; In critiquing con- ..,:.
1.
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sumer textbooks written for an audience below the college level, I feel as
though I am analyzing my own childrtn, since I have co-authored three
textbooks written directlyffor the consumer education market and two
additional textbooks, one at the high school level and one at the elemen-
tary level, that have a consumer component. Nonetheless, 'examining
high school and elementary school textbooks, my own included, makes
me acutely aware 'that planning for housing ne3ls is giveo, rather short
shrift in consumer education courses. In an *alai tabulation of the
number of pages devoted to housing in standard high school textbooks, I
found that less than onehalf of I percent of the total consumer educaf-
tion course is devoted to this topic. I did not examine elementary edu-
catiorf textbooks for this content, since in the elementary school, when
emphasis is given to housing, it is from a decidely different approach
from that used in the high school. Some elementary school materials em-
phasize a need for a child to understand and appreciate housing as a
family concern. Financial planning for housing needs and the economics
of the housing industry are, hOwever, left to secondary materials.

Combining the housing topics as discussed in the secondary school
texts reviewed reveals the following composite list of topics that would be
covered if a student had access to all of the texts (note the ownership

o bias):

A. Housing Problems
1. Owning versus renting
2. Paying for the home (a. Buying for cash ,

b. Cost of home and annual income
c. Down payment
d. Monthly payments
e: Initial occupancy costs

--- :------Low-cost-goVernment hasin-g
a. 'Rental housing
b. Home buying
c. Buying mobile homes

4. Buying condominiums
B. Financing Your Home

1. Mortgages
a. Partial payment mortgage
b. Insured mortgage

Package deals
d. Open-end moaggp

2.. Appraisals
3. Sources of loans

a. Savings and loan associations
b. Banks
c. Credit unions
d. Mortgage companies
e. Private lenders

4. Land contracts
5. Payment and rates

a. Interest Charges
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b. Extra charges
c. Settlement costs
d. Real estate loan protection insurance

6. Governmetit-secured real estate loans
a. FHA-Insured loans

"b. AInsured loans
c. HUD loans

C. Legal aspects of renting a home
1. Rights and duties of the renter
2. Rights anctAities of the owner
3. Improvements and fixtures

D. Legal aspects-pf buying aefidme
1. ;rifle to real ?state
2. Deed
3. Rights and duties of the mortgagor and the mortgagep

The outline above suggestlitt textbook writers, myself included,
give a rather shallow treatment the economic insights needed in pro-
vidins for housing needs. I think, that all of us'should be indicted for,
error of omission. No one seems to be willing, or perhaps able, to
present housing in a dynamic, realistic, down-to-earth manner. The op-
portunity to introduce economic principles in a relevant gontext tends to
go unexplored.

What E&momkUnderstandings Must the "Average Consumer"
Have about Housing?

I
, Different people would approach answering the above question in
different ways. Stgte:d below are my candidates for minimum economic
understanding trai the average consumer needs to know tagote for.--

%housing- nekls: -

A. Financing ! _

1. How to-obtain appraisals when buying or selling
2. Various types of mortgages and land,contracts

' 3. Closing costs and related expenses
4. Goyernment-subsidized hbusing

loopholes favoring home ownership
6 Rent contrdls and the effects on the housing market
Z,-How to use leverage in buying and selling real estate

S. Insurance
*1. The renter's responsibilities

2. The owner's responsibilitie
3. How.to make disasters less

e,\

disastrous .

.4. Workman's compensation (when making home repairs)
ti '5. When social security deductions must be made

6. The use of loan insurance td, get that doubtful loan
C. Remedies to the doten payment crunch . *

1. Land contracts
-2. Second mortgagefi
3. Co-signer agreements
4.. Renting with opjion to buy

a.



5. Owner financing
6. Other financial arrangements

D. Owner/renter arrangements
t How to''minimize and handle aggravation
2. When legal action is needed and when it should be avoided
3. How vacancy rates affect both the owner and the renter

E. Legal matters
1. How to use or not use attorneys
2. How to minimize closing costs
3. What the investor should know about joint-ownership

F. Negotiations '
1. Negotiation strategy
2. Tax-deferred exchanges
3. Buying real estate at duction

G. Planning your home 13u,y,ing strategy
1. How to select a real estate agent
2. Howseconomic conditions (inflation, recession, interest rates,

etc.) affect your home buying strategy
3. When and hoW to capitalize end when not to capitalize ex-

penditures when the harne'is also used to produce income
4. Therole of leverage in the home buying'strategy
5. Sources of market information about home buying
6.. How to usaunconventional types of financing (See 'SC" above)
7. FHA, VA, and HUD and. other government agencies., as

sources of fOnding
8.4 The role of insurance in houqrig, (including lo;an insurance-

See "B" above)
9.11 Sources of money for home-buying

Mortgage terms
11. Re-financing and tax deductions possible through. home-

ownership; including mabile hameS. and condointniums and
manufactured homes '

H. Professional services
1. Haw to minimize attorney fees
g, Name improvement, and maintenance courses available in the, ,

local community .
Services available through government agencies

Taxes. . . I
1. Interisf as the tax deducation
2. 'Re-financing and tax management
3. Deductions for depreciation when the home or parrof it is used

to produce income
4. Installment sales and their effect on taxes when selling o;

buying a home
5. Tax deferred exchanges

..1". Housing for tomorrow
1. Designs for living
2. The market

,3. Available technology
4. ManUfactured housing. -di

.5. Doit-yourself techniques'
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%A--Z
Economic Understandings and Concepts that Are
Applicable in the Analysis of Housing

Whether a person decides to rent or buy, housing generally repre-
sents about 25 percent of a consumer's budget.' A basic understanding of
hOw the economic system functions is fundamental for consumer deci-
sion-making about housing. ,

The first and obvious concept is supply and demand. Some was of
controlling housing production costs and thereby increasing the supply'
of rentals and owner Occupied units include (1) building smaller and
more efficient,units, (2) using shared facilities, and (3) building farther
away from urban areas to minimize land cost. All three of these ap-
proaches are reflected in the real estate classified used to.launch,this dis-
cussion about housing.

,

A shift in the-demafid curve for housing can only result from (1) a.
trade-off of demand preferences for other goods and services, or (2) a
constant d011ar increase or decrease in consumer disposable inoome. Dis-
posable Consumer income is inextricably tied to (1) changes in produc,-
tivity, and (2) the pattern of government spending and taxing: fr:

These comments suggest that a unit on housing, when taught as part
of a consumer education program, is incomplete unless the housing in-
dustry is analyzed in relation toglie total "economy. Economic concepts
of supply anci demand, inflation, !productivity, governnieht taxing and
spending are indispensable in a alyzing a basic consumer need for
shelter. It takes little reflection to ealize also that there is a need for an
understanding of money and ban ing practices; the role of financial in-
stitutibns in our society; and the effect of monetaly policy on home pur-
chases, price stability, and econoMic growth. Renting and buying hous-
ing is not merely a process of working with checklists as it is often taught.
A knowledge of economics is fundamental.

Obviously, economic content cannot be taught in del)th each time a
new consumer unit is introduced. Therefore, I recommend that the

_Master Curriculum, Guide in Economic.i for the Notion's Schbols
(Hansen et al., 1977) serve as a guide for providing the concept coverage
recommended above. This guide includes other concepts, but the con-
cepts specified in the preceding paragraph should be emphasizep in a unit

. on housing. If these concepts are developed systematidally; in a logical
progression, consumer courses become more meaningful as they are in-
troduced into the curriculum. Consumer topics become more meaningful,
and obviously more relevant when taught in an economic context. Even
if the economic concepts are developed sequentially K-12, I .feel that a
consumer course should start with a review of basic conceits. I'his is 1

consistent with a "whole-part-whole",philosophy of learning. I believe
that stugnts need a basic introduction .to the economic concepts and
then, as each consumer topic is introduced, these concepts should be re- .

lated back to the total economy. Basic economic content might be lik-
ened to a canvas upon which the consumer topics are painted: A braid *"
(or dismal?) canvas can be highlighted by the masterful iaintinga con-
sumer topics. ...,
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PUBLIC GOODS ANb,SERVICES

.,, .
Public gobds and services are jointly consumed goods and services.

There is physically no way that public goods and services can be made
available to one persbn and not lo anoth'er. Examples include national
defense, police protection, the courts, and similar entities. As contrasted
to private goods and services, there is basically no ntentive for a person
to pay his or her fair share, for public goods and services. Public goods
and services will be provided in any case 'unless everyone opts out.

In the United States, approximately 21 percent, of the gross national,
product is spent for public goods and services. If transfer paymepts are
injluded, 30.1' percent of the GNP represents government expenditures._
In the forM of taxes, 34.8 percent of the GNP goes to the .government

''.(federal, state, and local) for the purchase of public goods and services
did transfer paymenls (U.S. Bureau of the. Census, 1979, p. 437). hi
addition to government expenditures, amounts of a similar etnagnitude
are estiniajed for social expenditures such insurance, hospital care,
and private education and various not- for, -pit enterprises that provide
goods and -services on a collective; rather than a private basis. Given the
itsagnitude of these expenditures, it is both shocking and disgraceful that

st current consumer texts make only a passing reference to goods and
s rvices provided through government and almost no reference to social
and not-for-profit expenditures. Of the texts reviewed, only one has a
separate chapter devoted to a discussion of government service. One
othetextboOk provides a rather extensive discussion of public goods and
services throughout the entire text. Typically, however, the topic is
ignored.

Content Analysis of Public Goods and Services in
iCurrent Consumer Texts -

As indicated above, most ofthe current texts essentially ignore the
'topic of "Public Goods'and Services." Possibly this is true because an un-
derstating of pub14 goods and services necessitates a basic knowledge
of economics. As a review of current texts makes eminently clear, a fun-
damental understanding of consumer economic decision-making is
sacrificed in favor of buymanship techniques. Even in the housing unit
(discussed above) topics such as (1) tax laws favoring home ownership,
(2) subsidized loans to encourage housing construction, and (3) even rent
controls and their effect on the housing market are ignored.

Suggestions as to the content neededin the_area_oblic--Geods--
and Services" follow. ,

What EconoMic J.Indefstandings Must the "Average Consumer"
s Have about Public Goods and Services?

If we envision an orchestrated curOs,igum (Senesh, 1966, p. 24) with
different disciplines or subject matter areas playing solo at different
times, it seems to me that the minimum contribution that consumer edu-,
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cation should make to the topic of "Public Goods and Services" is
covered in the following questions: ;44%
1. What is the difference between private and ;ublic: production

goods and services including externalities, iddirect payments,
the role of taxes?

2, What public goods and services are provided?

3. How else can these goods and services be provided?

`4. What public goods and services should be proVed?

5. How does the government finance the goockoil services provided'?

6. What criteria should be used to evaluate publiC goods and services?

7. How can an individual consumer affect the quality and quantity of
public goods and services?

s How do purchases of public goods and services relate to individual
and national goals?

As indicated, consumer texts tend to ignore the area of public goods
and services. Possibly this is true since an understanding of public-goods
and services necessitates a basic understanding of the economy, and m*
high school consumer texts are weak in economic analysis.

Economic Understandings, and Concepts that are
Applicable in the Analysts of Public Goods and Services

The role of government in the United States has increased signifi-
Candy in recent years. A premise of a market-Oriented economy is that

`,government should provide only those goods and services that private
enterprise cannot, or will not, supply, .effectivelSt. Apparently, in the
United States; we have now concluded that that category represents more
than g percent of all money transactions. The categOries of federal ex-
peolitiges in 1978 in order of magnitude were as follows: cash income
Mailitekance;.defense, space, and foreign affairs; helping people buy
essentials; net interest; educatioh, manpower, and development; agri-

and resource development; and energy and transportation
A Pechman, 1979, "pp. 2-12). State and local expenditures 1976-77 in
order "Cemagnitude were as follows: education, public welfare, and
health; -general administrative and other expenditures; insurance trusts;
highways; utilities and liquor stores; police and fire protection; and, in-
terCJt un gencia debt ( s. isus, 258).

It should be noted, however, that government expenditures fall
into two classifications: exhaustive expenditures and income transfers

:(Gwartney .and Stroup, 1980, p. 87). Exhaustive eipenditures are those
,eXPenditures by government that use resources that might otherwise have
been used in.the private sector. Income transfers function to redistribute
income among individuals and institutions. The exhaustive expenditures
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represent about 58 percent of government spending; transfer payments
represent the other 42 percent. While government expenditures repre-
sented only 10 percent of the GNP in 1929, tile), represented 36.1 percent
in 1977. There has been a steady and constant growth in government ex-
penditures as a percentage of GNP during the past 50 years. Particularly
since the 1960s there has been a virtual explosion in public.expenditures
for income redistribution payments and social welfare. Since 1965, social
welfare expenditures have increased 150 percent, whereas real national
output has Increase& only 37 percent. Direct income transfer payments
have doubled as a share of GNP since 1965. Transfer payments are be-
coming an increasing portion of total government expenditures (Gwart-
ney and Stroup, p. 91).

The most common topic in current texts 6,s it relates to government
is "Government Aids Available to the Consumer." If an individual is to
have a comprehensive and meaningful understanding of the role of pub-
lic expenditures, the analysis of the role of government must be both

r broadened and deepened.
The Employment Act of 1946' charged the government with the re-

sponsibility for a "continuing policy and responsibility . . to promote
maximum employment, prodtiction and purchasing,.power." Only tilt
speific means to accomplish these goals were left in the debate arena. As
a result of the Employment Act of 1946, the role of government expendi-
tures was expanded beyond providing public goods and services not pro-
vided by the ptivate sector. The new role placed government-taxing and
spending in the -context, of optimizing production, constraining unem-
ployment, arid, providing price stability. The needs and wants of an in-
dividual were subsumed under the broader goals of society. In the United
States the public sector is now almoqt as large as the private sector. In
fact, if one includes not-for-profit enterprise& and other private enter-
prises that produce social, goods, the collective decision making portion
of the United States economy exceeds the pilvate,,decision making com-
ponent.ponent. Consequently, the topic "Public Gbods and Services" must bl
taught in the context of aggregate economic analysis. Therefore, I subnlit
the following as economic principles (generalizations) that everyone
should know as a part of understanding either the public sector or the
private sector:

17 Since wants are greater than the resources available to satisfy them,
individuals and nations must economize, that is, make choices as
to how resources are used. Wnindividual may have to decide be-
tween a vacation or a different automobile. A nation may have to
reduce welfare or- social payments if it increases defense expen
ditures.

2. Every society, no matter how simple or basic, has some form of
economic system which determines (a) what goods and services, will
be prodUced in both the private and public sectors, (b) how the
goods and services will be produced, (c) how the production will be
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maintained. and increased, !and (d) how what is produced will be
shared among the people.

3. Specialization tends to increase efficiency and production, For ex-
-. ample, an as`seinbly line will produce more automobiles than each

worker producing an entire automobile. 'Tolls and machines,
(capital) also increase production. For example, robots are now
commonly used for routine tasks on an automobile assembly line.
Capital improrments also tend to increase productivity output
produced per working houl. Real wages (corrected for inflation)
are tied inextricably to productivity (not to be confused with pro-
duction). For example, between 1947 and 1978 output per working
hour rose 104 percent while real mopes rose 105 percent. For real
wages of a society to increase, productivity must increase.

*4. Production of goods and services is limited by the resources avail-.
able labor, management, fools and machines (capital), and land.
Wages are the payment for human services performed. Profit (or
loss) is the return forz, business risks taken. Interest is the payment
for money loaned to others. Rent is the payment for land or build-
ings used. If all of the resources that are available are not used, the
level of living is lowered (a deflationary condition). If all available
resources are in use, additional attempts to increase production
merely drive up prices creating inflation.

5. All economies, even the Most basic or simple, ha' yea dynamic
(active) system of flows a flow of goods and services and a flow of
money. For example, business firms (producers) provide goods and
services to households ( consumers) in exc -hange for consumer ex-
penditures. Money for consumer expenditures is, in turn, created
by households (consumers) through providing labor, management,
capital, and land to business firms (producers). If the flows are not
in balance, price instability (inflation or deflation) results.

6. Private economic decision Making is rhodified through' or
public action (government): In the United States approximately one
fifth of all goods and services are produced by federal, state, and
local governments. An addidonal 16 percent of the gros's national
product (GNPdollar value of all goods and services produced in a
year) is redistributed by iovernment in the form of transfer
payments.

7. Economics can be classified as (a) traditional, (b) directed (or com-
mand), or (c) market. No economy is totally traditional, directed, or
market; all are mixed. The, blassificatiori used is based on the
primary characteristics of the economy rather than any absolutes.
The economies of underdeveloped countries are classified as tradi-
tional since economic life conforms to patterns established through
time; most countries with autocratic governdents are classified as
directed sinbe central plannihg prevails; the United States, Japan,
and West Germany are examples of market economies shicei when
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possible, prices are determined in the nexus of the market place. In
a market economy, primary economic institutions include (a) pri-
vate property, (b) the market system, (c) profit motivation, and (d)
competition. -

8. In addition to the economic institutions mentioned in #7 above,
other social inventions include (a) money, which is used to serve as
a medium 4 exchange and to aid in the flow of goods aid services,
(b) financial institutions (for example, banks), which create and aid
the flow of money, (c) business organizations (sole proprietorships,
partnerships, corporations, and cooperatives) which produce goods
and ser/ibes, (d) labor unions which are designed to create better
working and living conditions by actions such as collective bar-
gaining, and (e) insurance companies designed to provide a method
of risk sharing.

9. National emergencies such as war cause some items to be scarce
even if all resources are employed because effort is diverted to pro-
ducing goods and services for the emergency4instead of satisfying
consumer demand. Even a market economy becomes more directed
during such periods. The pent-up consumer demand frequently
reads to inflation. ;. r ..

10. The Gross National Product (GNP) is the dioll'ar value of all goods
and services produced in a country within it given time period,
usually measured yearly. GNP is determined by adding (a) con- .
sumer spending (C), (b) business investments (I), (c) government
spending (G), and (d) net exports (exports minus imports) resulting
from foreign trade (F). A change in the economic activity of any
one of these components of GNP will affect total GNP since
GNP' = C + I + G + F. Circular flow analysis can be used 'to
study GNP and its components.

. Tile fundamental, economic understandings indicated abov are
essential to any discussion of "Public Goods and Services." If thes prin-
ciples are not understood before a consumer course is introduce , they'
would need to be presented at that time. Hopefully, a brief review of
such economic principles will be all that is needed at a time a separate
course is provided. If, students enter the consulter course with bas
economic understandings, then consumer education and economic
education can interface somewhat in the manner suggested in Consumer
and Economic Education K-I2: A Comparative Analysis (Trujillo, 1977,
13- 9);

CONCLUSIONS
a

An individual can perform three economic roles: (1) a consumer; (2)
a worker or a producer; and (3) a citizen voter. All individuals are con-
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sumers, but the role of consuming cannot be adequately analyzed unless
it is presented in the context of the two other economic roles of working

,anfl roducing and functiOning as a citizen voter. Additionally, it should
be re embered that the consumer's role is subdiyided into (1) spending,
(2 orrowing," (3) saving, and (4) investing.,

An analysis of current consumer texts in the area of "Htusing" and
"Public foods and Services" seems. to merit the following conclusions:

1. Mqst of the current consumer texts are
the

or money
management oriented. The emphasis is on the "spending" activity of
the consumer. The other consumer activities of borrowing, saving
and investing are underemphasized in the order_presented.

2. In most current texts the economic role of the consumer is not
analyzed vis-a-vis the economic roles of 'working (producin,g) and
functioning as a citizen voter.

I submit that an analysis of the consumer role can and should be
made analogous to a three-way mirror. When the consumer role is front
and center, one does of get an adequate view unless the side panels, in-
cluding the economic les of working (producing) and of functioning as
a citizen voter, are als presented. Individual consumer decision making
must be analyzed i 6 context of the aggregate economy to be mean-
ingful, relevant, an effective. A basic understanding of the economy
(the canvas) must be present before individual consumer decision making
(painting) can be taught effectiv el), .6 Basic economic understandings can
be taught in a logical, naturally unfolding sequence before the consumer
topics are presented, or they can be taught as an introduction,to the con-
sumer unit.

Consumer education and economic education are not -independent
bodiq of content. An interface (Trujillo) or a "layer cake analogy" is in-
adequate. I believe that if we were to consider a marble cake analogy, we
are closer to providing the consumer economic education that which is
needed in our public schools. Constimer topics and techniques should be
marbled throughout the teaching and learning about the economy.

, FOOTNOTES /
1. Adapted from "The House: Blueprints for the Eighties," TWA Ambassador, 4999
-' Shepard Road, St. Paul, MN 55116.

' 2. 1 vggest that a tout on housing also include an analysis of buying real estate as an in-
"1- 4vestment. The section should include a discussion of (I) starting on asmall scale, (2) us-

ing leverage to increase holdings, (3) effects of inflation, (4) types of investment pro-
perties, and (5) tax management.

3. 1Amended and updated by "The FttllEmploym
1578Humphrey/Hawkins Bill."

4. Some economists consider borrowing to be a subset of spending. However, since bor-
rowing techniques and the need to know the economic institutions related to borrowing
are so important in consumer education, the topic borrowing is presented as a separate

I. subdivision in this presentation.

. :
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5. In vesting Ili this instance is uled in the layman sense of money used to create additional
money rather than in the economic sense of creating capital goods.

6. In developing a basic understanding of the economy, both short- and long-run con-
siderations need to be noted. For example, short-run maximization of profit could I

mean a long-run disaster if it leads to dirty air, using up unrenewable resources, etc. On
the other hand, positive externalities must also be considered. For example, expen-
ditures for research, development, and education might have a positive effect beyond
the time period in which the expenditures are accounted.
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AResponse to "Analysis of _

. Content in Tvio Units: Housing
and Palgic Goods and Services"

Roger M. Swagler

, INTRODUCTION

Perspective

Anyone attempting to specify the reigtionship between consumer
education and economic eduCation will do so in light of his -or -her own
definition of consumer economics; that is what I have done in the--
material which follows. As I have indicated elsewhere, the contept of
consumer economics is defined for me by g set of assumptions within the
economic theory of consumer choice (Swag ler, 1979pp. 22-25). If ope
adds consumer sovereignty to the common assumptions of rationality, ,

t
certainty, j2d perfectinformation, most consumer problig vanish; so
too dek s need for consumer education. -

Given that 'perspective, I fend to de-emphasize the distinction
.ttetween consumer education. and economic education. If consumer
economics js a specialty within economics, then consumer education can ir
be seen as a specialized form of economic edir9tion. As such, consumer
education must rely on the analytical framework provided by the
economic model. Without that fiarnework, consumer education riegenei-,
ates into little more than a handy list of shopping tips. In that form,
consumer education could never meet a) Of developing "a citizenry
capable of analyzing social issues anti &eloping individual and social

,policies" (Myer, 1980, p. 205),
'Analysis is the key word which, indicates that economics must be

part of consumerreducation.Jhe relevant question,' then, is not, "flow

Roger M. Sviagler is a isrofesior in the Departmentof Citild and Family Studies at the
University of Tennessee, Rnoxville, Tennesseeit
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much economics ?'' but rather, "How explicit should the economics be?"
The economic analysis may be developed explicitly, or it may be implicit,
an underlying element providing direction to the inquiry. In either case,
the analysis must be there. r.
Approach

Even with a perspective defined, the questions of Public goods and
housing present a part"cti'-ilarly difficult challenge for economic edu-
cation. (For the sake of simplicity, the phrase "public goods" will be used
to include both public goods and public services.) It is obvious that both
are tremendously important to-consumers; together they *mint for
over half of the average consumer's gross income. Nevertheless,
important aspects of both tend to be neglected. Given a focus on
markets, public goods often receive limited treatment; housing may be
covered, but the full possibilities-of the topic are hardly explored.

Having said' that, it must be admitted that there are difficulties
involved in the development of both topics. Public goods and services by
definition do not represent a market situation. Thus, the consumer, as
citizen, must become involved in the political process. Housing, whicWis
generally a private purchase, also has important public aspects.
Furthermore, the particulars with which aoprivate buyer must be familiar
are so detailed thatot is questionable whether they can be taught
effectively to student's are not directly involved in their own housing
decisions. ,

The developmentin the following sections suggesA a common strat
egy for dealing with these problems. Though the emphasis differs, the
basic thrust is toward awareness and. approach. The former stresses the
need for students to identify the issues and recognize their overall
significance; the latter concerns developing a general context within
which students Can deal with the issues.

PUBLIC .GOODS

The Pioblem

One of the enduring problems with public goods in the United States
is that thejdtend to be ignored. Even consumer economists, 4(5 should

,pgnize_the importance of public goods, still, focus almost exclusively
on problems relating to the private sector. At the post-secondary level, a
few texts treat public goods (Swagler), but most deal only with issues
relating to taxation (Garman and Fr4ert 1979; Miller 1975). Thug the
emphasis is on cost, with little attention given to mairmizing potential
benefits. .

Thig curious myopia within the profession reflects a more general
Societal bias against public goods. John Kenneth Galbraith was one of
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the first to note that public goods are often viewed as "a birden which
must, in effect, be carried by private prOdu2tion" (1958, p. 109). To the
ektent that such views prevait;;.consurners' perceptions get in the4way of
their self-interest. Consumers use public goods, paying for them with tax
dollars they would otherwise have spent themselves to improve their
well-being. Thus, consumers should be as concerned with getting their
money's worth from expenditures on public goods as they are with maxi-
mizing satisfaction from private consumption.

It follows that coverage should begin with a clear statement that
consideration of public goods belongs in the consumer education
curriculum.' Having made that point with emphasis, The basic questions
are:

1. > What types of public goods sholld be- offered, and in what'
quantities?

2. HoW do consumers ensure that they, xeceive maximum benefit from
the tax dollars they pay for public goods?

Both of those question's point,to the consumer's involvement in the ,
political process. Because public goods are supplied collectively, the in- -

dividual cannot adjust consumption as he or she would with private con-
sumption. Citizen - consumers exercise- control over the ,quantity and
quality of public goods through a procet of collective decision making.. -
That fact helps-define the specific content areas which require coverage. ,

Suggested Emphases

A unifying theme. Various aspects of public goods are discussed , -

separately below. It is .important, however, that the ineerralationships
among the topics be- sftessed. The fact of indivisibility implies *.a kind of
community, which in rn raises concerns about equity and political

, control. Sttidents 'sh t uld unders nd that these issues are actually
° different aspects' me questio'n and that together they determine

the manner in w idual,and collective Fedi a're balhced.
bldivisibility an' xternalities. GoO'ds provided publicly cannot be

supplied to one person without being supplied to everyone or limiting the
benefit from the goods to the persbn making the J2urchase. Thus,
indivisibility and externalities form the bleSic rationalMor the existence
of public goods wifhin a market econclky. Because they are supplitd
collectively, it follows that payment should be collective.

Because payments are collective, the individual is not guaranteed
benefits in direct proportion to what is paid. In some cases, such as,
national defense and fire protection, benefits may be spread fairly evenly_
across the population. More commonly; however, benefits flow pri-
marily to a particular group (finger, 1976, p. 41).. Others pay, even
though they dpn't benefit directly.

At this point, externalities should be stressed again. The individual's
well-being may be improved, even though he or she receives no direct
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benefit; to the extent that society strengthened, everyone benefits':
Students should understand, however, that these benefits 'are often
remote and not easily specified.

Community. The collective provision of, and payment for, public
goods, defines -a kind of community. People within the community
receive direct benefits but are also called upon to support programs
which do not benefit them directly. The particular pattern of distribution
of public goods results from a collective decision which the community,
makes Thus, it is the community's values or pAeferences which are
served.

Several possibilities can be identified in this case. FirstAhe person
may support a particular distribution of public goods because he or she
benefits. People with school-age children, for example, tend to support
education; a family may move to a particular community because it has a
good educational system. However, to the extent that individuals accept
the community values, they inay support public programs even though,.z7,-,
the direct benefit is limited. The key is that the individuals recognize and
accept their responsibility to support community efforts. That support
may be forthcoming even when individuals do not favor a particular
program; if they see themselves as a member of a group, they may accept
the will of the group.

It should be clear that individuals with similar interests will form
more tightly knit communities. The larger the community and the more
diverse itgerests it contains, the less likely it is thalthere will be a cleat
consensus about public goods. In that case, there may be significant
disagreements about the type and number of public goods which should
be provided. In small communities, "those who cannot accept the will of
the majority can have; at the national level, however, that is rarely an
option. The individual must either accept a distribution pattern which he
or she doesn't like or work to change the-system.

Equity. The discussion of costs and benefits raises the question of
equity. The focus in this case is on the tax system and the relative
contribution of different income groups. Coverage can be built around
traditional material from public finance, focusing.on the regressive, pro-
portional, or progressive nature of different taxes.

I feel that the students should be encouraged to discuss their ideas of
equity, including possible redistributive effects of taxation. They might
also be directed toward various issues. Do sharply progressive taxes have
a disincentive effect? Do,the poor bear a double burdenifTevenues from
a regressive tax go to fund state parks, which the poor are less likely to
use? Do the benefits of education go primarily to middle .and upper

r...._.mternurcu sr .

Ft Ily students should understancethe types of taxes associated
with various levels of government. As citizens, they are going to be called
upon to make decisions about taxation at all levels; they should therefore ,
understand the issues involved. The type of taxes involved vary from
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State to state, but the froperty tax is a common feature of the tax system
at the local level and also one in which individual citizens are most likely
to be involved.

Political involvement. A citizen who wants to affect the
munity's d&ision making must become involved in the political sys em.
Indivimay become involved because they wish to see the distribu-
tion of public goods changed or simply because they want to ensure a
more efficient systn. The latter point is important in terms of receiving
the most public goods for taxes paid.

. It is tempting, at this point, to expound on the virtues of an active
involved citizenry. However, students should understand that parti-
cipation is expensive. Complex bureaucracies may be difficult to hi-.
fluence, and even at the local level, 'influencing decisions requires a
significant commitment of time and resources. The warnings should not
discourage students, but if they are aware df the realities of the
stituation, they are less likely to be disillusioned later (Downs, .4957).

In this instance, coverage can beintegrated with other material from
consumer economics, as well as other soRrces. The kind of complaint be-
havior which a consumer might use with a private company, for exam-
ple; might also be effective with a public agency; the processes are
sitrtilar. Furthermore, the issues herecitizen participation are similar
to those which might be covered in a government class_ Students should
see that they play a variety of roles and that these roles often overlap.

Exploring alternatives. With some overview in mind, students
should be encouraged to explore alternative approaches to the problem
of public goods. The sample of illustrations below should illustrate the
wide range of possibilities.

Private vs. PublicVesponsibility: For the past 50 rars, the range
of public goods has been expanding, assuming many responsibilities
which had been private. The reasons for this change can be explored.
Similarly, seemingly inconsistent individual behavior may be discussed.
For example, an individual who campaigns against a tax increase may
give generously to a religious group or to suppbrt local org tions
such as Band Boosters.

Pgblic vs. Private Provision. Many goods and servic s, such
garbage collection, are provided both privately and publ' ly. What
elemeht5 go into the decision as to which is better?

Expanded Choice. 'Increasing attention is being given to alterna-
tiveways to provide public- goods. The vonatter system in education is
one example. Payments would go directly to students, who could then
spend the money on the educational services of their choices. In this way,
public support for education is maintained, but the public school system
is got (Friedman 962, pp. 85-107). Students should review the benefits
of this system in rms of expanded choice as well as the social,conse-
quences of such a. move.
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HOUSING

The Elements Involved

The question of housing presents a series of problems which are
similar to many of those associated with public goods. In dealing with
those problems, one must treat both the practical, aspects of housing and
its broader public and social implications. Given the unique qualities of
housing, I do not feel that* either of these approaches is sufficient by
itself.

From the ,private perspective, housing represents a tremendously'
important purchase. For most families, a house is the largest purchase
which will be made in a lifetime, and monthly housing costs represent the
largest single item in the budget. Beyond that, housing is bound up in the
more general idea of lifestyle and is likely to have a very important
bearing upon perceptions of well-being.

In some cases, the importance of housing has been elevated to the
point that there is a kind of mystique about it. Home ownership is
maintained as a goal of upright citizens; home and family are equated as
basic social institutions. Folk sayings ("One's home is one's castle")
emphasize the private, almost feudal, aspect of the home. Recent
television advertisements have played upon the theme of hoine owner-
ship and private property, suggesting that each owner-occupied dwelling
is a kind of bastion of individual rights.

Given that perspective, the publiapaspects of housing receive less
attention. In some cases, housing is a public good, but even in the more
general case, public involvement is significant. Subsidies are common
through ,tax policies or special mortgage arrangements. Concern with
money markets and the adequate flow of funds into housing reflects a

"policy decision to encourage home ownership. At the state and local
levels, governments intervene. through a typically complex set of codes
and zoning regulations.

In a broader, social sense, housing interrelates with a variety of
public decisions. For example, the expanded mortgage opportunities and
the construction of freeway systems encouraged the move to thisuburbs,
which in turn contributed to urban sprawl and the deterioration of
central cities. Seemingly unrelated decisions had an impact beyond their
immediatefocus; these interrelationships need to be noted.

Text m otaing tend to focus on its private aspects, with
special emphasis on, questions of ,design, decbration, and furnishings
(Craig and Rush 1966;. Lewis 1978; Sherwood 1976). These can be
important issues, but a focus on them suggests a rather narrow view in a
traditional context, with a heavy middle-class bias. Questiops relating to
financing aie covered in most family finance books, although the quality/
of the coverage varies (Wedin and Nygren 1976; Miller). The public
aspects of housing receive much less attention; however, some texts do
Cover a range of public issues (Wedin and Nygren), linking, in some
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cases, housing consid
Hanna 1979).

The topics discus
of material. Given th
time, it would be diffic
only ensurethat nothin
set priorities and identify key concepts. In setting those priorities, I

would suggest that the goal is not to give students all the information
they will need to buy or furnish a dwelling: neither is it to make them into
social planners or government experts. Rather, it is to make students
aware of the dimensions of the issues and the pattern of interrelation-
ships. Students who have been introduced to issues will be in a better.
position to deal with them when they are actually encountered.

A Suggested Approach

Public-private relationships. I suggest an initial emphasis on the
public ramification's of private housing decisions to counterbalance the
tendency to think in exclusively private terms. The point should be
emphasized, but it need not take up a great deal of time. The goal should
be to sensitize students to the issues involved.

Function or characteristks. One of the.key elements in this ap-
proach to housing is to stress function or characteristics; Lancaster's
model may be useful in this regaFd, though it need, not be developed.
explicitly (King 1975; Lancaster 1976). The critical point is that housing
serves certain basic functions, providing consumers with particular
characteristics (such as privacy, space, etc.) To put it differently, stu-
dents should focus OQ the flow of services which housing, provides.

Concern with characteristics serves a Variety of purposes. It moves
students' thinking away from structure per se to a consideration of what
a particular structure offers. That should make it easier for the
individual to identify the key characteristics which he or she values and
facilitate some ranking of those preferences. It should also help to
provide consistency by identifying- the need for trade-offs. That. is,
students who want both outside space (a large yard) and convenience
(proximity to downtown) should recognize that the combination may be
difficult to achieve. In such cases, students can then explore other ways
to obtain those characteristics (such as a commons area or a public park

ations to broader social issues (Lindamodd and

d above represent asignifiant amount and range
complexities involved and limited amounts of
t to develop each topic fu . The-attempt might
wa done well. Thus, there i in obvious need to

O

instead of a private lawn).
Appioaching housing decisions through charaCteristics also frees

gtudents from thinking of a particular structural form. Given the em-
pllasis on detached, single-family dwellings, there is a need' for students
to expand their thinking to include a range of alternatives. If the initial
focus is on characteristics, it shgrld be easier to develop alternative ways
in which those characteristics can be obtained. Given the rising costs Of
home ownership, increasing energy"costs, and growing pressures on open
spaces, students should be encouraged to entertain new possibilities.
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The housing decision. There' is a major problem in discussing the
particulars of the housing decision itself., The "how-to" approach has a
kind of ready appeal, but the issues involved are complex, detailed, and
subject to change; as such, they are likely to be boring to an audience
which may not be involved persbnally with the issue for some time. That
militates against the detailed lists of considerations found in most post-
secondary family finance pits. The emphasis should be on the most
basic conceptual and institutional eletnents involved in the housing
decision.

Ahern' alive costs. Funds invested in housing are not available for
other uses. The loss of income from money invested in a home should be
taken into account when ,calculating the cost of home ownership.

,04

Down paymegt and monthly payments. Students 'should under-
stand that the more money they put down, the lower their monthly pay-
ments will be for any time period. The relationship to alternative costs
should be noted.

Time considerations. The longer the time period of a loan, the
lower monthly payments wilrbe; however, total costs of financing over
the life- of the loan will be greater.

Mortgagel. A basic introduction to what a mortgage is and what it
does. Sources of various types of mortgages sa-n be identified, but need
not be developed extensively.

Taxes and insurance. Students should understand how tax and in-
surance payments affect home ownership, costs. It should also be clear
that costs for both will probably increase. .

Maintenance and upkeep. Costs in this regard may be hidden, but
can be significant. The time element should als9 be discussed. Costs ii)
this regard are disadvantages of the detached, single-family dwelling.

I feel that these topics can be presented best as a set of considera-
tions: that is, the topics need not be developed extensively, but should be
presented in a way that stunts, when they actually confront the
housing decisiout_will know th are problems they, need to deal with. In
that regard, students shoal also know where they can -go to get
additional, more detailed i formation (lending agencies, real estate
dealers, public agencies, etc.

Social considerations. The public aspects of housing 'should be
noted in more detail. Publ housiiig is one obvious example, Current
issues, such as the dis rsat of public housing throughout the
community, could be expl ed. However, students should recognize that
public housing represents one form of housing subsidy. Rent
subsidies, special mortgage r grams, and tax advantages represent
other possibilities. Taken ogether, these .provisions_rep_resen$__a_______
significant public subsidy io ousing which affects consumers at all
income levels.- IS
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There are tremendous numbers of other public policies whiCh
impact upon housing, but they are -detailed and complex. It seems,
however, that students 'should be qware, of the role of zoning and
building codes. Both may be discussoa in terms of 'changing land-use
patterns and the development of housing.alternatives, whTeli in turn can
be linked to urban sprawl, energy user and other consumer concerns. An'
effort should be made to place the hotising decision within a context of
other considerations faced by the individual and the community.

FINAL COMMENTS.

In the introduction, I noted that the question is not how much
economics should be included in consumer education, but rather how ex-
plicitly the economic analysis should be developed. It should be clear
from the, Material discussed above that there is considerable latitude in
terms of analytical development. Material on public fittance, for exam-
ple, might be developed at length or merely discussed in more- general
terms.

There is a trade-off, of course, between time spent developing
economic analysis and time spent covering additional content areas. In-
dividual instructors must make those Judgments for themselves. How-
ever, a concept,may be useful even though it isn't developed explicitly;
one need not develop Lancaster's model to make use of his concept of
characteristics.

Although the economic model may serve as a guideline for con-
sumer education, it should be clear that consumer economics must go
beyond material covered in economics. In the discussion above; I in-
cluded values, the idea of community and political action, none of'which
are covered at length in eco omics. It is fair to say, then, that consumer
education shoul cl ut not be limited to, economic education.

In that sense, consumer education is more general, drawing on a va-
riety, of ideas. That presents a challenge to the consumer educator, who
must be able to integrate a variety of material while maintaining rigor
and focus. However, for those with a taste for investigating lisaw the
various facets of the consumer's environment interrelate, the challenge
should be welcomed.;
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A Response to "Analysis of
Content in Two Units: Housing
and Public Gbods and Services"

William B. Waisted

THE IMPORTANCE OF HOUSING

Housing is a well-established topic in consumer education: Herr-
mann, for example, reviewed fifteen consumer education texts which
were published over a forty-year period. He found housing included in
all the texts but one, and concluded that "the topic has received extensive
coverage more thin any other buymanship topic" (1979, p. 24). While

..Kthe specific content of the housing units shifted over time to include more
discussion ofrenting and mobile housing, the general importance of
housing in consumer education texts remains constant.

This importance is further illustrated in the extensive coverage of
housirig in nine texts published in the last four years (Garman and Eckert
1979; Alley and Herrmann 1978; Maedke et al. 1979; Morton and Rezny
1978; Oppenheim 1977; Plunkett 1979; Shoenfeld and Natella 1975;
Warmke and Wylie 1977; Warmke et al. 1977). The number of pages de-
voted to housing (including properfy insurance) in the texts range from
seven percent (Schoenfeld and Natella; Warmke and Wylie) to fifteen
percent (Morton and Rezny), with the mean for all texts being about ten
percent (see Appendix 1). If the percent of personal income devoted to
the purchase of goods and services can be used as a rough guideline for
textbook coverage of topics in consumer education, then the ten to
twelve percent of textbook space devoted to housing compares favorably
to thl ten to twelve percent of persdnal income spent on housing.

In addition to textbook coverage, the housing topic is studied in a

William B. Walstad is an Assistant Professor of Economicsand Director of the Center for
Economic Education at the University of Missouri, St. Louis, Missouri.
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number of secondary school subjects. Armstrong and Uhl (197 re-
ported that 61percent of business education courses, 37 percent of home
economics courses, and 33 percent of social studies courses treated the
housing topic. The specific type and degree of treatment cannot be ascer-

_ tained from the survey, bnt many teachers, especially in business educa-
tion, consider the topic to be worth studying.

HOUSTG liNITVONTVIT

Given the history and importance of the housing topic, one would
expect that housing units would be fairly standard across current texts.
In fact, most housing units in consumer texts appear to answer the fol-
lowing questions:

(0 What, alternative types of housing are available?

(2) What are the adAitages and disadvantages of the major types of
housing?

,(3) What factors are important to consider in the selection of a house,
an apartment, or mobile home?

(4) What type offinancing is available for housing purchases?

(5) W t legal information is required for buying a house or renting?

(6) 1Wh are the social ptoblems in -housing?

Certainly not all texts answer questiofis.in the order listed and the dis-
gssion of points may be split between chapters. The six questions do,
however; shape the treatment of the housing topic.

Typically, housing units cover the alternative types of housing by de-
fining characteristics of single family housing, rental apartments, co-
operatives, condominiums, and mobile homes. Most attention, of
course, is devoted to single family housing, but information on condo-
miniums, rental apartments and mobile housing is capturing greater at-
tention in current texts. Some books recognize that housing needs may
,vary over the life cycle as the family needs change and stress how types of
housing people purchase is a function of their values, goals, and re-
sources-(Garman and Eckert; Jelley and Herrmann).

Most texts also evaluate some of the advantages and disadvantages
of alternative types of housing. This section is the most analytical in the
housing unit, but the analysis is often spread over the unit. As will be
noted later, this question could be treated in more comprehensive fash-
ion by integrating both economic concepts and consumer decision mak-
ing into the analysis.

After discussing the differences between types of housing, texts ex-
amine the selection factors to consider within housing of similar type.
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These factors might include the security, space, equipment, utilities,
location, neighborhood, or design of a rental apartment, house, or
mobile home. In other words, these are the factors to keep in mind after
you have decided what type of housing to purchase and are deciding
where to live.

Financing the home ,purchase is a major _section in the texts. In-
. cluded here are types and terms for mortgages, sources of mortgage

1/4 funds, closing costs, taxes, and repairs. Also important to this section is
property insurance since insurance is a necessary cost of home owner-
ship. The specific treatment of insurance varies greatly by text, with cer-
tain texts including the home insurance section in the housing section and
other texts covering property insurance with other housing topics.

Most texts outline the legal problems of home ownership. This sub-
ject includes title, contracts, and other legal rights and responsibilities of
home ownership. Legal information for renters is also presented on such
subjects as lease agreements and the relationship between tenant and
landlord.

The social problems related to housing are discussed in few texts.
ong the issues which have been mentioned are discrimination, urban

de y, suburban sprawl, and the provision of public housing (Morton
and Rezny, 1978). The major concern in housing units appears to be in-
form tion to help a consumer make a purchase decision and not the
analy is of broader social issues related to housing.

ECONOMICS AND HOUSING

Housing units in consumer education texts contain limited economic
content. This situation is unfortunate, given the ease with which
economic concepts and understandings'icould be integrated into current
textbook treatment of housing. A few suggestions should illustrate how
More economics could be integrated into housing units.

First, consumer decision-making models presented in early chapters
of consumer education texts could be more clearly applied to housing de-
cisions. Defining the problem represents the beginning phase of the pro-
cess. Here, the economic concept of scarcity can be used to explain why
consumers worry about housing decisions. In purchasing housing ser-
vices, an individual or a family has limited financial resources to satisfy
housing needs and wants. This scarcitrsituation forces households to
make a choice about how to allocate scarce income dollars to most effec-
tively achieve goals. Purchasing housing is another example of the
economic problem confronting all consumers and societies.

After defining the economic problem, other phases of the decision-
making process. could be-implemented. That is, the alternative types of
housing could be explained, and the important criteria (i.e., goals or ob-
jectives) for evaluating the alternatives could be.presentedIvlost-texts,as

1
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previously noted, do present alternatives and criteria, but the treatment
is spread over several chapters and rarely presented in an integrated
fashion.

A decision matrix could be used to present the alternatives and goals
in a compact format for analysis (Walstad 1980). Using the deciion to
buy a hou4e or rent an apartment for the same monthly expense as an ex-
ample, the alternatives are listed in the left column of the matrix and the
criteria important to the decision would be listed in the top rows of the
matrix, as shown in Table I. Among the criteria to be considered would
be (1) mobility; (2) transactions cost; (3) investment potential; (4) tax
advantages; (5) maintenance requirements; and (6) privacy oft personal
freedom.

In the analysis phase of the decision process, each of the alternatives
would be compared against each of the criteria, with the plus ( + ) or
minus ( ) respectively indicating whether an alternative achieved ( +) or
worked against ( ) an objective. Weights could also be attached to each
objective to indicate importance. In the example, renting appears to
achieve the goals of most mobility, lowest transaction costs, and least
maintenance requirement, for a zero net score. The home purchase
achieves the goals of best investment potential, best tax advantage, and
most privacy, for a zero net score. Gii,en the equal Weighting of objec-
tives, the buy or rent decision could go either way. Personal values,
thofiugh, enter the decision matrix in the weighting of goals and serve to
explain why two consumers, given the same alternatives and criteria and
using a rational decision process, can make different choices.

The decision matrix is not a,,mechanisal way of making a choice.,
The 'Matrix allows for a concise presentation of information and a ra-
tional discussion of a major purchase using economics. In the analysis,
the opportunity cost of a decisionis illustrated. If the house is purchased,
a person gives up the opportunicy to use the resources for renting. In situ-
ations where there are more two alternatives, the opportunity cost
would be the next best allernatite. While the concept of opportunity cost
is fundamental in economics, few texts even mention the concept, and
none apply it to the housing purchase. Also, the matrix illustrated the
trade-offs among goals in the home buying decision. In deciding to pur-
chase a home, a person trades off a certain degree of mobility, mainte-
nance freedom (time), and transaction expense for the goals of invest-
ment potential, privacy, and tax advantages.'

Deciding whether to buy or rent represents only One example of a set
of interrelated decisions to be made about housing, Other decisions
might involve choosing among different types of apartments or selecting
the best type of mortgage for a home purchase. In each of these deci-
sions, and others, the decision- making process can be used and the op-
portunity costs and trade-offs among goals presented.

Second, in addition to placing the housing purchase in a decision
framework, more discussion is needed in housing units on the operation
of the housing market. The housing market is fairly competitive and
some consideration of supply and demand and equilibrium price condi-
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TABLE 1

DecisionMaking Matrix to Rent or Buy Decision

Criteria (i.e., goals.or objedtives)

1 Tax Transaction investment Maintenance FriVacy or TotalAlternatives Mobility Advantages Cost Potential Requirement Freedom Score
Buy a house
Rent an apartment . 0

+ - 0
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tions may offer insight into possible changes in the prices of housing.
The market approach will involve identifying factors influencing the de-
mand and supply of housing to help students understand past trends and
future developments. Information problems in the housing market and
the economic role of the realtor could be included in the diScussion. This
housing market analysis does not need to be extensive. Some texts do
present the basic market concepts in early chapters, but fail to apply the
concepts to specific purchase decisions such as housing.

Third, the subject of government interventiod into and regulation of
the housing market offers another opportunity for discussing economics.
Foy example, a city or a state may pass a rent control or usury law
measure to protect consumers. The preciously developed skills in supply
and demand analysis could help students weigh the marginal costs and
benefits of government intervention into the housing market. Again, a
decision matrix would be useful in clarifying the choices.

Government intervenes and regulates the housing market in other
substantial ways through taxation policies or zoning laws or the,provi-
sion ot mortgage money. The taxation policy which allows deduction of
interest expenses is an example of economic incentives, a basic economic
concept which deserves further attention in consumer texts. Zoning laws
or building codas which restrict suburban sprawl or limit types of con-
struction can be used to illustrate trade-offs among social goals. For ex-
ample, zoning laws which restrict suburban sprawl may promote the
social goal of preserving environmental quality but may work against
personal economic freedom. Building codes which specify construction --
material or procedures may promote consumer protection (safety) but
work against economic efficiency by maintaining the quasi- monopoly
position of laborers or suppliers. Government intervention iessues placed .
in a decision framework can be discussed in a rational analytical manner
to clarify the choices so that strong opirns or emotions do not replace
analysis.

Mortgages are a topic in housing units requiring more economic dis-
cussion. FHA or VA loans are examples where the government has inter-
vened in the housing market to proinote the social goal of economic.
justice or "equity" for lower income home buyers or veterans. Algb, the
federal government has an important effect on the supply of mortgage
funds through monetary policy and the regulation Of commition in the
banking industry (i.e., Regulation Q). Exploration of policy alternatives
which can influence the supply, demand, and price (interest rate) of loans
in light of economic goals would reinforce previous analysis.

In summary, substantial opportunities exist to identify, develop, or
reinforce basic economic concepts in housing units in consumer educa-
tion texts. The decision-making framework, discussed in early chapters,
could be reintroduced to help consumers clarify the choices involved in
housing decisions. The market mechanism and related concepts could be
used to analyze housing situations, and the rationales for government in-
tervention into and regulatitn of the hpusing market could be illustrated
with discussions of issues which may directly affect consumers.
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PUBLIC GOODS AND SERVICES
,

In contrast to units on housing, the coverage of public goods and
services is not fully aveloped in consumer education courses or texts.
The Purdue Consumer Education study reviewed the subject matter
treatment of consumer courses and noted that "greater attention is being
given to consumer behavior in the private sector (consumer in the
economy, family income management), than to consumer behavior in
the public sector (taxes, community consumption)" (Armstrong and Uhl,
p. 529). Moreover, a historical review of consumer texts showed that
over 90 percent of the texts discussed taxes, but only 50 percent discussed
the nature of public goods and the rationale for financing them through
taxes. An even smaller percentage of the texts examined procedures for
determining the supply of public goods, and only one text considered thequality control of public.goods (Herrmann, p. 34).

Another indication of the neglect of public goods in consumer edu-
cation texts can be obtained by examining relative space coverage in nine
current texts. The subject is typically covered in such chapters as the
"economic role of government" or "tAxation." TheK chapters or sections
account for only about three to six percent of textbook spate in five of
the texts (Garman and Eckert; Jelley and Herrm nn; Maedke et. al.;
Schoenfeld and Natella; Warmke and Wylie) and no ubstantial coverage
in the remaining four (Morton and Rezny; Oppenh im; Plunkett; and
Warmke et al.). Even including the pages devoted td "social insurance"
would only increase the, space percentages slightly and would be dis-
torting since most social insurance chapters discuss the mechanics of
social security and not social insurance as a public good. Thus, given the
approximate35 percent of personal incOme used to finance public goods,
the topic needs more coverage in current consumer textbooks.

CONTENTS OF PUBLIC GOODS UNITS

A few consumer education texts provide good models for presen-
tation of information on public goods. The most comprehensive analysis
is found in Jelley and Herrmann, which discusses the functions of
government, addresses the question of when the governthent should pro-
vide government services, examines whether the society spends enough
on public goods, and explores the problem of quality control of public
goods. Descriptive coverage is found in Warmke and Wylie, which lists
the special services provided by government, explains sthe growth of
government services over time, and illustrates how government aids cer-
tain groups in our society, such as business or agriculture. Also, Maedke
et al., in a lower level text, briefly describes the three types of govern-
ment economic activity (i.e., p blic services, regulation, and income
redistribution), and explains the re s, for the growth of government
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spending. The content, then, suggested in the few texts which treat the
public good topic basically consists of describing government services
and statingmasons for their growth. With the exception of one text,
Jelley and Herrmann, little analysis appears to be included in the discus-
sions.

The above texts also contain chapter treatments of taxation. The
coverage is fairly standard: The type of taxes are defined, the principles
of taxation are presented, and the uses of taxes are explained. Two other
texts which do not devote a chapter to the "economic role of

igovernment" do discuss taxes in a separate chapter (Garman and Eckert;
Schoenfeld and Natella). Apparently, how government finances expendi-
tures may be more important to discuss than the reasons for the financ-
ing, the public services provided, and the trade-offs between public and
private goods.

Some texts either treat inadequately or completely omit chapter
coverage of public goods or taxes. Oppenheiin scatters the discussion of
public goods over a few chapters throughout the text and tries to handle
taxes in three pages in the final chapter. Plunkett describes how to figure
your federal income taxes in an appendix, but otherwise neglects the

, topic. Texts by Morton and Rezny and by Warmke and Wylie contain no
_chapters or sections related to public goods or taxes.

PUBLIC OODS AND ECONOMICS

One ,study has ,speculated on the reasons for the neglect of public
goods and related topics of government regulation, human capital, and
consumer protection:

The failure of these topics to find a place in consumer educa-
tion seems to be a result of the absence of any clear perspec-
tive on their application. A good deal of conceptual and em-
pirical work has been done on these topics in economics,
sociology and political science. This work has not, however,
been organized and translated into a form which makes it
easily transferable to consumer education (Garman and
Eckert, p. 62) -

The conclusion, however, may not be completely accurate, especially in
regard to the application of economics to consumer education. Work by
W. Lee Hansen et al. (f977) conceptualized the basis for economic edu-
cation at the secondary level. This work may offer a useful means of
developing a reasoned approach to the often complex and emotional dis-
cussion of public goods and public issues.

Several of the'comprehensive consumer texts (Garman and Eckert;
Jelley and Hefrmann; Maedke et al.; and Warmke and Wylie) in early
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chapters briefly discuss the broad economic goals for 00 society (i.e.,
economic freedom, economic efficiency, economic growth, full employ-
ment, price stability, economic justice, economic security, or environ-
mental quality). Also, the consumer texts develop a decision-making ap-
proach (i.e., define the problem, Itst the alternatives, state the criteria,i evaluate the alternatives in light of the criteria, and make a decision).
The discussion of economic goals and decision making is not combined,
though, in the chapters on public, goods or taxes. This application gap is
costly since consumer education texts miss an opportunity to progress
from the descriptive to the analytical in the examination of public goods.

National parks, for example, are often listed in consumer education
texts as one of the public goods of direct benefit to consumers provided
by the federal government. Let us examine the question of whether to
establish a new national park preserve covering a million acres of land.
At first glance, this public good would appear to be beneficial to con-
sumers and not overly expensive, except for any initial building, staff, or
maintenance cost. But the application of the opportunity cos ceptt
makes the expense much greater, for if the park is created, the ber,
mineral, or water resources cannot be extracted and used for the produc-
tion of private goods and services. The trade-off among goals also
emerges here again, as the establishment of a park means that environ-
mental quality is being given precedence over regional economic growth.

>Ultimately, personal values and special interest may determine an in-
dividual or group opinion on the park issue, but economic analysis pro-
motes understanding of the nature of the choice. .

As another illustration, personal budgeting is one important topic in
consumer education, but the process of social budgeting is neglected.
The budgeting process is quite similar for both groups. The problem for
the family deciding how to allocate scarce resources to achieve family
wants and needs is not too different from a federal, state, or local
government deciding how to allocate' scarce tax dollars among social

/needsand wants. Of course, social decision making can be more difficult
than personal decision making, because of the larger number oispecial

/interest groups who lobby fora particular social goal, but both processes
have siniilar elements of decision making. ,

Besides improved presentation of the social-decision-making-pi o- r---
cess, another suggested change for public good units would be additional 1,

explanation of the rationale for government intervention into or regula- i
tion of the market. "Market failure" problems, due to externalities, lack/
of information, or resource immobility, or "market structure" problems,/
due to monopoly power or price fixing, could be illustrated with applicat I'
tions to consumer issues, The concept of externality, for example, is
rarely applied to public good units. Yet government intervention into the-
market to provide health care programs_ox_education-is- due-to potential-
indirect benefits to society from these actions. Conversely, the private
costs of producing a good in the market system may be much less than its
social cost, so that policy actions are taken- to reduce negative exter-
nalities, such as pollution. The concept of externality and tax, subsidy,
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or regulation policies designed tO limit negative externalities or en-
courage positive externalities needs more coverage.

In addition, the regtilation of natural monopolies, such as public
utilities, is often considered in consumer education texts as an example of
the legitimate activity of government. This market structure treatment
could be expanded by examining the potential problems of regulating
privately owned monopolies determining,"fair" rates of return on in-
vestment, measuring company investment, and maintaining efficiency.
In cases where government and not a private firm operates the monop-
oly, a framework for evaluating public performance needs to be pre-
sented. Consumers are directly affected by government's ability to
regulate an industry or provide goods and servicesand prior exposure to
performance issues may be useful to students.

Finally, redistribution of income and economic stabilization are
considers to be major functions of government and these topics could'
receive expanded coverage. in consumer education texts. Taxes and
transfer payments provide economic incentives or disincentives for peo-
ple to behave in certain Ways and often work for or against economic
goals, such as economic freedom or economic justice. Examples of the
predictable effects of taxation policies at the federal, state, or local levels
would help develop this understanding in the analysis of policy issues.
Most texts describe the rationale for types of taxes, outline sources of
revenue, and show how taxes are used, but only a few texts (Garman and
Eckert; Warmke and Wylie) look at taxation or transfer payment issues, /
or the relationship between taxation and fiscal policy.

CONCLUSION

.The most difficult question to answer for this paper is "what does
the 'average' consumer need to understand about housing or public
goods and services ip order, to function in the marketplace?" Answering
this question involves an obvious viltie judgment and many assumptions
about who, the "average° consumer is. Also, what the "average" con-
sumer needs to Know nbw may drastically change over the next five years

A
as the consumer markets change. With this underitinding, an answer
will be attempted.

The content analysis shows several consumer education texts which
appear to cover adequately the necessary consumer information about
housing and public goods. What seems to be missing from even the best
Text is the application,pf the consumer decision making to the housing or
public goods purchase. Although information on the housing_market is
important to the "average" consumer in making a good housing put-
chase, consumer information quickly becomes dated. Once, however, a
consumer decision Making skill is developed, it can. be used to resolve
many consumer problems. Decision making is not learned from reading
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one chapter in a text, but needs continual reinforcement in public and
private decision situations.

Moreover; an understanding of basic economics is essential, The ap-
plication of economic concepts to pehonal and social problems enables
the average co sumer to weigh more effectively the costs and benefits of

proposed solu ons. Basic economic knowledge, then, helps the average
consumer sett t relevant consumer inforination and analyze decisions im
the tn4tketplate.

What is eing suggested is not a drastic restructuring of consumer
education. In fact, the elements of personal and social decision-making
are found in most texts, and economic concepts can be integrated into
purchase dicussions without great effort. The benefits from the needed
changes would include an improved understanding of consumer deci-
sionrinaki and economics for students. The question that remains to
be answe d, though, is whether the incentives are sufficiently strong to
motivate dividuals or groups to make these changes.
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A PPENDDr1

Estimates of Coniumer Education Texts Coverage
of Housing and Public GoosIslTaxes Units

Public
Goods/

Housing Taxes

pi 04 p p %

1. Garman and Eckert (512 pp.) 56 10.9 30 5.9
2.. Jelley and Herrmann (552 pp.) 53 9.6 35 6.3

- 3. Maedke, et aL (520 pp.) : 51 , 10.0, 21 4.0
4. Morton and Rezny (374 pp.) 58. 45.5 0 0.0 ,

5. Oppenhelm (415 pp.) 31 7.8 3 0.01
6. ,Plunkett (406 pp.) . 47 11.6 5 ' 0.01
7. Schoenfeld and Natella (364 pp.) 27 .- 7.4 11 3.0
8. Warmkeand Wylie (650 pp.) 48 7.4 33 5.0
9. Warmke, Wylie, Sellers (522 pp.) 48 9.2 0 0.0

. Mean Percentage' 9.9 ' 2.6

'Measures relativaimportance of topic In texts. Estimates (nay not reflect quality
or comprehensiveness of treatment. End of chapter exercisesfincluded in unit.
and total book page counts.
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ARV

Evaluatibn Designs and
Instruments r Economic and
Consum = dubation

A

Thomas B. Duff

INTRODUCTION

Attempting to prepare a position paper on any topic which has had
as much written about it as evaluation is a difficult task. A thorough lit-
erature review on the topic of evaluation could consume a lifetime. Even
when the topic is narrowed to a discussion of evaluation in a specific sub-
ject area such as economic and/or consumer education and more
specifically to evaluation design and instruments Viithinihat specificsub-
ject area, it is difficult to imagine that anyone could possibly prepare a
paper which would provide a complete coverage of the topic. As Soper
(1977, p. 23) pointed out At the beginning of a paper on evaluation in
economic education for a previous conference, "The term evaluation, in
the context of eduCational programming, is broad and somewhat forbid-,
ding to.both the casual observer and the concerned professional."

Despite the forbidding nature of the task, professionals must con-
tinue to work at helping one another ,to learn more about evaluation in
all areas of education by exchanging views and ideas on the topic. It rs'in
this spirit that this paper is being prepared. The paper should be con-
sidered as one attempt to analyze thwevaluation designs and instruments
that have been used in `Consumer and economic education programs and
projects.

Thomas B. Duff is Head of the Business and Office Education Department and Assistant
Diiector of the Center for Economic Education at the University of Minnesota, Duluth,
Minnesota. -
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SPECIFIC PURPOSES OF THE PAPER

The general purpose of this paper is identified above. The three spe-
cific purposes of the paper are to:

1. Analyze evaluation designs used for consumer and economic educa-.
tion programs and projects in the schools, K-12.

2. Analyze evaluation instruments used for consumer and economic
education programs and projects in the schools, K-12.

3. Present some general conclusions and recommendations related to
evaluation designs and evaluation instruments for consumer and
economic education programs.

Because of the focus of this paper, there are five basic terms which
should bedefined. The definitions are intended only to be definitions for
the purposes of this paper. Therefore, no attempt is made to defend the
definitions as appropriate for any other use.

1. Economic Edikatidn. A definition adapted from Hansen
et al. (1977, p. 2): "Economic education is an area of study or activities
whose purpose is to develop in people an ability to understand and make
reasoned judgments about major economic questions facing society and
themselves as members of that society in their roles as consumers,
workers, and citizens."

2. Consumer Education, As defined by Monsma and Bannister
(1979, p. 6): "Consumer education is an area of study which equips indi-
viduals and roups with the knowledge and skills to make effective
choices and take action regarding the use and conservation of available
resources in the public and private sectors consistent with individual
values and societal needs." (This definition was adapted in part from a
previous definition by Sandra L. Willett, National Consumers League.)

3. Evaluation. As defined by Worthen and Sanders (1973,
p. 19): "Evaluation is the determination of worth of a thing. It includes
obtaining information for use in judging the worth of a program,
product, procedure or objective, or the potential utility of alternative ap-
proaches designed to attain specified objectives."

4. Evaluation Design. A forthal plan for examining and judging
the worth of a Program, product, procedure or objective, or the potential
utility of alternative approaches designed to attain specified objectives.

5. Evaluation Instruments. Any of the standardized, objective
' tests available for use in measuring consumer or economic understanding

or literacy. To be considered in this paper, the test instrument must be
readily available to persons throughout the nation and must be accomt
panied by a manual providing discussioh and rationale relatedto the test ,

items as well as standardization and norming data.
ai A.
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EVALUATION DESIGNS

A review of the literature and the evaluation designs which have
been used in the,past indicates that the designs are quite similar for con-
sumer and economic education programs and projects. Therefore, it
does not seem appropriate to allocate a great deal of time attempting to
distinguish between the designs used for the two types of programs. As
the previously stated definitions indicate, the goals or objectives of the
two areas are very similar and involve a great deal of overlap when con-
sidered in their broadest sense. Indeed, the definition of "personal
economics" presented by Lowenstein and used as the basis for a series of
curriculum materials related to business education, home economics,
social studies, and personal economics encompasses many of the words
used in the two definitions provided for consumer and economic educa-
tion in the previous section:

Personal Economics is the study of the individual's decision-

making and participation in economic life in the roles of
income producer and receiver, consumer, and citizen with
emphasis on his activities of earning, spending, borrowing,
saving, investing and influenNng collective decisions as a
citizen of the economics community (Canfield, 1971, p. 1).

More recently, in the Joint Council on Economic Education's Master
CurrictOurn materials, Hansen et al. indicated that "emphasis must be
given to preparing young people to grapple with both social and personal
issues and questions" (p. 2). In order to do this, students must "be
familiar with the concepts and approach of economics, and they must be
able to apply them in a reasonable way so as to come to informed deci-
sions on specific issues." In a report of the results of th4 1978 national
assessment of constifitr-S-killraTcdIttitudes, Ieenage Consumers: A Pro-
file, it is stated that

Consumerstn be described as playing four roles: (1) the in-
formed citizen, (2) a,purchaser or spender, (3) an earner, and
(4) an investor. Each of these roles demand that the consumer
gather the best possible information (usually from several
sources), engage in some comparative analysis, synthesize the
results of information gathering and analysis, and ultimately
make a judgment about a vast array of available commodities
and services (p. 1).

In essence, it appears that the basic objective of economic and consumer
education is the same, to prepare persons to be effective decision makers.
Given that the common objective of these two types of education is effec-
tive decision making, evaluation activities should be designed to deter-
mine whether or not students completing consumer and economic educa-
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tion courses or programs are more effective decision makers. Judging
evaluation activities in consumer and economic education using only this
criterion would leave one disappointed at what has occurred and is cur-
rently being done.

Daw son revicwed-appreximately 800-studies related to precollege
(elementary and secondary level) economic education and reported his
findings in 1977. He reported that "the studies range from informal ef-
forts involving little more than 'nose counting' to highly structured
projects, using the most sophisticated techniques of statistical analysis"
(p. 861. He categorized the studies he reviewed into three categories: sim-
ple fact finding projects, studies a bit "more sophisticated in design and
in the type of statistical analysis desired," and studies in which the re-
searcher "exercised strong control by setting up an experiment and estab-
lishing conditions for study" (p. 86). He then concentrated his efforts on
examining the results of studies from the last two categories, which ac-
counted for '6 percent of the total. His purpose was to use the results of
these studies to develop some general statements about the effectiveness
of previous economic education efforts. Therefore, Dawson made no at-
tempt to discuss, except in a general way, the quality of the evaluation
designs related to the studies from which he gathered his information. He
reported finding; about the effectiveness of economic education in- the
aggregate based on findings of the individual studies he reviewed. If one
assumes that each of the individual studies involved was designed to in-
sure internal and external validity, one can accept Dawson's findings,
conclusions, and recommendations. It is disappointing to note, however,
that none of the findings, conclusions, or recommendations contains a
'direct reference to the major objective of economic or consumer educa-
tion programs preparing students to be effective decision makers.

In 1976 the Policy Studies in Education prepared a document which,
according to the title, was designed to report on the "Effectiveness of
Economic Education in Senior High Schools." This group collected ci

ex ua eva moon and research studies in.economic educa-
tion and prepared "research-based generalizations about the relation of
economic education programs to economic learning in senior high
schools (grades 10-12)" (p. 13), Again, there is no indication that any
close scrutiny of the evaluation designs of the. individual studies was
completed before' the findings were combined to create aggregate
generalizations. The final report does caution that "none of the generali-
zations are perfectly supported by Ole available research, indeed, there
are litany conflicting studies" (p. 5). Further, a careful review of the
generalizations reveals that none of them contains a direct reference to
preparing studenits to be effective decision makers.

The earlier paper prepared by Soper provides ail excellent review
and guide to evaluation design for economic and consumer education
programs. HeAhose to restrict his decisions to what he calledniard" or
"payoff" evaluation. He indicated that direct estimates of student gains
in cognitive and effective abilities or achievements in economics should
receive our closeSt attention, but his 1977 assessment provided evidence
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that our delivery of concrete kaluative studies, especially at the
precollege level, was wanting in many respects. Almost anyone examin-
ing the situation today would have to conclude that the delivery Of con-
crete evaluative studies is still wanting in_1980, Basically, one could pre-
sent Soper's paper at this meeting, because his observations and recom-
mendations are as appropriate for 1980 as they were for 1977.

Several National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
surveys have investigated l7- year -olds' consumer skills. The 1973 KREP
survey of consumer mathematics skills and the 1977 surverof basic life
skills of 17-year-olds, which includes some consumer skills, generated an
interest it1 completing a consumer skills survey. According to the Guide
to an Assessment of Consumer Skills the survey items were administered
only to 17-year-old students and ."vrere designed to measure the skills,
knowledge and attitudes that students who are nearing the end of their
high school experience have for dealing with consumer issues" (1978,,

I). With the ,help of consumer specialists and lay persons, NAEP
determined that a comprehensive assessment of consumer skills should in-

. dude the areas of consumer behavior, economics, and energy in addition
to the personal finance and consumer protection areas.included in the
basis life'skills assessment. A series of approximately 200 items or exer-
cises was developed to be used in the consumer skills assessment, the
number of items almost evenly distributed among the topical areas.
Many of the findings of the NAEP survey were disappointing from the
standpoint of the lack of knowledge 17-year-olds have related to certain
areas of consumer information or behavior. For the purposes of this
paper, it is encouraging to note that the items or exercises used in the
NAEP assessment instruments appear to be designed to elicit responies
which would enable one, to make some judgment related to the decision-
makink ability of those participating in the study. _

At this point in time, there is relatively little that is being done in the
ay-ef-evaleatiee-whieh could meet the rigor required to qualify as ex-

perimental research. Hillestad (1977) has outlined.. and discussed the
criteria f c_a_research design, the different types of experimental designs,
the methods of controlling variables in experimental designs, and how
experimental data should be analyzed. Any person planning to design an
evaltialion scheme could gain a great deal of helpful information fro
this brief,selatively simple discussion of evaluation. Soper's assessment
of the state of evaluation in economic education in 1977 is still valid to-
day. "One=shot, case study" types of evaluation which do not extend
beyond one classroom, one course, one school, or one segment of the
student population are prevalent. The results of the studies rarely appear
in readily accessible places-, and even more rarely are they of a replicable
nature. Few of the studies have been adequately described. Therefore at-
tempts to interpret and compare empirical results are, at best,i-enuous.
In addition, few of the studies have been completely free of method-

'ological errors on the empirigif side, which means that generalizations
are difficult if not impossible to make.

More recently Bloom and Ford discussed the challenges and prob-

o ,
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lems one can expect when attempting to evaluate consumer education
programs. As is true for evaluation efforts in almost any area, three
major probltms were identified: "(1) developing measures of effective-
ness, (2) choosing research design, and (3) interpreting results" (1979,
p. 270). In order to develop measures to assess a program's performance,
there must be clearly identified goals and objectives. Bloom and Ford in-
dicate that "consumer education programs generally seek to change the
knowledge levels, attitudes, behavior, and satisfaction of their students"
(p. 271) They also suggest that pencil-and-paper knowledge quizzes and
attitude scales ianpe used to evaluate some programs but that the use of
these measures`easures to evaluate programs which require measures of behavior
is "more tenuous." Assessing effective decision-making skills with paper-
and-pencil measures is certainly tenuous at best. Although it is more
costly in terms of time and money, it may be necessary to use observa-
tional approaches to obtain behavioral measures. It has been suggested
that students could be observed, without knowing it, while shopping in
retail stores, while going through simulated shopping environments, or
while completing other types of simulation orgaming activities. As noted
previous)

comp e , and it does possess some of the same deficiencies as paper -
and- pencil measures.

type of evaluation is more costly, it may be more difficult

and-pencil measures. However, observing student behavior as choices
are being made, even though in a simulated envitnment, should provide
a more realistic basis for measuring whether consumer education pro-
grams are actually achieving th.eirultimate objective of developing effec-
tive decision making skills.

Another evaluation approach which may prove effective is to eval-
uate how well people understand the decision making process and/or
how well they can perform the various steps in the process. The "rea-
soned approach" to economic decision making, as described by Hansen,
et al (p. 6), identifies six steps to be completed when making economic
or consumer ioices. The steps are very similar to those presented in
other decision making ppocedures or schemes in other disciplines over the
yearsdefine the problem, identify and rank goals, identify alternative
ways of attaining the goals, identify pertinent economic concepts and ex-
plore the effects of alternatives, analyze the consequences of each alter-
native on each of the goals, evaluate which alternative is best. It may be
that economic and consumeiggratation programs should be concerned

with measuring and deteriiMilig how well people can perform the
various steps involved in decision making as well as measuring the overall
decision making skill. For example, if a group of persons does not per-
form well on whatever measure is used to assess overall decision making
skills, it may be because they all lack the ability to identify alternatives or
to define the'problem or issue clearly. There may be merit in attempting
to assess how well persons completing programs can perform various
parts of the overall process. Since this is an area of concern for both
economic and consumer educators, additional investigation in this area is
needed.

Choosing an appropriate research design poses a difficult problem
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for those wishing, to evaluate consumer and economic education pro-
-grams. Most evaluation experts feel the true or randomized field experi-
Tnent is the only appropriate research design because it is difficult to
separate very small effects of typical social programs from effects of
other variables when alternative research designs are used. As Bloom and
Ford pointed out, "many evaluation researchers see randomizatiOn con-
tributing to internal validity by ensuring the preprogram equivalency of
treatment and control groups while they see field settings contributing to

3" external validity." For most consumer and economic education programs
conducted in the schools, however;, the true or randomized field experi-
ment is impractical or impossible because experimental control is dif-
ficult to obtain. Therefore, quasi- experimental designs, in which subjects
are assigned to various treatment and control groups in a nonrandom
fashion, are much more commonly used for evaluating programs in
educational institutions. Correlational designs, in which only post-test
data are obtained From treatment and control groups, are also in evi-
dence. The strengths and weaknesses of quasi-experimental and correla-
tional designs are addressed in evaluation research literature. Persons re-
sponsible for developing evaluation designs for economic or consumer
-education programs must become familiar with various research designs
and must solicit the help of research design experts when selecting a
research design to be used for evaluating the results of a program.

Once an evaluation plan has been developed and the required data
have been collected, the researcher must interpret the data and prepare a
report identifying the results or findings. This poses the final problem in
the evaluation process. Interpreting the results of a study is not as objec-
tive as it may appear -at first blush. Evaluation studies of all types very
frequently report findings which indicate weak program effects. The re-
searcher then faces the dilemma of deciding whether a weak, statistically

---signicieatiteffca Off lack of a tatisticatty signifigint effect) is of any,
practical importance. As noted, this is a relatively common situation for

_ev.l . 'as I . ..e ar ma
to evaluate the success of consumer and economic education programs as
well. In their discussion of evaluation of consumer education programs,
Bloom and Ford point out tie fact that "a consumer education evaluator
may have to decide whether a program should be considered a success if,
for example, it only produces a small but statistically significant increase
in consumer knowledge while producing a small insignificant change in
consumer behavior" (p. 275). In order to accept the/findings as having

-practical -relevpce, it must be ensured that the re§earch design was
appropriate for the program and that careful attention has been given to
factors - such 'as sample size, reliability of effectiveness of criterion
measures, the manner in which treatment has been used with classes or
teachers, and so on. Inferences related tothe effects of a program should
be based on the results of standard statistical tests applied to data col-
lected as part of an appropriate research design selected'before the pro-
gram is initiated. Therefore, findings or results are a function of the
quality and appropriateness of the research design, data collected,
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statistical tests, and inferences made when analyzing the data. If there
are weaknesses in any of tgese factors, it may be impossib e to interpret
accurately the results as indicating specific program effec .

. , EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS

As implied above, those responsible for developing evaluation
designs for consumer and economic education programs need to spend a
considerable amount of time and effort in developing a deesip which is
appropriate for each program to beevaluated. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of, a program, there must be a set of program objectives
stated in such a way that informed, objective observers can determine
whether or not the objectives have been attained. If program objectives
are expressed in operational terms that will enable one to verify
rea ify whether or not they have been attained, there can be no mean-
ingful evaluation. Once the set of verifiable objectives is developed, it is
necessary to choose an evaluation instrument which will be used to
measure whether or not the objectives have been attained.

In the case of economic and consumer education programs, the
evaluation instruments are generally, objective tests designed to measure
something termed "understanding; competency, literacy, or ,skills"
because the general objective of programs is usually stated in such ter-
minology. Therefore, the discusiion of test instruments presented here is
limited to those which are cognitive or knowledge tests. Granted, there
may be a need for effective test instruments in the COnsumer and
economic education area,, but there are currently few, if any, such in-
struments which are readily availa -....
through national use. Review of such instruments will need to be done
another time. .

-.7

Two general options are available when deciding on a cognitive test
instrument: use of a standardized, nationally normed test or develop
ment of a new instrument specifically designed to measure the effective-
ness of the program involved. Standardized tests offer many advantages.
They are standardized with respect to what is tested, how it is tested, and
what the test score means. Soper states ticat the virtues of standardized
instruments are widely known and quite compelling: "(1) they have been
substantially `debugged'; (2) they have known reliability characteristics;
and (3) they provide a clear cut standard (i.e., the national norms)
against which the activity to be evaluated can be compared" (p. 234).
Ebel adds two additional supporting statements: "The content of a stan-
dardized test generally reflects a consensus of what is most important to
test in an area of learning. Usually such a test is constructed with greater
care and expertness than a typical teacher-made test" (p. 23). Itideed, the
development of 'a test instrument is Nery difficult task for anyone to
undertake, especially if the test is to be reliable and truly objective.
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If the content of a standardized test instrument is judged as being
valid' for determining whether the program objectives have been at-
tained, the choice is an easy one. If there is no ,standardize0 test instru-
ment which is judged as being valid for measuring attainnient of pro-
gram objectives, the evaluator faces a dilemma. A decision must be made
on the trade-offs involved in using a standardized test, with all its
technical aclantages, which does not validly measure all of the objectives
or in developing a test with more valid content which may be weak in
reliability, objectivity, and other technical attributes.

Fortunately, there are standardized cognitive test instruments
available which appear to be acceptable for use in many consumer and
economic education program evaluations K-12. There are many-cognitive test instruments which have been developed and used in
economic and consumer education programs, but only six have been
selected for inclusion in this paper. As noted in the definitions section at
the beginning of the paper, only tests which are readily available to per-
sons throughout the nation and which hah an accompanying manual
providing discussion and rationale as well as norming data were con-
sidered. This relatively rigid set of criteria was established to ensure that
persons wishi5g to use the test instruments described in this paper could
obtain copies of the instruments and the accompan\ing manuals which
provide information related to the test developmnt, content, and
technical data such as reliability and norming data.

Only one of the test instruments discussed below was developed to
be directly related to the area of consumer education. Four of the in-
struments were developed to measure the level of economic understand-,
ing, and one of the instruments was developed specifically to measure
consumer and economic understanding, or "personal economic under-

ng," as the title implies. Assuming-the major-goal-of -bottrcorr-
sumer and economic education programs is to develop effective decision
makers, one can find items which will cate whether a personit
possesses the cognition required to make ctive consumer and/or
economic decisions in each of the test instruments. As noted earlier,
those wishing to use any of the instruments to evaluate effectiveness of a
program must check the conformance of the instrument's content to the
stated or implicit objectives of the program to determine if any or all of
the items possess content validity. A brief description and analysis of
each of the six instruments follows. Each description presents inTorma,.
tion related to the availability of the test instrument, the concept frame-
work or content matrix from which test items have been developed, and
the cognitive levels of the test items. The cognitive levels which are used
are those identified' in Bloom's original work: knowledge, comprehen-
sion, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

Primary Test of Economic Understanding (PTEU) Grades 2-3

Available from. the Joint Council on Economic Education,
1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY. Examiner's
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Manual, 32 pp. $2.75. Test booklets, package of 25, $6.00.
(1971).

According to the Examiner's Manual, the Ppmary Test of Economic
Understanding was developed to provide 'fiformation for students,'
teachers, and others involved in elementar social studies curriculum
development in the primary grades. The to consists of 32 matched pair
"Yes-No" items, or 64 individual items. Tye "Yes-No Matched Pair" for-
mat consists of reversed items for each concept for every "Yes" item
there is a "No" item intended to test the same content. The "matched"
items are scored as one the student /Must get both correct or the item is
considered wrong. The authors state that "this technique has been de-
vised to cope with the acquiescen-dissent biases and should cancel both
effects" (p. 2). The directions indicate that each of the test items is to be
read to the students while they follow along on a printed test sheet and
circle "Yes" or "No" on an answer sheet.

The PTEU is constructed to measure the pupil's mastery of., certain basic
generalizations, understandings, concepts, and sub-concepts in eco-
nomics which might be taught as part of primary-grade social studies
content. The authors developed a framework from which test items were
derived based on their experience in working with primary-grade teachers
on economic education projects and on a careful examination of
primary-grade textual materials developed by school systems. The con-
ceptual framework consists of five major economic generalizations, a
series of major economic understandings derived from the generaliza-
tions, and a listing of major concepts and sub-concepts which form the
basis for the understandings. The five generalizations are:

-1,--Bec-ause-ef limited income, consuming units must choose which
. of their many wants for goods vid services they will satisfy

through purchases in the marketplace.

2. Scarce resources are required for the production of goods and
services.

3. Households earn money income by selling services of their pro-
ductive resources to businesses and, in turn, use household in-
come to purchase,goods and services from businesses.

4'. Some of people's wants for goods and services ar *satisfied
through governnlent:

5. Households may save part of their money income.

The items in this test- are written primarily at the lowest ognitive
levelthe knowledge level. As would be expected when dealing with
primary-grade students, most of the items measure the student's ability
to recall and recognize terminology and facts in a fortp relatively close to
the way they were presented. There are some. items which may be
cateerized in the comprehension level and perhaps one or two items in

O
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.the plication level, depending upon how far one wishes to stretch the
limas of that category.

Basic Economics Test (BET), Grades 4-6.

Available from the Joint Council on Economic Education,
1212 Avenue of the AMericas, New York, NY 10036. Ex-
aminer's Manual, 37 pp., $2.75. Test booklets, package of 25,
$6.00. (1981).

According to the Examiner's Manual, the Basic Economics Test is an
achievement test in the basic principles of economics designed for grades
4 through 6. The BET represents a substantive revision of the Test of
Elementary Economics (TEE) which was deoveloped in 1971. A revision
of the TEE was completed to provide the nation's schools with an up-
dated test based on the content of more current curriculum development
materials such as materials in the Joint Council's Master Curriculum
Guide for the Nation's Schools and Trade Offs, a series of videotape pro-
grams designed to be used with 9-13 year old children. Used properly,
the BET will provide information concerning student growth, and the ef-
fectiveness of educational materials and teaching strategies. The test con-
sists of two forms, A and B; each of the tests has 38 four-option multiple
choice items. The items of the BET were originally constructed by a
Working Committee consisting of two economists, one teacher educator,
one reading specialist, and three eIernentaty teachers. The content of the
test is based on Master Curriculum Guide and Trade Offs materials. A
test matrix, with one dimension bein* economic content and the other
being level of cognitive functioning -1 knowledge, ;understanding and
application was developed from _the content sources and used
throUghout as a guide in determining what was to be included in the test.
The content categories for the BET are as follows:

I. Practicing a Reasoned Approach
_ -

II. Basic Economic Concepts
A. The Basic Economic Concepts

1; Econon Wants
:Productive Resources
Scarcity and Choices

4. Opportunity Costs and Trade Offs

B. Economic Systems
5.' Nature and Types of Economic Systems

Speciglization, Comparative Advantage, and the Divi-
sion of Labor

7. Voluntary, Exchange

C. Microeconomics: Resource Allocation
8. Demand
9. Supply

1
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10._ Markets_
11. Pride Mechanism and Interdependence

.12. Competition and Market Structure
13. Indirect Costs
14. Indirect Benefits

D. Macroeconomics
15. Inflation
16. Money

E. Economic Instit'Utions °,

17. Banking

The BET items have been developed to measure both mastery of
economic concepts and ability to apply a decision-making model in order
to reach decisions. Test items fall into three cognitive categories
knowledge, undqstanding, and application. Knowledge items are essen-
tially memory items; they require she student to retrieve information, not
to transform information Into a new form. Understanding items are
items thdt require the student to process information in a form different
from the way in which it was received. The application category in the
BET analysis combines Bloom's (fig ) last four levels with primary..
weight on application. The application items primarily require the stu-
dent to apply economic concepts, although occasionally some ability to
analyze andisynthesize may be needed as well. The majority of the BET
test items (55%) are classified as items that require understanding, ap-
proximately one-third (32%) of the items are application items, and the.
remainder' (13%) are low-level knowledge items.

Junior High School ;Test of Economics (JHSTE), Grades 7-9

Availablefrom the Joint Council on EconSmic Educatio
1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036. In/er-
pretive Manual and Rationale, 38 pp. $2.75. Test booklets,
Package of 25, $6.00. (1974).,

According to the Interpretive Manual and Rationale, the Junior High
School, Test of Economics was developed to provide (1) a means of
measuring the effectiveness with whidi economics is being taught over
the period of a semester or a year at the junior high 'school level, and (2)
an instrument for diagnosing strengths and weaknesses in the economics
curriculum at this level. The main use envisioned fof the test is,to aid
teachers in evaluating and improving the effectiveness of their efforts to
teach economics at the junior high school level. The test consists of 40,
four-option multiple-choice questions developed froth a set of 80 ques-
tions "originally drawn up by a committee of five persons two econ-
omists with experience in economic education and three secondary level
teachers with experience at the junior high school level.

The test is .aimed at an evaluation of student understanding of basic
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economic concepts and principles and their use in dealing analytically
with economic problems. The matrix identifying the content categories
of the test. items indicates that items were developed for the following 11
general content areas:

1. Basic concepts: scarcity, opportimity costs, supply and demand.
2. Gross national product and its determinants
3.- Money, prices, and inflation
4. Government taxation and spending
5. Economic growth ,
6. Government policies to achieve full employment and price

stability
7. Operation of a market economy: markets, consumer demand,

and competition
8. Organization and role.of the firm
9. Factors of production and distribution of income

10. International trade _ --
11. Comparison of economic systems

The JHSTE test matrix classifies the test quggis according to cogni-
tive levels as well as content areas. The' matrix indicates that the ques-

t, tions' in this test are distributed almost equally among the first three
cognitive levels: knowledge, comprehension, and application. As in-1
dicated previously, the knowledge category questions require mere recall
or recognition of sornetype of knowledge facts, definitions, terms, etc.
Comprehension questions require recall or recognition plus the ability to
associate or interrelate knOwledge or information. Some persons refer to

'questions in this category as questions measuring understanding. Appli-
cition questions require a person to. select 'and use appropriate knowl-
edge to solve a newly confrd,nted problein. The person must be-able,to
recall and associate knowledge or information and must be able to apply
it to a new situation or to real-life circumstances.

Test( of Understanding Personal Economics (TUPE), Grades 9-12

Available from the Joint Council on Economicc Education,
1212 Avenue of the Americas, New Yolk, NY 10036. Inter-
mtive Manual and Discussion Guide, -28 pp. $2.75. Test
booklets,-package of 25, $6.00. (1971).

-*

Mt

Accordingqo the Interpretive Manual and Discussion Gut e, the Test of
Understanding Personal Economics was devejoped in conjunction with a
series of Guides for teaching personal economics through' the social
studies, business and home economics curricula. The approach` and em-
phasis of the series was designed to teach the application of economic
analysis to personal decisions and to emphasize the interrelatedness of
economic matters, both personal and social. Since this was a variation
from whit was generally taught in either ecohomics or conpmer.eduea-
tion courses, a test wazi.needed whiCh could be used to help measure t17
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effectiveness of the apt/roach. The TUPE was developed to meet this
perceived need.

The prime use envisioned for the TUPE is to aid teachers in improving
their teaching by evaluating the effectiveness of their efforts to develop'
student competency in personal economics, both as to the specific under-
standing achieved and the comprehensiveness of what is learned. The
first step in producing the test items was to identify major understand,
ings and skills set forth in the materials of the teacher's Guides. These
understandings resulted primarily from a position paper, "Economics
and the Consumer," prepared for the Personal Econpmics Project by
Lowenstein (19'1). The major understandings were divided into three
major categories with subtopics as indicated in the following listing.

1. The Consumer and the American Economy
- Personal economics and economic analysis; consumers,

workers, citizens; many different consumers; the consumer and
the American economy; markets; the consumer and the
American economy; the flow of income, and four concepts
which bridge the gap freedom of choice, opportunity cost, in-
come, and private, and public consumer interests

2. Income, Expenditures, Credit and Borrowing
The consumer and his income; consumer expenditures; the con:
sumer and his dget; sales, bargains, labels,,and advertising;
priCes, income kid expenditures, consumer credit, and bor-
rowing

3. Saving and Investment
-Saving and investing: the economy and the in-

dividual as isaver; theindividual as investo ; the individual and
economic risk

There is no identification or discussion of the cognitive level of the test
items used in the TUPE. An examination of the items indicates that they,
are probably distributed in at least five of the cognitive catego4es;
knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, and evaluation. The
first three categories have been briefly described earlier. Analysis qua-,
tions test a persOn's reasoning, the ability to breakdown information in-
to component parts and to detect relationships of one part to another
and 'or to the whole. This indicates that a person perceives and can pick
out the most important points in material which has' been presented..
Questions in the evaluation category are designed to measure whether or

.
not a person can judge and evaluate ideas, information, solutiofis, and so
onl. Correct responses to these questions indicate the pe son has the abifi-
-ty to make judgmentS based on criteria or standards.

Test of Consumer Competencies (TCC), Grades 8-1i

Available from ScholasticTesting Service, Inc., 480 Meyer
Roo*, Bensenville, IL 60106. Teeher's Manua* Directions,
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27 pp. $0.80. Test booklets, $14.00 per package of 20
booklets, Forms A &.B. (1975).

According to the Teacher's Manual of Directions, the test of Consumer
Convetencies was developed by Dr. Thomas 0. Stanley as part of his
dotoral work. The test was prepared in response to a perceived need for
a test instrument which could be used to determine the effectiveness of
consumer education programs designed to fulfill' the 1972 Illinois
guidelines' for consumer education. The TCC consists of two cognitive
test instruments, Fdrm A and Form B. each instrument is a 55-item,
four-option multiple choice-test.

The basis for the content of the TCC is a document entitled "Guidelines
for Consumer Education," the te%ised 1972 edition from the4llinois Of-
fice of the Supekintendent of Public InstuCtion. The test content was

.prepared to ensure that questions related to each of the fpllowing 14
areas were included:

"=1.
1. The Individual Consumer in the Marketplace
2. Money Management
.3.1tonsumer Credit
4. Hodsing
5. Food
6.. Transportatioli
7. Clothing
8. Health Services, Drugs, and Cosmetics
9." ,Recreation

10. Furnishing and Appliances
I I. Insurance
12. Savings and Investments
13. Taxes .
N. The Consumer in Society

In addition to this general content outline, a test content outline was
written in the form of 55 performance objectives. A paired set of ques-
tions was deqloped for each performanq objective so that two alternate
test forms.resulted.

There is no identification or discussion of the cognitive level of the test
items used in the TCC. An examination of the items indicates that they
are probably distributed in at least five of the cognitive categories:
knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis and evaluation. Each
of these categories has been briefly described previously. It does n t ar.tt
pear (hat any of the TCC test items fall into the synthesis categor , but
there may be disagre ment from persons who interpret the paramet rs of .
that category differe tly.

9 TeSt of Economic Lit racy (TEL), Grades 11 -12'
r.

Available from he Jotht Council on Economic Education,
1212 Avenue of e Americas, New York, NY 10036. Discus-
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sion Guide and Rationale, 54 pp. 52.75.. Test booklets,
package of 25, 56.00. (1979).

Ac'cording to the Discussion Guide and Rationale, the Test of Economic
Literacy is a test designed to replace the outdated Test, of Economic
Understanding (TEC) so that school systems hare an updated evaluation
instrument and researchers an tpdated set of tests for use in experimental
settings. A working committee composed of economic educators,
economists, and high school teachers analyzed the old TEU and
developed a new matrix fpr the TEL. The primary value of the TEL
should be in its ability to help assess student understanding of the bask
economic concepts that it is essential for them to know to effectively fill
their pres, tM and future roles as consumers, WOrrers, and voters. The test
consists qJf two equivalent forms, A and B, each haring 46, four-option
multiple Choice questions.

The conten the TEL is based on the Master Curriculum Guide
-Framework Hansen et al.). The test questions are broken down into
wren generalbbbeeeontent areas and several more detailed content categories
within the seven general areas. The seven distinct content categories are.

1. The Basic EconomiC Problem
2. Economic Systems
3. Nlieroeconomics. Resource Allocatio. and Income Distribution
4. Macroeconomics: Economic Stabilty and Growth
5. The World. Econow
6. Economic Institutions
7. Concepts for Evaluating Actions and Policies

.

In addition,a number of questions on the TEL involve one or more of
the seven "statistical concepts" listed in the Master Curriculum GuideW00111
Framework.

The TEL test questions are broken down according to a fire -level scheme
of cognitive taxonomy.. The cognitire.taxonomy indicates that the TEL
has test iterns_which are distributed in the fire cognitire categories of
knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, and evaluation. Each
of thee categories has been briefly described previously. The Discukron

__Guide and Rationale states specifically that questions have not been
developed for the synthesis level because it is presumed that little or no
synthesis is called for in the typical high school course or unit in
economics.

. '

CONCLUSIQNS.AND RECO,MMENDATY44S

In the preceding sect ons of tjtis paper, i rmation relating to eval
uation designs and itYstrumentl u4ecbin ecitno id and consumer educa-
tion has been presented. Based bn the finclipis to the literature review..

-
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and attempts to gather information about evaluation activities in the
economic and consumer education areas, some general conclusions can
be drawn.and some general fecommendations based on those coriFlusions
can be presented.

Conclusions

1. Based on definitions of economic and consumer education, it ap-
pears the major objectives of economic and consumer education
programs and projects are similar. The major objective is to prepare
persons with the skills and abilities, required for making effective
decisions regarding economic and consumer activities.

2. It is difficult to obtain information about the type of evaluation
yvhich is being completed in economic and consumer education pro:
grams. However, evaluation (as defined for this paper) seems to be a
part of almost all economics 'and consumer education programs and
projects.

3. Since the main objectives of both economic and consumer educatidn
are similar, it is appropriate that the evaluation designs which have
been Used fdi these programs should be quite similar. However, few
if any of the evaluation efforts have been designed to. determine
whether,persons completing economic or consumer education pro-
grams or projects are more effective decision makers than those who.
do not complete such programs and projects.

4 Theevaluation deSigris which have been used in economic and con-
sumer education programs and projects do not generally possess the
qualities or rigors required in order to be categorized as experimental
research. In fact, many of the designs do not even meet the criteria

..established for quasi-experimental designs.
_ .

5. Because of the lack of rigor in most of tgt evaluation designs, it is
difficult to accurately interpret, compare, or generalize the findings
of the evaluation activities which have been completed for economic
and consumer educaton programs and projects.

6. Evaluation instruments used in economic and consumer education
programs and projects are generally cognitive test instruments de-
signed tes measure the amount or level of something termed
economic or consumer understanding, competency, literacy, or skills
possessed by persons. Standardized, nationally normed tests, locally.

' developed and "teacher-made" tests are all used as evaluation in-
strunients in these programs and projects.

7. There are -a variety of standardized, nationally normed test in-
. struments readily available for use in economic and consumer educa-

tion programs and projects in grades 1-12.- "
8 There has been relatively little nationatdissemination of information
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about evaluation design and findings from economic and conumer
education programs and projects.

Recommendations

I. Since the major objectives of economic and consumer education ef-
forts are similar, there should be a great deal of communication and
a close working relationship between leaders and curriculum
development efforts in tfie two areas.

2. Evaluation activities in both economic and consumer education pro-
grams should focus on determining whether 9ersons completing such
programs make more effective economic and/or consumer decisions
than persons who do not complete such programs.

3. Research and investigation to arrive at the most 'efficient, eco-
nomical method of determining whether persons possess the ability
to make effective economic and/or consumer decisions must be
completed,

4. All economic and consumer education programs and projects should
have a set of objectives stated in such way that informed, objective
observers calf determine whether or not the objectives have been at-
tained. They should also have an appropriate evaluation design
selected before the program or project is initiated which provides in-
ferences related to effects based on the results of standard statistical
tests applied to data collected as part of an appropriate research
design:

5. Since there seems to be an area of content overlap as well as some
common overall objectives between economic and consumer educa-
tion, a content matrix for consumer or personal economics should be
prepared and agreed upon by leaders from the economic and con-
sumersumer education movements.

6. A standardized, nationally normed cognitive test instrument based
on a content matrix for consumer or personal economics should be
prelered.

7. If a standardized, nationally normed cognitive t t instrument based
on a content niatrix is completed for cons mer or personal
economics, the instrument should be-used to collect data from con-
sumer or personal economics programs and'projects wherever feasi-
ble. The data and findings from these efforts Can then be pooled to
provide much better aggregate information regarding the effect of
consumer and pers-onal economic education activities overall.

8. Some effective method of communicating information about ap-
propriate evaluation designs which can be used for economic and
consumer education must be developed, along with a method of
communicating information about the findings of studies which
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have been completed. There needs to be a spirit of cooperation
developed so that all persons working to attain objectives of the
movements are willing to share jnformation and expertise.
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A Response to "Evaluation
Designs and Instruments for
Economic and Consvmer
Education"

Lee Richardson

SYNOPSIS OF. DUFF'S PAPER

The paper admits to the difficulty of cohering a field as broad as
evaluation of consumer and economic educati and thin Piticeeds to
cover many important aspects of it. Setting forth objectives and defini-
tions relative to the field, the author proposes a number of important
concepts abstracted from the)/orks of others ass standards for review
of the progress of evaluation research. An intportant segment of the
paper is devoted to a 'detailed examination of six available evaluation in-
struments that practitioners can order and apply in their own educational
settings. The paper concludes with a number of useful observations in
the form of conchisions and reclmmendations that could launch a dozen
more scholarly articles.

DEFINITION OF TEMS

The evaluation of anything, educational or otherwise, carries with it
the implication that we carr trust the evaluators to examine a defined sub-
ject. Unfortunately, although'onecannot criticize the scholarly qualities
of Duff's paper, it is all too evident that the subject of consumer edu-'
Lee Richardson is a consultant audits a Board Member of-the Consumer Federation of
America, Washington, D.C.
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cation eludes us. Those who evaluate it are deluding themselves, their
readers, and whoever relies upon their advice or evaluation instruments.

Conceptual or philosophical definitions used by evaluators must
first be widely accepted. The consumer education field in particular is
torn by some important issues that require resolution before it is possible
to devise universal evaluations of educational achievement. Among the
issues:

1. Does consumer education embrace non-market services such as
those provided by government? Social Security? Water? Police?

2. Does consumer-education include consumption of goods and ser-
vices provided by the houshold unit for itself? Cooking? Grooming?
LandsCaping?

3. Does consumer education includenon-econoinic activities such as
personal safety activities? Marital problems? Recreation activities?

4. Does consumer education include expenditures and activities related
'to -obtaining-and maintaining employment? Career education?

5. How does consumer education differ from established academic
fields such as home economics, business education or economic
education? this conference is not satisfied with the relationihips be
tween-consumer and economic education to date.

6. Is consumer education positive or normative? If it is a prescriptive or
normative field, whai are the Iforal, value, or philosophical stan-
dards 'Of the discipline?

The author cites the 1978 national assessment of consumer skills and
attitudes as one likely authority on the subject of the scope of consumer
education. The view of the consensus in that project, a consensus of
many people in the consumer education field who were advisors and con-
sultants to the landmark assessment effort, was that consumers played
four roll: .

1. an informed citizen

2. a purchaser or spender

3. -Pan earner

4. an investor

The assessment team thus made a number of very important as-
sumptions about the nature of consumer education, and these assump-
tions,- rightly or wso gly, permeated the entire process of research
design. An examinati n of the assessment will show that questions
covered topics such as onservation and stational energy policy. Perhaps
the assessment fairly in luded such far-ranging top* tinder the heading
of consumer education because the expert advisers collectively ranged
over the field in the same manner:.
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The definition of the field from the perspective of the educator must
include elements beyond ths scope of subject material in the sense of tax-
onomy. In order to guide the evaluation process it is necessary to have
operational objectives, not mere philosophical ones. What skills are
desired, for example? Does consumer or economic education involve
teaching of elementary arithmetic in order to calculate an interest rate or
nit price? If yes, then the consumer educator is responsible for teaching

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. The economic educa-
ewise held responsible for the ability of a student to write a

sc ce, read a paragraph, and understand the societf in which eco-
nomic activity occurs.

Of course, whether the economic or consumer educator was respont
sible for the grim results of the 1978 assessment or the similarly disap-
pointing results of any other evaluation does not change the fact of
grimness As an aid to specific educators and their roles in such overall
calamities, bottom line results are riot enough. The key question is still,
"What is consumer education or economic education?" The corollary is,
"What should economic or consumer education achieve in terms of
learning?"'

Lest it be concluded that the identification of the goals and objec
tives of either field will produce the equiv'alent of a sunrise, evaluators
will be advised to note that any educational endeavor has multiple goals.
often inconsistent with each other. The csAsumer educator faces choices
in goal setting, such -as the desire to savWpeollle from unwise purchases
balanced against the social and economic pressure of a system of ethica-
tion that does not Want to offend important existing institutions in ex-
plicit ways. The economic educator has dilemmas such as the consumer
benefits of Rpen international trade versus the dislocations and unem-
ployment that occurs for the less fortunate traders. Can there be an ob-
jective single answer today to the queftion of whether to save the
Chrysler Corporation? -

Designs and Methodologies

The author gives inn-portant perspectives on the nature of the existing
instruments available to educators. The bulk of them are cognitive
measuresmeasures of knowledge. Unfortunately, the scope of 'con-
sumer education goes beyond cognitive iSsues. Also, evaluation tools
available are generally quite weak. Q

,
' At the risk of being unconventional, the individual educator can ap-
ply a definition of the subject to available instruments and cull questions .,
and measures deemed inappropriate, but the educatottwho bUilds evalua-
tionlystems from the ground level faces a more serious problem. Duff's

ripaper points out Ore necessity of standardized instruments. They form a
basis of comparison b tween times, methodologies of teaching, students,

-, or other variables. The teach& who has to give make-up tests faces the
problem of standardization. Whether an existing instrument is adapted
in some ma ner without invalidating it for comparison purp,osesean be a

.
v. se . .
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legitimate mattstfor argument, but the educator's own test cannot be
held up a standard for any comparison.

perimental design is ideal and hard to achieve. The author pro-
perly laments the lack of adequately described, replicable work. That
which is available appears to be methodologically deficient. The paper
includes a useful summary of the minefields found in the design of ex-

, perimental field studies of the kind that could provide a measure of the
effects of a given educational program. It is research specialty rather
than the normal skills one should expect of the teacher or other educa-
tional communicators.

SPECIFIC EVALUATION TOOLS

The six readily available tests-are described in some detail, but not
againstrigid criteria for their validity and other qualities. The six appear
to vary' Conliderably in typology and quality, if the descriptions are tube
taken as indicators. The reviewer did not have the author's work papers
and cannot attest to these quality factors. For the detail provided, the
reviews are'urieven and are infact primarily descriptive summaries. The ,

Test of Consumer Competencies is the only consumer education test in--
strciment, and review of it is brief. -Readers of these summaries should be
able to determine whether they should order them for further examina-
tion; that,alone is reason enough to read and save the paper.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The author uses his final section to say many things not strictly per-
tinent to the structure of a formal paper a pedantic criticism, but
nonetheless stimulating. They cannot all be supported from the earlier
sections'of the paper. The first conclusion, that the major objective of
both consumer and economic education is to prepare persons with the
skills and abilities to make effective economic and consumerdecisionttis

difficult to accept. The evidence is not convincing! Likewise,-it does not
follow that, if there is one "main bbjective," evaluation designs should be
"quite similar."

The recommendations launch many new thoughts. A standardized
normed cognitive test instrumenrbased on a content matrix Is proposed.
This is to be a national project collecting data from existing consumer or
personal economics programs. Clearly,Aere is merit in the notion that
more information muste dev7eloped by cooperating scholars , in
economic and consumer educatiouan order to adVhnce the state of the art
in evaluation design.

o-
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Whither NowAn Examination
of, Office of Consumers' -

Education Programs

. Mary Beth Minden

Shortly after I was asked to speak to this group, I visited a mountain
home in the Western Rockies. r found there, tacked to the bulletin
board, a most appropriate story for this session. It went something like
this:

One day a surgeon, an architect, and an economist were
gathered to discuss their respective professions. The debate
soon centered on whose was the oldest profession. The
surgeon stated his position by noting, "Of course` my pro-
fession is the oldest. Didn't it require surgery to create Eve?"

"Quickly the architect retorted, "Oh, no! It took an architect
to construct a 'universe out of chaos. My profession is the
oldest." To ihts the economist responded, "And who do you
think created chaos?"

3,.

Courtesy E. F. Schumacher

Had I been there, I would have added, "And who do you think has been
paying ever since? the consumer!"

I quote this story because it brings to mind two very important facts.
First, any field of study or discipline is not the same when viewed from
different perspectives. Each individual attending 'this Proseminar is ex-
pected to see things differently. If you will, each is looking through a dif-
ferent pair of glasses, ground to a different precription through train-
ing, experience, and value orientation. Each views the world according to
his or her own professional " Second, I would emphasize that

Maryth Minden is a consultant in Washington, D.C. .
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all of us here have much in common. We can enjoy our mutual interests
and the dialogue which the program affords. We can look forward to
those points in our respective views w hereo.paths cross apd mutual under-
standings may be identified. I doubt that we will leave on Friday in agree-
ment, but I hope that we will leave with a mutual respect and better
understanding of both consumer and economic educkion and with a

-sense of direction in rega'rd to collaboration in the future..
1 was first invited to provide an evaluation of consumer education

projects based on four years' data collection by the Office of Consumers'
Education. Since I am no longer with that office and do not have access
to office records, I 'proposed a less formidable approach to program
overview, and one better suited to dinner discussion. If you are interested
in project statistics and program analyses, I refer you to the Office of
Consumers' Education, U.S. Department of Education. Numerous
reports have been issued, and I understand there are more to come. It is
not my purpose to repeat what is alregly,available or to pre-empt OCE
staff efforts.

Tonight I will take a very personal approach tis- discussing the
41 .-year program tf the Office.of Consumers' Educa,tion, U.S. Depart-
ment.of Education. I betante associated with that officeearly in 1976 as
a program specialist, and for three years I experienced the exhilaration.
and throes of getting a new federal program off the ground. I arrived
during the first year of congressional funding, although the office and
program had been established earlier. I Watched the first proposals come
in-839 of them. I became involved in all aspects of the "gearing up."
And now, in 1,980, I ask you to look backward with me and ask the ques-

a, don, "What has 41'2 years of federal support for consumer education
meant to that field of study and related fields?" Let's loZik at, the
subtleties, at some successes, and at the program, as opposed to i project
level evaluation. What do we find behind the "project bpened, project
closed, project reported" Cycle that appears to be the end-all of
bureaucratic'activity in granting agencies? Given the limits and role of a .

federally. supportga--yrfogram, what has consumer education support
meant to the public schools and to other grant recipients?

Of necessity, my approach to answering this question will be per-
sonal and more in g nature of reporting observations, an oral history
technique that is n to question and bias, yet may yield insights not
brought out throu data collection and analysis. I have discussed cer-
tain questions info ally w ith office staff, several prof ct directors, and
persons having a professional interest in either consu er or economic
education. Since I lett the office 17 months-ago, I rhake y observations
from a'position of "limited distance." I hope these com ents will be in-
formative, if not profound.

At first glance most educators have viewed the ma or activity and-
usefulness of many government Agencies, iasluding the ffice of Con-
sumers' Education, as that of procNsing the annual delu of proposals.
Proposals to 0,C,E were applications for .12-month gra ts. This exer-
cise has led to a linited number of consumer education projects annually

. 1 2
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never more than 66 in anyone year, and a total o f 241 to'date. There

thave been 2,870 applications, and only a lithe 'e more than 9% have
been funded in any given year. This funding n chapism is the most
closely watched aspect of the OCE program, and to thejisenohanted ap-
plicant, it is despairingly referred to as the annual trip to the public

I
trough.

May I assure you that the disenchantment is found on the federal
side, too! With high, hopes for a program With national impact, what
does the staff find all too frequently? Criticisms and questions roll out
something like this: What can be done in 12 months that will make a dif-
ference? How can these narrowly defined projects teach us something
that is transferable to others? With 60 projects a year, how can we reach
the needs of the many target populations? How can this applicant ever
reach a meaningful level of activity when he has never been involved in
consumer education before? What good is a project when there is ino
promise of growth or continuation? This project is allover the place; \
what benefit can ever be achieved? These people don't even know what
they are trying to accomplish. Ganwe help? Why does everyone want to
start overdevelop materials from the beginning, and for such a narrow
interest? This project ii-A a "do for" bias and has not involved the target
grOup in planning. These leaders have no idea of the needs of their
students or haven't shown that they do. What'now? Does this project'
director have any idea of what consumer education is? This proposal
hasn't included an evaluation component Can we ask for it? Why a sec-
and language here, of all placesl.' Is this really the problem, or do they
just wantto establish a priority in order to stand a better chance in
funding?

r .
I think you gerthe idea. I,could raise more questions, and so could

you. The point is that 12-month projects are frequently messy and
incomplete, and at the same time they are extremely visible. While some
are very good 'and very special, overall they are not the best place to hang
one's bureaucratic shat if one' has to defend a program, Therefore, It
would suggest that evaluation,,ofgrant projects is a management tool,
but it maybe quite inea4leteTh a program sense. The results are not id-
ditive and are scatterlifgeographically; evaluation by. leaders ig fre-
quently a 'flawed exercise. A progrpm evaluation is needed and is,
something should focus on the dynamics of what is happen
ing in consumer education, and on theln formal networking that is oc-
curring along consumer education leaders and between them and OCE
staff. It should look at those factors bimndgrantsthat have a pOgential
for impacting on consumer education and bringing bout change. If, as °
has.been said, change is a process and not an event, theb the method of
processing grant applications and of-determining contract needs maybe
mare important to consumer education nationally than is the ctrl- .
mutative report of the specific undertakings of 241 projects: A,progratft
review should take into account all facuSrs which contribute to consumer
education, and it is needed now. . '

. NO evaluation is meaningful unless purposes are understood and
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clarified. The Congression mandate to the Office of Consumer's
; Education is to "encourage and support-consumer education,at all

levels." I sugggst that 12-month grants are only one of several tools to use
in accomplishing this purpose, and that individual projects are not the

fend product of this program. If one is looking-for as toencourage and
. supporreOnsumer eduLation, monetarily and otherwise, all activities per-

mitted tiy the legislation must be considered.*
,

Let me describe what happenS in the grant rev ie%;. process, a process
that is minimally visible but thatntnbutes greatly in encouraging the
development of consumer education, From the beginning, almost.ex-
cessive amounts of OCE staff time have been devoted to counseling in-
dividuals from all over the country . Mo'stly this has been done through
office or telephone conferences.,Exchanges have also taken place at pro-
fessional meetings or in informal contacts. Discussions may start in
response t'o a question about the "ins," but this leads to dialogue about
what others are doing in the field, about an idea the inquirer has, about
the nature of consumer education, about teaching materials available, or
about strategies found successful by others. Through discussion, think-
ing is clarified and ideas are reduced to manageable size. This service is
available whether an individual plans to submit a proposalor is merely
seeking information for an ongoing program. Personally I feel that this
method of "encouraging" has received too little attention in terms of its
effect on consumer education. Our training has taught us to feel safer
with "nose-counting" approaches to evaluation, but this is a federal pro-
gram where individuals interested in evaluation should be encouraged to
focus on the methods used to implement the program as well as the in-
dividual results of each grant. ,

- The pre-closing-date 'counseling has been identified as contributing
.to the program objectives. The reOing procciss of evaluating applica-
tions has also contributed to an expanded vision of the field on the part
of those consumer leaders who have contributed. This judgmental pro-
cess is both stimulating and frustrating, but it is also a learning process
for participants. As an activity, it encourages understanding of the field.

Counseling sessions both prior to submission of an application and
during reading sessions have had an impact upon OCE staff develop-
ment. At the outset, the staff background was largely that of the pro-
fessional educator, .and staff members brought this strength to the

. management of the program and to the counseling process. As has hap-,
pened with some individuals associated with consumer education else-
where, the staff members have acquirea broad knowledge of the field
and of the projects they administer. Today they are not only educators
but also consumer educators. As an aside, let me note that in any group,
of consumer educators a majority have usually come to the field by com-
mitment and not by training.

I do not wish to leave a mistaken idea that there are no successful
12-month grants or that there is no merit in that part of the program.
There are many good projects, and some have been outstanding. Let me
share some success stories with you:

,
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I. In 1979 the 13oston Consumer Cdtiucil of Massachusetts initiated. a
'project whin proposed the devehipMent of an automobile owner's,
survival manual dealing with the purchase of goods and services for
autos. Classes-were held fOr consumers. The manual was distrib-
uted to- participants and additional copies were made available
throughout the state. The success: the manual is natv being printed
for national distributiOn by the U.S. Department of Transportation.

2. In the same year the Federation of SOuthern Co-ops in Alabama
undertook a project to demonstrate`the viability of credit unions as
consumer education agencies. The methods and materials focused
on low income people an the importance of working through irr-
digenously owned o; created ,organizations' -in this case, credit
unions. The success: A good show.

3. Also in 1979, In Touch Networks, Inc., New York City, developeda
closed circuit radio program for visually handicapped adults.,Pre-
grams were taped for rebroadcast. The project ir.....isindes reinfor.ce-
dent through use of Braille. The. success:, A promise of continua-,: tion. .

4: , In l97 pr. Thorpas Brool(cs.diredted a project at Soul ern Illinois
a

Ainiveoity,7Carbondate;th which he deelopecra model 'Program of
coristimer eduFaLion fdi prison residents, pr'e-release, id
aaparii.l&s a'socf4t4d..pith the SOuthetil WOrk rRekaSe
.center. t;Thi* Su:cv;ss: The project di!eccor lids .decided to .f2C.us his

. c'omidstiblebackground in consumer education ort the neeff of -titis.
special! populationorthe future. .

. ,
5 In 1978 the Education ComMjssion of the States undertook a project

to-determine what,consumer education policiestInd mandates existed.
in all states and the District of Columbia. in addition to data collec-
tion, information, sessions were.hefd at the regional leyel fOr state
representatives. The success: The policy manual and the in fornlation
reported hwie been among the' lise'euf materials- generated

'4 through the grfigt process. .

6,, In 1978 the Maryland. Citizens Consumer, toundati n trained 100
;consumer representatives on theMaryland Occu oval and Pro'
fessionai Licensing Boards. A resource manual and student guide

- were developed, and 0,4p-day training sessions were held. The suc-
cess: Although the initial training sessions. focused'.on Maryland
needs, this project has served as a model for other states. Sessions
have been held in the state of Michigan and elsewhere, upon request.

How is. success measured? In these six cis,es the outstanding qualities,
4 noted were (1) 'Nationardissernination'beyond the stated scope of the

project; 2) A go.tility project carved out under difficult -Circumstances;
(3) ProjeCt continuation achieved by establishing need among tile visual-
ly handicapped; (4) Connnitment to-the'needs of a special population

. .
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group (In the part of a nationally known consumer eilucatOr; (5) Co Ilec-
'ion and dissemination of much-needed information regarding state
policies and mandates for consume education these being requisites to
the Nvelopmrt of the field in grades K-12; and, (6) Provision of con-
sumer, education to public seri, icegovernment perSonnel, a much needed
link in consumer education networking that is often missed.

A few projects have enip.yed another measure of success when they
have been identified as worthy of continuation in funding. I cite three of
these as special -cases;

1. The Hawaii State Department of Public Instruction conducted an in-
service program of consumer education for teachers during the years
1976, 1977, and 1978. This program has been unique in that it in-
cluded the added dimensions of consumer, homemaking, and career
education. The success: GOod[materials have been developed; the,
program is polylipgual in nature and tafrored to Hawaiian situations;
the project is developed in a sound, step-by-step, fashion, (The
strength of this program is also its weakness; in:that there islittle
that canbe adapted to other populations.)

.
2. In 1978 and ?1979 the St. Louis Public School District trained grade

school teachers and community resource peOple in substantive con-
sumer knowledge and developed facilitator teams to institutionalize
the-program throughout the district,' The su,ccess: An unexpeoted
finding in a separate evaluation of student achievements showed that
ttos'e students that had participated in c iutner,educatiop Classes
measured higher than other students inf 'basic skills, motably mathe-

- manes and reading: .

3.. FOE three years the New York State Legislative Institute at Bariich
College, New York City, deyeloped materials and conducted
workshops to demdnstrate how older adults could be trained as con-
sumer educators and could deal with teaching and,social action. The
success: The-materials developed through this project are probably
the best available if the'purpose is "Seniors Teaching SeniOrs."

Such success examples demonstrate that grant projects can be out-
standing, but there are weaknesses inherent in the grant'system. When
the program first started, "state of the art" papers and discussions always
incluaedscriticism of consumer ediacation, teaching materials. Most f

mentioned
re-

quently entioned were the large quantity, the lack of quality, and the
narrowness of content. It is true that many of the grant prOjects have and
will continue to compound this, situation. Not all materials development
can be good, but are other factors involved? At times I prefer to look at
preparation of materials as one-of the best ways for an individual to
develop understandingand leadership in the field. I suggest that rather
than deplore the continual distribution of mediocre materials and some
are we also look at the cadre of new leaders entering the field of con-
sumer education. Some have been developed through the process of
writing and preparing teaching or training materials. I further suggest
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that we focus on the leadership development opportunities in any project
'activity, and also on the production of supplemental materials that may
have been uniquely modified to meet the special needs of a target popula-
tion. The world isn't perfect, but the arbitrary debunking of materials_
just because we appear to has e enough is an elitist position that m_hy not
"hold water" in our contemporary society. .

From the standpoint° of K -12 °consumer education, it might be
argued that the public schools'do not receis e they "fair share" of the
OCE appropriation, especially in view of the nu er of state mandates.
Most other interest groups would argue the sa e point, but "fair, share"
was never a part of the legislation. In terms o enriching and encouraging
school programs, some projects and cont cts have had this purpose.
Hower, federal support of consumer duration has never meant to
repliace the state's responsibility to pr ide support for implementing
state mandates. States are notorious f r mandating curriculum content
and then, providing no money to car y out the mandate. In consumer
education this has been true in most s aces, and school administrators are
left to "hustle and train." The federal appropriation is no answer here ex-
cept that OCE funds can.enrich state programs and provide a vehicle for
dissemination of information and experimentation with methods.

Another criticism of-rne-O,CE program is that the grant projects are
scattered; they are too few; they are developed in isolation; and they do ,

not add up. M'aylle so if one sits in.Washingtont attends a national con-
ference, reads the, annual list of project titles and purposes, or wasn't
funded during the last grant cycle. However, none of us has a very good
idea of the extent and depth of local impact thallftas occurred as a result
of one of ay. isolated projects. Communication theory tells us that there
is extensive informal dissemination of ideas, and many projects have
been designed to take ads arnage of recognized dissemination principles.
I would guess that there has been no attempt to document the results of
such projects, but wouldn't a follow-up be interesting? For example, I
would love to hear more reports like the one given about a project whjeh\ .

included some very poor women in a small town. It seems that at first the
local merchants were very skeptical about ,the project, and especially
about the word "Consumer." Didn't that signal some kind of trouble?
What was die leader trying to do with those women? One of the mer-
chants later reported his fears to the project leader-and congratulated her
on "making better buyers out of his customers," The interesting point is
that some of those he mentioned had not participated in the project.
They were neighbors.

This small project was nbt selected as a success story. It was a very
average project; the proposal %vacs funded, but it was not too well
prepared. What r am suggesting is that the 241 projects have accom-
plished a number of things, some of which are visible and some not. A
few have been emarkable in their accomplishments; some have been
very mediocre. Each has in its own way provided "yeast" to the national
consumer education, scene. I would not do away with grants, even if I
could, but I do caution that we should keep their purpose in perspective

o .
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and not allow ttem to dominate the scene completely. There are strong
pressures that the total appropriation be used fOr a grant program; at the
same time we know that grants may contribute to long-term program
goals o,ply indirectly. The contract/grant mix which has been used in the
past 4"2 years is .a more ,useful programming tool a,nd, given the present
level of development of the field of consumer education, ,the practice

t?t, should b continued. I can understand the individual consumer educa-
tor's desire for a grant, but di the present .level of funding, the op-' portunity to increase the-number of grants is limited. ,

Now for some ctunments about contracts. For the purpose of this
paper, I shall limit my, comments about the 41/2-year contract record of
the Office of Consumer's Education. Contracts too have, not all been ,

completely successful,:but merall they have sered a most useful pro-,
gram development purpose. They have:

1. Broadened the view of consumer educators add others as to what the
field was about. , , ,t

2, Drawn many individuals other professionals and community
activistsinto the field; frequently these were people that did not
call themselves consumer educators at the outset of the Agram and ,
yet are ccithributing i a productive Manner to consumer education
programs and develop Went.

3. 0) Explored and identified int grating concepts betweenkconsumer edu-
cation and more established fields, of study, such as political sciencl,

. -

-nutrition, mathematics, 'economics, and law. ' . ..

4... Provided a resourte center. ,, .
.,. .

5. Provided a vehicle whbreby nationally recognized 'leaders in the field
might examine consumer education for the purpose of giving direc-
tion to future development. .

6. Given special assistance to program development for select popula-
tion groups, such as Hispanics and natal Americans.

.
* A Drawn together information on,histoiy of the consuiner movement,

state regulatory processes, and 'university-level education available
for preparation of consumer leaders.

8. Supplied radio spots to. stimulate public interest in consumer prob-
lems and affairs. , . °

9. Given. opportun'ity for the Proseminar you. are now attending. I .,

This is onlY, a thumbnail sketch of the contracting activity of OCE, and
youwill note that there has been considerable relating of consumer in-
terests to other fields and disciplines. Consumer education in 1976 was
viewed froma narrow perspective by a number of educators and leaders.
Much of the content in the' public Schools was at the.skills level, as were
many'efforts in adult and community education. The contract authority,
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has beetis used td enrich consume g educatio'n and to focus content on
socially useful coficeets, asiCelas to'prOyide services to the field and tot
provide for ..networkifig. The challenge ahead is to consolidate the
pant and contract. efforts of this federal program; to broaden the
citizertfigonsumer group that articulates consumer education needs; and
to cyjtivate.,non-federal Sou,rces of financial support so that a self -suss
taining, institutionalized.piogram may result. As I read the congressional

". mandate, it does not suggest long-term federal support of consumer
education. Itiloss not even, envision federal support commensurate with
the needs of the increasing number of state mandates for K-12 curricula,
let alone recognize the need for strengthening the numerous adult pro-
grams in the cities and smallercom munities throughout the aountry. The
efforts of the leaders in consuner education and those from related fields
of economics, social studies,-and mathematics 'should focus on institu-
tionalization of the accomplithnients of the past few years if progress is
to be sustained.

withMuch of the above com mentary deals with consumer education and
. related fields in the'public schools. There is 'one 'overall gap in the
development of the consumer field, oneAv-hich, must be filled through ef-
forts outside any gOvernment program. There is no network for educa-
tion of leaders in the consumer field at the .graduate level. There are a
limited number of degree firrograms; the academic and research base is
exceedingly thin. Furthermore, if consiftereducators wish to influence

,'economic and other policies, there must be a respected and valued 'source
of position papers, research projects, and dialogue focused on the major.
issues facing policy de&sion-makers. Stich a voite,and force is needed,
especially in the present state of .econonlic adjustment.. -High .level
dialogue is under way considering the desirability of new alignments
among govecnrrierit;%siness, and labor interests.' Where is the con-
sumer's voice in these' policy decisions? There is no center, no institute,
no focal point for the development of consumer policy research or for
impacting on policy decisions. There are small; independent agencies
which ,focus on single topics and issues, but there is no equivalent, to the
Brookings Institution which can represent the consumer jnterest. in

economic 'joky decisions there will be only limited recognition of poten-
tial impact upon consumers as long as there is no policy research input. A
center or institute, if established, would have to be protected from close
allegiance.to government, to business, or to labor. A center would have
to build its own position of respect aid standin4. As we look ahead, vi-`\
sionaries should give consideration to the deVelopment.of a bass for con-

,sumer policy research.
In some ways I have ddressed only half of the audience this eve-

ning:=The consumer education half. My co ments, however, should be
meaningful to those ecbnomic educators wh have watched the growth
of consumer education programs and mandat s and are well aware of the
potential if the two areas stand side-by-side in K-12 curriculum develop-
ment. This overview has been given in order to ptov1de understanding.
The purpose of this Proseminar was to bring conasumer and economic
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education together in dialogue. By describing .what has been going on in
the Office of Consumers' Education, I hope that I have dispelled some
false notions about consumer education 'today and have helped this
group to develop insights and point to new directions: There is not one

- future for either group of ectucator, but there are7many options and
choices:to be made about the future. Educators are free to choose, and
choiceS should be based on understanding.

Moreover, it is my contention that a good del of what the consumer
field might like to do in the years ahead will be cqnditioned by thg con-

'tent with which economic educators deal: the economy, dimin,ishinis
non-renewable resources, unemployment, and possibly new business-
government relationships, to "name a few. The Joint Council, with its in-
terest in economic education in the public schools, has recently focused
more strongly upon the, need to bring economic understanding to
students as consumers. I hope that this three-day session is only the
beginning of discussions between consumer and economic teacher
educators. There is much the two fields have in common, and those in
either field have more ason to work jointly than to "protect the.turf."1 f
they do, it is the studeit who will win.

. .
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Summary of Seminars
Presentations arid Participant
Reactions

.John E. Ciow
.
Air

A primary purposeof this seminar was the presentation of thoughts
'pertaining to_the interface ietweensconsumer'and economic education:
This project came out of a previous USOE project, Consume! and
Economic Education (K-12): AtImpaPattvrAnalysis,Nwhich was the

recent, attempt to define this relationship. A secondary purpose of
this conference was to look at the evaluative measures used in both
economics and consumer education -r what has been dine, what should
he done, and What the-two fields of study-can learii from each other. An
ovkrview of What the Office of Consianers' Education has accomplIed
sin its. incepti6ct was also addressed.

One purpose of this summary ection is to draw some of the ideas
together which were presented. Also, a summary of the discussion by the
participants will be given.

.

,Wfir IS CONSUMER AND ECONOMIC EDUCATION?

The first two 'japers relate to what 5s consumer edueatiOn and what
is economic educattop. Both papers are a synthesis of work comAleted by
noted leaders hi the two fields. Rosella Bannisteek.paper is based on.the
Consumer Education Development Project funded bythe Office of Con-
sumer's Education, USOE. James Calderwood's paper is based en Work
by Calderwood and other economists in the JOint Council on Economic
Education network.. Primary reference is given to the Framework for

John E. Clow is the Director of Business and Consumer Economic Programs at the Joint
Council on EConomic Education, New York.
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Teaching Economics: Basic Concepts; 1977, a publication of the Joint
. Co'uhcil on Economic" Education. . .

The two authors use somewhat different procedures to define the
. nature of their respective fjelds. Bannister focuse s on the needs, content,

and objectives of consumer education. Caldood lgoks at the same
areas, but also includes some comments on the educatiAalprocess to be
used and the target audiences to be' reached in promoting ,economic
education.

A pervasive thrust in the Bannister paber.is that consumer education
should prov\ide more experiences in preparing students to becoine proac-
tive instead crreactiveto the system or circumstances in which they find
themselves as consumers. Shd sayS t'bat the' thrusts of personal one
management and buymanship in the markeiplaces hallmarks of con-
sumer Aucation, should be continued, but believes that the consumer
should be better educated to take an active role in influencing change
where deemed necessary.

Calderwood emphasizes that economic education should develop a
tirotesspf thinking about lecbnomic problems. In develOpinf this prod

. cess, students shoulliLbe taught to think logicallys, undgrstand some basic
° / economic concepts and the operation of our present-day economic

system, And use econ,omic knowledge in a variety of problem-solving,
situations. Calderwood stresses that ,economic concepts are necessary
tools for students,to know and use in reaching decisions about economict,

,probtems,.whether at the indlvidnal or societal level.
The papers hutted show a basic difference between the two areas of

study as defined by the V;Lritel-s. Knowing and using facts, owledges,
and skills for effective consumer decision-making, along ith an ability
to be an advocate for the consumer interest, are imp r t ingredients in
consumer educltion. Econdmic education is Viewe s promoting ltsic,

'..truths..and principles which can be used in analy inNyarious econtunics
Oroblems,. be they in the consumer, workplace, r societal realm.

his also true that consumer education and .econonsic educatipn are
not synonyrnoto. Sonie of the facts about. purchasing various goods and
services are tt4 primary province of consumer education, not economic
education. LikeWise, thle emphasis on looking at economic issues from a

A

societal van ge point is not She major focus of cerstimer education, but '
has tradition Ily.been the pri concern of economic education.

AnOther iffetence penal to the role of advocacy. Pitcdrding to
the Bannister defini54n of co sumer education, advocacy for the con-
Rimer interest in the "syttem is Aportant. According to the Calderwood
definition of economic education, which is accepted by the JCEE,I

economic education is primarily concerned with individuals understand-,
ing ,the nature of their economic world .and economic problems and .
beitigable to use a'rational, objective process for, analyzing these prob-
lems. In a particular situation, an active advocacy role in changing the.
system may or may not be the choice 'Of an individual after weighing
the costs of the alternatives. Both recognize that consumer votes in the
marlietplace for buying or not buying specific goods and strvices are a
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means of expri§sing the consumer interest. The Bannister definition,
though, advocates that consumer education should involve changing the
economic environment through legislation, forTation of consumer
groups, etc.

Evefi though there are differences, the papers providean ndicdtion
of thebroid interface between consumer education and economic edu.ca.
tion. Bannister indicates that consumer education should incltide an

"'understanding of various economic contepts. Fiftsen concepts are listed
as-necessary for individuals to understand and analyze carious problems.
Both papers stress the need for emphasizing the problem=solving prOcess,
wIth.an emphasis on looking at the trade-offs and 'pportunity costs of
various alternatives. Also there is a recognition that the interrelationslap
of such roles as citizen, consumer, wage earnero,and inestorlhould be
taken into consideration whernaking economic, decisions.

Discussion oflhese papers by the participants centered on the focus
and content of consumer economics. Discussion seemed to 'mphasize the
following points:
1.

Consumer education stould emphasize decision-making rather than
the teaching of particular values and goals. There is no all - embracing'
consumer in.terest, but rathq many ptobleMs that indjvidpal con-
sumers mustanalyze for .themselves:

Given that our objec4ive; in consumer education is rational decision-
.

maling, we' cannot farto inclu the role of personaLvalues and.
preferences in the decision process. Because of variance in values,
two individuals. make different, yet rational ehoic8 in the, market-I
place. the individual consumer often has.gokils that conflict withh`

',,,the goals of others or with broad social goals. Also, something that
"is advantageous to the cons . rtuLer in the ihdrt run may be harm-
ful to his or her interests in thong run; for'txamplgy rent conirOl
might lower living costs in the short run while contributing to the
deVelopment of a long-run ,shortage of rental units. Certainly this
type sipinformation should be an integral part of consurngr e uca-
tion.

4},4. .

3. There may lie more than one ate rive meihdd ordecisi6n-making
that could result in.alternative choir' It is well to distinguish be- .

tweeri efficigitdecisions, which conceit erg! analysis -of the ratio
f'inputs t outputs, and effective decisions, .which are evaluated in

terms of.desirdble objectives accomplished..gffective decisions are
mate in an enyironment:where there may not- be time for considers. l,
tion of all factomaffrcting the decision. Decisions ha've costs of time
that often make praonged evaluation oralterpatives or ,efficient

. decisions too costly.to

4. Economic, concepts pf voluntary exchange,.sitbstitution, market in-
.. tervey choice,: and consumption are important to consumer

educ4! . While there was some disagreement among conference
particrfents, itwas generally felt that such macroeconomic concepts

21.5
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as inflation and unemployment should be addressed in consumer
education. Ecological and technological concepts were also felt to be
important to the modern consumer.

5. An important and sometimes neglected topic is public and social
goods and services. This is often an area of frustration for she con-
sumer because he has less opportunity for redress when dealing with
the government than with private suppliers of goods and services.

15iscussion ensued concerning
4
whethe'r consumer education should be a

separate course or integrated into several courses. Conference par-
ticipants differed to some extent on,the question of whether consumer
education should be taught in a single course or aspects of it covered in
several different disciplines. Those who conceived of consumer educa-
tiori as multidisciplinary emphasized the advantage that important topics
could be taught to students in several disciplinary area rather than in a
single, "all-or--nothing" course. Other participants, however, felt that this,
type of approach tends to fragment consumer education and prevent
students from attaining a unified.overview of the area. ,

CONTENT ANALYSIS'

Six sets of papers relate to a textbook content analysis of four unit's
typically fotind in consumer studies:: credit, transportation, housing, and
public goods and services. Each of the authors was asked to analyze the
content of leading consumer education textbooks according At) thde
units. The authors were asked to delineate the important concepts and
economic understandings 'which should be developed in each of the
areas. They also commented about the degree of coverage giVen the con-
cepts and understandings in surveyed iextboOks.

.---
Credit and Transportation.

,'or the credit and transportation units, the authorssurveyed
ety of,texts. Mandell primarily surveyed collegiate level texts, and Jelley
surveys junior and senior high school texts. Mohr looked,. at both,
junior/senior haft school,and collegiate texts. Mandell and Mohr also 8'
both included in their analysis at east one "best-seller" type of money
management guide.

The writers found that considerable space has been, accorded the
*coverage of credit in the textbooks..There is general consensus that the
tests emphasize advantages and disadvantages of using credit; sources,
costs, and types of credit; credit legislation; procedures for establishing
credit rating; and prohlems for the individual who becomes overex-
tended. Some of the texts, especially those at the collegiate level, go
beyond the "nuts and bolts" treatment. The authOrs, though, do see some
glaring omissions, including little or no treatment of the social costs of
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credit, factors which deterMine interest rates, and the influence of the
Federal Reserve System on credit transactions.

Thvarea of transportation was generally found to be given limited
treatment. When covered, treatment of this topic focus7s on buying and
maintaining arFautomobile, with little treatment given to other mode's of
transportation, including mass transit. Other 'areas which the writers
consider important that areti't emphasized in the textbooks include such
topics as the socia4.costs of automobiles, the importance of and cost of
safety for automobile travel, nature and extent of government regula-
tion, forms of government subsidization for the automobile, costs
associated with funding and using non-automotive transportation, and
factorg affecting the price of gasoline in the future.

in both topical areas, the conference participauts discus'sed various
emphases which should be included in these areas of study. The follow-
ing topics were mentioned as very, important in teaching about credit: "

1. using credit advantageously during a period of iklaiiqn.
2. adjusting uses of credit to the phases of a consumer's life cycle.
3. increasing the attention given to cost,'benefit analysis of credit op-

tions.
4. identifying sources of infdrmation about credit for the consumer's

. use in the future. 0

5., understanding sources of credit used by low-income persons.
cohsidering the motivations of creditors in offering credit.

Conference participants identified several aspects of transportation
that consumers should, know about. Forerndirt among these are knowl-
edge about alternatives available for personal transportation beyond the
automobile option, and the influence of advertising on transportation
decisions. The effect of costly governmekaregulation for both consumers
and producers (e.g., automobile safety, airline deregulation) was also
mentioned as being deserving of more attention in the consumer educa-
tion curriculum. s

.r
Housing and Public Gbods and Seriices

The secOncl*Set of papers analyzes the content of the housing and
public goods and services units :of the consumer education course.
Walstad and Wartlike focus primarily on secondary level texts. Swagler
looks 'primarily at post-secondary texts.

In regard to housing, there is general agreement that coverage is
primarily oriented to factors traditionally perceived as private aspects of
housing decisions. As Walstad indicates, housing units in secondary texts
appear to cover such areas as alternative types of housing, advantages
and disadvantages of types of housing, factors to consider in selecting a
home, sources and types of financing alternatives, and legal information'
Swagler indicates that many post-secondary texts focus on special ques-
tie'ns of design, decoration, and furnishings.

The authors agree that the housing urflts in textbooks suffer from a
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lack of economic content. As pointed out by Wealstad, this is indeed a
shame since there can be so Many teachable moments for economics in
the housing unit. He explores how scarcity, opportunity cost, supply and
demand, equilibrium' price, gol, ernment' intervention, economic incen:
tives, and monetary policy can be easily integrated into (he housing units
to provide richer learning experiences for students.'The.use of a decision- 4
making matrix for analyzing rarious housing issues and economic prob-
ler5s is also suggested. The listing of economic understandings for the

, housing unit suggested by Warmke induct* many of these same con-
cepts.

The authors also agree'that public policy issues related to housing
seem to be givenlittle coverage. Walstad found that a few texts,give some
coverage to such social issues as discrimination, urban decay, suburban
sprawl, and the provision of public housing.*Treatmentg are generally
superficial. Very little emphasis has been ,gir en to such areas as subsidies,
th-rough tax policies, special mortgage arrangtments, and the effect of
money market conditions on home ownership.

The authors concur that the housing unit should reflect more than
the "how to" approach. Obviously there is a problem of limited amounts .
of classroom time to cover all of the areas which are suggested. Swagler
suggestkthat the goal should be not "to give students all of the infor-
mation they will need to buy or furnish a dwelling; neither is it to make
them into social planners or government e.)919qs,. Rather, it is to make
students aware of the dimensions of the au& and the patterns of inter-
relationships between private and public issues." Obviously, a lot of
changes need to be made if this is to become a reality in many consumer
education courses and units taught in our schools.

Public goods and services comprise an area which as received litt14
attention in consumer education textbooks. This is ironic, since over one-
third of the average consumer's income is paid.to levels of government!
Various reasons given for this shortcoming include the traditional focus
of consumer education on buymanshiptn the marketplace, *general
societal bias against public goods, and the absence of any clear perspec-
tive as to how to study this area. 3"

The facet of public goods and services which receives the most atten-
tion is taxation the method used to finance public gopds and services.
Sortie of the texts do describe various types of government goods and ser-
vices and give reasons why goN7trninental spending has increased. Very
.littleattention is given to the types of ptiblic goods.and services which are*,
offered and Ways the consumer Can insure that maximum benefit is re-
ceived from the tax dollars which are paid. Generally the coverage,is
descriptive, not analytical.

Several suggestions are made as to how to provide a more analytical
coverage of this area. ''Nvagler recommends that students be able to,
recognize the differences and similarities between purchasing private and
public goods and services. Certainly the costs and 4nefits to an in-
dividual for private goods and services can be quite different than for
,public goods and services. However, the complaint processes used
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against private_ companies and public agencies can be quite similar.
Walstad recommends that much more attention should be given to using
the decision-making process. Instead of looking at just personal values
and goals, students should analyze various public policy matters with
societal economic, goals in mind (i.e., economic freedom, efficiency,
growth, employment, price stability, econontic justice, economic
security, a vironmental quality). In this way, students can better realize

'what pe e in the society get and what they give up when, a particular
public olicy is adopted. He also notes that the ai-ea of public goods and
servic s provides excellent ojoportunities to illustrate such economic con-
cepts as market failure, market structure, and externalities.

Warmke delineates ten generalizations which should be covered in
order for students to understand, the role and-functions of public goods
and services in our economy. The generalizations reflect the interrela-
tionship among the various roles of consumer, wage,earner, and citizen.

Again the patticipants discussed important emphases which should
be covered in each area. The following topics were considered important,
in teaching about housing: ^,

1. Types of multiple-family dwellings, with analysis of advantages
and disadvantages.

2. Housing as a flow of services.

3. Choosing from housing alternatives in light of lifestyle needs.

-4. Use of the decision - making process in making housing choices..

5. Singles and their housing needs.

6. Sources of current information about housing...

7. The ecdnomicsof the housing industry:

8. Housing as an economic ipdicator.

9. 'New`types of mortgages.

10. The effect of home ownership upon credit sttus.

The following topics were identified as impoitant in coverkhe
area of public goods and services:

1. The role of regula. tory agen'cies.

2. Costs and benefits of regulation.

3. The relationship between increased private consumption and in-
, creased needs for public goods and services.

4. How Co pay for public goods and services and who should pay.
5. Tax incidence and tax equity.

V

6. Which goods and services should be provided by the public rather
than the private sector.
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In coming this area, participants believed teachers should empha-
size topics close t° the experience of students, such as provision of police
and fire prthection And the economic aspects 8f public education. There
should also be discussion abouCtensions within society among groups
,and individuals with-conflicting economic interests.

ti

REACTIONS TO CONSUMER AND ECONOMIC'.
EDUCATION (K12): A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

..
The next set of pikers comprises reactions to the model for, con-

sumer and economic ethication learning sequences developed as a rest:IL,.
of a, 1Q77 projeclifunded by the Office of Consumers' Education. The '.

director of the project, L. G. oyer, provided an overview of the pro-
ject outcome at the confer; ce. 0 i ajor.thrust of the project was the
identification. of concepts as relevant ntent for consumer education,
economic education, oL t e interface 15- ween the two subjects. Further
detail of the project can .e gained fro the publication entitled Con-
sumer and Economic Edu lion (K-12): A Co arative Analysis.

46, The authqrs of the 1)9 ers are laudatory as t ioneering efforts
of the group itiyoived in developing the study. ach paper includes the
concerns of twit authors about the model in addition to the spetafic
models which the authors prepared as substitutions. Cdmmonly men-
tioned concerns about' the model }ncltide:

1. Lack of workable definitiOns of,the terms used in the 'Model. ,

I Difficulties in the form of the model tha,t prevent easy use bylpracti-
' tioners in thelield. t.,

.

,.5

.,..
'.

j.
.£

Failure to give several basic economic and consumer concepts RI' ffi-
ciertt emphasis. / A :

, . . .4z.

4. Undue emphasis on some concepts that are not considered very im-
portant., s

-:. t
, .

5. Lack of agreement as to 'the groupings in which someconcepts are
placed.-

1. Failure to recognize that consumer and economic educatO define
some of the terms differently. / .:,-,

,7. Unclear rationale for the sequencing of t4concepts.

Another concern is that the project findingi have not been widely
disseminated for input and reaction from profdsionals in both consumer
and e nomic education. Certainly, this is one.of the purposes of this
project to, get widgr dissemination and reaction to the question.
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EVALUATION

Two papers relate to evaluation. One is an overall evaluation of t e
programming of the Office of Consumers' Education. The Other is an
analysis of evaluation designs and instruments in consumer and et o-,nomic education.

Minden provides an overall view of the problems and successes of
e Office of Consumers' Education over the last 41/2 years of its ex-

, ence. As with am organization that has-limited funds, the Office has
be n unable to fund all of the "good" projects which could be done. Yet
Mi den believes that the Office's activities hake. made a - number of
positive contributions, including fostering communication among
leaders in consumer education, encouraging interaction between con-
sumer educators and leaders in other fields, promoting consumer educa-
tion beyond the walls of the schools, and encouraging a broadened
definition of consumer education to include more of a societal approach
to consumer decision-making instead, of emphasizing only personal buy-
manship. A major concern she discusses is the -lack of a network of
leaders in the consumer field at the graduate level to foster communica-
tion both inside. and outside the field, to' make a concerted effort to
develop future leaders, and to do the necessary research needed to ad-
vance the field of consumer education.

The second paper, by Duff, looks at evaluation designs and in-
struments for consumer and economic education programs. A descrip-
tion of six standardized cognitive tests in consumer and economic educa-
tion is also included in the paper. A' number of major: concerns are raised
which are summarized in the conclusions section of ,the paper. The lack
of studies which meet the criteria for expelimentaliox quasi-experimental
research designs is one of the concerns. Also, a mechanism for sharing
research findings an strategies is lacking, whiCh deters progress in the
field. The instruiments used in consumer and economic education have
focused on cognitive development, not.the effective domain or the ability
to use the decision-making process.

In reviewing the Duff paper, Richardson echos many of the same
themes and also points out some,other dimensions. One of the major
problems irs evaluating consumer education learning is that those in-the
field have not generally accepted a common conceptual dr philosqkkit al
base. Muci of this is due to the amorphous, broad scope of the disnilline.
as it is perceived by many Thus, it has been difficult to develop an
evaluation of educational achievement which is universal. As an exam-
ple, these is no agreement on whether consumer education should be
positive or normative. Richardson says that we have a long way to go in
the area of evaluation. Scholars in both consumer and economic educa-
tion should work together to improve the state of-the art.

Discussions among the participarks centered on the problems of
evaluationf consumer eduCationograms, and the dissemination and
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coordination of research findings and programs. Some recurring themes
Of the discussion were:

1. Effective evaluation of consumer education must await
development of specific, generally accepted objectives for the discipline;

2. Even though we do not have generally accepted objectives for
the discipline at the present tirrie, we should not abandon efforts at
evaluation, especially if consumer ,education is to be maintained in the,
schools. Schools are increasingly asking for accountability. Consumer
education is not entrenched in the curriculum of many schools. It may be
eliminated by school administrators if they cannot see measurable out-
comes on which to evaluate students. For the time being, -school or

,statewide eviluation procedures should be initiated, based upon objec-
th es for the discipline established by professionals in the school or state.

3. There is a need for a national professional organization which
can coordinate and disseminate research findings and program evalua-
tions in order to improve the quality of research in consumer and
economic education. The Office of Consumers' Education does not rank
this function high among its priorities.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the papers, formal reactions to the papers, and the dis-
cussion of the participants, the following recommendations are made:

1. ' Economics and consumer education can be mutually beneficial
to each other through increased interaction and cooperarkion, although
the areas of study are not synonymous. Moreeconomic emtphasis in con-
sumer education instruction can improve the quality of consumer educa-
tion courses as well as encourage greater economic literacy. In the opin-
ion of conference participants, the interactions fostered at the seminar
were beneficial and healthy. More conferences and ceOperative
endeavors should be, planned for the future in order to keep the lines of

^ communication open.

2. In the four topical units which were analyzed, there was too lit-
tle coverage of \.,economic principles. Also, there wa& an emphasis on
descriptive information in the textbooks, with littl4nsideration given
to using an analytical approach for making clicistins in these areas.
More can and should, be done in instructional mattfials to encourage
more of an economic, analytical approaeh. Conference papers prbvidl il-
lustrations on hOw this can be done.

3. Considering the interest in and findings of the reports on the
four units reviewed at the conference, other topical units in consumer
education texts, Such as buying professional services, insurance, and in-
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vestments, should be scrutinized as to economic content and emphasis on
,the analytical approach.

4. The Consumer and Economic Education (K -12) A Com-
parative Analysis project was a pioneering effort to define economiccon-
tent, consumer education content, and the interface between consumer
and economic education. The reviewers of the model believe that it had a
number of shortcomings; consequently, each .has devaopo0 his/her own

model. A need exists to have further work between economic and con-
sumer educators in synthesizing.the'various models and arriving at some
general agreemeni about the interface between consumer and economic
education.

5. Research designs and instruments used in consumer and
economic education suffer from a low' leVel of sophistication. A source
for coordination, dissemination, and research allowing encouragement
for better research should be established.

6. 'A recurring theme thAoughout the entire seminar was the need
for consumer education to have a carefully defined philosophical and
conceptual base which is more universally accepted.

C.
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